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What is Home Education 101? 

 
For over twelve years, our local support group endeavored, with God’s help, 
to meet the needs of homeschooling families in our area. As we grew, we 
recognized that the larger-group experience of the monthly meetings could 
be overwhelming to the new homeschooler, so we were excited to offer 
something just for them—Home Education 101! 
 
This “basic course” does not replace the support group, but is designed to 
offer committed new homeschoolers a smaller-group opportunity to meet 
regularly for nine sessions in the home of a veteran parent in their 
neighborhood (or close!) with other parents “in the same boat,” to learn 
about basic topics of interest specifically to first- or second-year 
homeschoolers. We found the ideal session breakdown to be eight 
consecutive weeks, with the ninth (Lessons Learned) in the spring at the 
larger support group meeting, broken into small groups. You could also do 
the first eight sessions on four consecutive Saturdays, two sessions per day. 
 
Please encourage them to get to know the other parents in your group and 
to form relationships so they might have a sense of camaraderie as they 
attend larger-group events together. Other topics of general interest to 
homeschoolers of all “ages” will be covered at regular support group 
meetings or in resources provided by your local group. 
 

What do they get? 
When they attend your first class, you will give each family their parent 
workbook (unless they have ordered their own) for the first session, 
“Beginning the Incredible Journey!”  They have been asked to bring 
pen/pencil to take notes, but it won’t hurt to have a few extras available.  
 
At the time of registration, you may wish to distribute a welcome letter, a 
schedule of topics, and a list of mentor homes/dates/directions. See a 
sample packet at www.HomeEducation101.com. 
 

Do I have to deal with money? 
At the first session, you will collect their workbook fee (unless they ordered 
their own) and any class fee that your group has designated. Just collect 
the checks, mark the participants PAID on your roster, and give the money 
to your support group treasurer or designee. 

 

What about my materials? 
You may mark in the book with pencil or highlighter, if that will make it 
easier for you to follow. You should have a mentor’s manual which contains 
the full content of the parent workbook plus mentor notes. You may wish to 
have a copy of the parent workbook so you’ll know exactly what they have 
in front of them. (Basically, they have your book minus gray boxes and 
introductory how-to section; they also do not have any legal appendix.) 
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You will be provided with outlines/notes (this Mentor’s Manual) to be used 
for each session topic. The part that is in a gray text box is the part that is 
missing from their sheets; instead, they have empty space to take notes on 
what you share (see your copy of the parent workbook to view the empty 
spaces). Some pages are simply articles or information sheets; these appear 
in their entirety in the parent workbooks. You may want to touch on these, 
or you may encourage them to read these on their own, depending on time. 
You are encouraged to supplement this material with your personal 
knowledge/experience. The book has wide margins so you can make 
notations in your mentor’s manual. 
 
If you have any notes to add to those in your book, certainly add them for 
your moms. Be very cognizant of copyright laws and be sure to comply. If 
you need copies made, check with the treasurer or support group leader of 
your group for guidance on reimbursement. Please be sure that nothing 

you distribute openly conflicts with the materials in the manual. If 

this could be an issue, please let your support group leader or 
program leader know.  
 
Encourage them to take notes in their sections to make their workbooks 
valuable tools for their home education experience. 
 

Do I need to feed them? 
Refreshments are always good icebreakers or mixers. Whether you choose 
to have your refreshment at the opening or closing of your meeting, keep it 
simple – something wet and something dry.  If you choose to send around a 
sign-up sheet for the moms to volunteer to bring food, remember to call the 
upcoming session’s food mom a few days prior to your meeting to remind 
her she’s “on” for that week (or delegate this responsibility). In that case, 
you will probably want to provide the first night’s snack, as nobody will 
have signed up yet. You will probably want to provide some basic paper 
goods. 
 

How long should this last? 
If you spend 15-30 minutes in fellowship, 1 hour on the topic, and 30 
minutes answering questions, you will need to allocate 2 hours for each 
meeting. The first meeting has introduction time, so you may wish to make 
that one a longer session, or have a preliminary “icebreaker” session. 
 

What do I do? 
You are a facilitator/mentor (mentor: wise and trusted counselor). THANK 
YOU!  You do not have to know everything that there is to know about each 
session topic, but do read all the materials for the week in advance to 
familiarize yourself with the topic, and pray about what to share. Make 
whatever marks you need to make in the wide margins of your copy to 
make it “yours.” 
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It will be important to them that you go through the textbox sections. 
They do not have these gray sections – they have big, empty holes in 
their articles where you have text boxes, so they will probably sense a deep 
need to “fill in the blanks” and take notes on those! The material in the 
manual has been carefully selected; please make an effort to cover the 
material as provided. If you feel a need to vary significantly, please consult 
with the program leader so she can determine if the variation would be 
more suitable for all the groups, or if the need can be met another way. It is 
important that the program be standardized from home to home within 
your group for the purpose of accountability and verification of information. 
 
If you have some participants who “participate” more vocally and often than 
others, please encourage them to share the floor with more timid gals by 
soliciting comments from those who may be a bit quieter.  

 

Q & A Time 
It is important to allow time for Q & A (Questions and Answers) at the end 
of each session. First encourage questions that are specifically related to 
the evening’s topic, and then, if you have time left, open the floor to 
miscellaneous questions and discussion when the topical questions have all 
been asked. 
 
If you are not confident that you know the correct answer, jot down the 
question to check on later and bring the answer to the next meeting. 
 

What other responsibility does this bring? 
These families will be looking to you as an example (wow, no pressure!). If 
applicable to your group, please complete a coordinator agreement or 
statement of faith so your support group leader can have it on file.  
 
These parents will share with you because they trust you. Honor that trust 
by respecting their privacy and honesty and not passing gossip or 
judgment. In case of conflict, rely on Matthew 18 for conflict resolution (Ken 
Sande of Peacemaker Ministries outlines the Biblical guidelines at 
www.hispeace.org). 
 
Please pray for the women/families represented in your group as well as for 
the other leaders. 
 

Evaluation of the program 
You’ll find an evaluation form near the end of your book. Please jot down 
any notes at the end of each session while they are fresh on your mind, and 
pass along any suggestions/constructive criticism to me so we can improve 
the program to maximize the benefits to our families.  

 

 
May you be blessed as you minister to these families. 
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Suggested Meeting Schedule 
(For a 7:00-9:00 p.m. meeting) 

 

 
6:45 p.m. Be familiar with lesson/make any necessary notes in advance. 
  Have a few pencils sharpened.  

Set out paper goods and ice. 
Turn on the porch light.  

  Smile! 
 
7:00  Greet participants.  
(15 min) Get any pertinent information for your records (ask if info may 
   be shared before distributing it to the group). 

Offer light refreshments (or just drinks) as they mingle.  
 
7:15  Open in prayer. 
(1 hour) Take attendance (either aloud or silently). 

Announce that it is important for you to let them get home at 
  a decent hour, so you are setting a timer or alarm for 
  9 p.m. so you don’t keep them too long. 

  Begin the evening’s topic. 
    
8:15  Open the floor to Questions and Answers.  
(15-30 min) Start with questions related to evening’s topic. 
  If time permits, open floor to general homeschool questions/ 
   discussion. 
 
8:30/8:45 Refreshments/fellowship time 
(15-30 min) Thank them for coming and encourage them to go over their 
   notes. 
  Make a note to yourself of any absentees so you can call to  
   check on them.  
 
 
 
At the first class, there will be an opportunity for the class to share contact 
information as they feel comfortable. This may need to be a longer meeting, 
or you may prefer to have an initial “icebreaker” meeting before the first 
session. 
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Attendance Roster – Home Education 101 
 
Mentor ___________________________________________________________________ 
 
Meeting day/time______________________ Location__________________________ 

 
Meeting schedule 1____  2____  3____  4____  5____  6____  7____  8____  9_____ 
 
 

Name, phone, email, 

address 

Paid

  

1

  

2

  

3

  

4

  

5

  

6

  

7

  

8

  

9 

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           
   
           

   
I gave $____________ to our treasurer/designee for workbook/class fees.  Date_______________ 

 
(This page may be photocopied.) 
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Beginning the Incredible Journey 
 

 
 

 

 

Research homeschooling 
Research the law 
Know your support organizations 
Set goals for your children 
Choose curriculum 
Gather supplies 
Establish a schedule 
Other basics 
Beginning joyfully 
Q & A  

 

 
 

 

 

 

Because this session includes introductions and some preliminary 
“how to get started” material, you may wish to make this session a 
little longer than the remaining sessions, or to divide it into two parts, 
depending on the level of “beginning” of your participants and their 

familiarity with one another prior to the first meeting.  
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Meet Your Travel Agent 
(or: An Introduction) 

 

Encourage participants to read this introductory page as they 
get settled. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
admit it—I am “geographically challenged.” I have been known to make a 
cell phone call from the parking garage after our state’s homeschool 
convention, frantic because I cannot find the exit after four attempts. 

Several years ago, driving home from Pittsburgh to Petersburg, I phoned my 
husband (collect!) at work to ask, “If I’m on Skyline Drive, have I missed a 
turn?” When we were first stationed at Fort Lee in Virginia, I called him at 
work to ask where Emporia was. When he told me it was near North 
Carolina, I meekly inquired, “Does that mean I’m not near Fort Lee 
anymore?”  
  
Go ahead and laugh. But I finally determined why I have this problem: I can 
follow directions (okay, good directions), but I have trouble figuring out 
where I am in relation to where I’m trying to go. 
 
Now, if I asked you for directions, what’s the first thing you’d probably want 
to know? Right—you’d want to know where I was trying to go. To get 
somewhere, I need to know where I’m starting and where I’m trying to 
go, so I can determine the best course to get me there. 
 
That’s our goal in planning this home education journey, too. You may feel 
“geographically challenged” because you don’t know where you are, where 

you’re going, or how you’re going to get there. This session of Home 
Education 101 is designed to help you choose your destination, plan your 
journey and choose the best route to get there. Think of your mentoring 
group leader as tonight’s “Travel Agent” (with the help of the Holy Spirit, of 
course!). 
 
Homeschooling is not just an education choice; it is a lifestyle of 
learning—the Journey of a Lifetime!  
 

I 
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Mentors: Take a few moments to introduce yourself to your 

group and encourage them to introduce themselves and briefly 
share what they hope to learn. 

 
 

My Fellow Travelers 

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________
___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________

___________________________________________________ 
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Pre-Trip Planning Checklist 
(or: I feel overwhelmed! Where do I begin?) 

 
Good planning is the key to any successful road trip. Most of these items 
will be covered in greater detail later in this section and/or in other sections 
of this workbook, but this checklist will give you a basic overview as you 
prepare for this journey! 

 
Research homeschooling 
 

 

 Read all you can about home education (see list of 

suggested resources at end of chapter).  

 Pray about this decision. If there are two parents, it is 

important that you be in agreement. 

 Search provincial and www.HSLDA.ca websites. 
(For example, in Ontario:  www.OCHEC.org) 

 Consider subscribing to homeschooling publications.  

 Attend a provincial convention (or obtain tapes from the 

workshops, if this is a mid-year decision).  

 Read, read, read.  

 Attend a how-to-begin seminar in your area (that’s this). 

 Check out home education websites on the Internet (see 

resource list for a starting point) – be discerning – not all 
may be a good fit for you. 

 Attend a local support group meeting and ask lots of 
questions – other parents often love to talk about home 

schooling!  Most importantly, talk to other homeschoolers 
to find out what they do, how and why.  

 Again read, read, read. 
 AND ask, ask, ask! 

 

 
 

Research your province’s homeschool law 
Yes, it is legal to home school. Basically, you should: 

 

 

 Familiarize yourself with the laws and regulations of your 

provincial code (Appendix A) which regulate home 
education in Canada. For example, in Ontario, review 

the following to refresh yourself: 
   https://www.ochec.org/?q=legal/ontario_law  
   http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/extra/eng/ppm/131.html  
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 Be aware of any deadlines you must meet. For example, 

Ontario does not have these deadlines, but if you move out 
of province, be aware that there may be deadlines for other 
provinces – do your research! 

 

 Keep copies of any paperwork you send, and it’s a good 

idea to mail everything certified, return-receipt requested. 
Be sure that any paperwork you submit is free of spelling 

or grammatical errors (and coffee stains). If you hand 
deliver, take a receipt to be signed (“I have received Mrs. 
___’s homeschool paperwork.”) 

 

 

Join support organizations 
You don’t have to make this trip alone! Consider membership in any of the 
local, provincial and national organizations that exist to help you. Some 
suggestions include: 

 Local support groups (check with your provincial organization for a 
list) 

 Provincial organizations such as www.ochec.org; or your province’s 
organization, if you are outside of Ontario; check 
www.ochec.org/resources for contact information if you are not 
familiar with a provincial organization in your province. 

 Home School Legal Defence Association -www.hslda.ca or 519-913-
0318 – not just for your own family but for all home educators—we  
need to support one another in order to maintain our freedom to 
home educate  

 Specialized support groups such as: 
o for families of learning challenged students: refer to list under 

Roadside Assistance  
o based on particular interests such as sports, 4-H, etc. 
o on-line support blogs, e.g., www.growinghomeblog.com                                                   

   

Set goals 
Why are you homeschooling? What is your idea of an education? What 
would you be doing if nobody told you that your five-year-old had to 
leave home? 
 

 Determine where your child is now—academically, 

spiritually, physically, and emotionally/socially; this is 
your starting point. 

 Set measurable, attainable goals for each child. Discuss 
with your spouse and your child (if appropriate) how these 

objectives fit into the “big picture” of his future. 

 Set personal and family goals. 

http://www.hslda.org/
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 Evaluate activities and curriculum against goals. 
 FOR MORE INFO on starting mid-year, see 

www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens - Getting Started 

 FOR MORE ON extracurriculars, see same site—Resources. 
 

 

Choose curriculum 
By definition, your curriculum is your “course of study.” 
 
(We will cover this in more detail in another session.) 
 

 

 Look through catalogs, magazines, curriculum guides, and 
books. [See resource list at the end of this section] 

 Talk to other homeschoolers about what worked for them 
and why, as well as what didn’t work and why. 

 Attend provincial convention workshops/exhibit halls and 
local curriculum fairs (for example, OCHEC runs a night 

before/new to homeschooling & exhibit hall session at 
their conference). 

 Go to used book sales and used curriculum shops. 

 Evaluate your child’s learning styles. 

 Decide which method(s) seem to fit your family best at this 
point in time (you may overlap—methods are not mutually 

exclusive!).  

 Keep evaluating all your choices against those goals you 

have set for your family and for each child. 
 

 

 

Purchase supplies 
 

 

 Homeschool resource books 

 Basic home reference materials 

 School supplies such as paper, pencils, pencil sharpener, 

rulers, pens, notebooks of some sort (and the proverbial red 
pen!) 

 Filing or organizational supplies to keep your paperwork in 

order 

 Bookshelves and/or storage cabinets—designate “a place 

for everything” 
 Other necessary items as specified in your curriculum 

 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Establish a schedule 
 

 

 Be aware of any legal requirements for daily attendance. 

(There are none in Ontario, but each province varies.) 

 Decide on your school year. You can use the standard 

school schedule, or work around a parent’s work schedule, 
or otherwise. For example, we homeschool for eight weeks 

on, one week off, August through June, taking a four-week 
break in December and again in July. My reasoning is that 

I can do anything for eight weeks at a time, and then I 
have a week to re-group for the next session! Taking only 
one month off in summer keeps the girls on their toes 

academically. 

 Have at least a framework for academic and character 

progress during the year. 

 Have a family chore schedule in place, or a plan to keep 

the house manageable. 

 Write out daily/weekly plans so you know that your 

expectations are realistic! 
 

[We will discuss this in greater detail in later classes/group 
meetings.] 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

“ED’ U CATE, v.t. [L. educo, educare; e and duco, to lead; It. Educare: Sp. Educar]   
To bring up, as a child; to instruct; to inform and enlighten the understanding; to 
instill into the mind principles of arts, science, morals, religion and behavior. To 
educate children well is one of the most important duties of parents and guardians. 
 
ED U CA’ TION, n. [[L. educatio] The bringing up, as of a child; instruction; formation 
of manners. Education comprehends all that series of instruction and discipline 
which is intended to enlighten the understanding, correct the temper, and form the 
manners and habits of youth and fit them for usefulness in their future stations. To 

give children a good education in manners, arts, and science is important; to give 
them a religious education is indispensable; and an immense responsibility rests on 
parents and guardians who neglect these duties.” 
 Noah Webster in First Edition of an American Dictionary of the English 
Language, 1828 

 
 “And these words which I am commanding you today shall be on your heart; and 
you shall teach them diligently to your sons and shall talk of them when you sit in 
your house and when you walk by the way and when you lie down and when you 
rise up.”    Deuteronomy 6:6-8, NAS 
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Charting Your Course 
(or: How to Get From Here to There) 

 

Parent workbook contains this article in its entirety. 

  
When I mention the word curriculum, what comes to mind? The word 
curriculum simply means course of study (its root translates from the 
French courir, to run, and Latin counterparts). In mapping out your home 
school course, you must determine where you plan to go, where you are 
now, and ascertain the best way to get from here to there (lest you be “lost 
in the parking garage,” if you recall my example). This can be overwhelming! 
But don’t despair. Take a “rest stop” to determine your philosophy of 
education, which will guide you in the rest of your travels. 
 
 Why are you homeschooling? Is this something you feel “called” to 
do, or are you “trying it out” for a year? This will steer your curriculum 
choices somewhat. If you are planning to put your child into public school 
at some point, you will probably want to use a fairly conservative approach, 
possibly a pre-packaged curriculum (maybe a correspondence course), or 
you may want to compare your customized curriculum to the grade-level 
Standards of Learning for your state.  For placement (knowing where to 
begin), determine what your child already knows vs. what is covered in the 
material. Just because he is a first grader doesn’t mean he has to be 
constrained to covering first grade reading skills again if he is already 
reading well above grade level.  
 
NOTE: If you are removing a child from a conventional school setting and 
you have a concern that he is not up to the cognitive levels indicated by his 
grade level, I highly recommend having him take a standardized test to 
provide a baseline for you. That way, at the end of the year, you have a 
starting point against which to evaluate his progress. (We will discuss this 
in greater detail in the Testing/Evaluations session.) 
 
 If you are committed to homeschooling for at least several years, you 
will be responsible for setting the long-term standards for your child’s 
education. What is your concept of an education?  What skills, 
knowledge, and/or experience will your child need in order for you to 
consider him ready to be on his own? If you can’t think that far ahead right 
this moment, at least consider what you want him to have accomplished by 

the end of this year. Later in this section is a worksheet for you to set a few 
goals for your child. These goals should be measurable—how will you know 
when they have been accomplished? Discuss with your spouse and your 
child (if appropriate) how these objectives fit into the “big picture” of his 
future. 
 
 This is also a good time to set some goals for yourself and your 
family in general. As you choose activities and curriculum for your 
child(ren), evaluate these against the goals you have set for this year. Will 
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this activity move you closer to your stated objective? Is a good activity or 
book or class keeping you from having time to do what is best? Maybe it is 
something that can wait until another time. 
 
 Will you use a packaged curriculum to get started? Or will you 
choose various books and games that fit into your plan? Are there some 
subjects that you can teach to all the children at one time in a multi-level 
approach? Do you prefer the security and continuity of a traditional 
textbook approach, or do you like the idea of an integrated unit study 
approach? Maybe the patriotism of the principle approach excites you, or 
possibly your maternal instincts go into overdrive when you read about 
Charlotte Mason’s gentler approach to learning. As you read, you may find 
that the classical approach sounds like what you equate with home- 

schooling, or maybe you are attracted to the relaxed approach of studying 
what is of interest in your family at the moment. Feel free to borrow and re-
arrange from all these different approaches; they are not mutually 
exclusive. That’s one of the wonderful benefits of homeschooling—you can 
create a custom curriculum! 
 
 There is no one “right” way to home school, no “perfect” 
curriculum. What works for one family may not be the best for another, or 
what works for you one year with one child may not work for the next. Don’t 
compare your children to the support group leader’s children or your 
friend’s children; compare your family only to God’s ideal for your family. 
Let the ideas in the following articles guide you to prayerfully map out a 
course to help your children learn about God’s world from God’s 
perspective, so they can figure out where they fit into His plan.  
 
 Have a great time along the way, and be prepared for an incredible 
journey! 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

© Vicki Bentley 2003. This article or article from which it is adapted first appeared in the 2003 

edition of The Virginia Homeschool Manual: A Comprehensive Guide to Home Education in 

Virginia, published by the Home Educators Association of Virginia, PO Box 6745, Richmond VA 

23230-745, www.heav.org. 
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Where Do We Go From Here? 
(or: Setting and Attaining Your Goals) 

 

Parent workbook contains this article in its entirety. 

 
 

 Ask yourself, "Why are we homeschooling?" Have an overall purpose 
in mind, then set your goals to accomplish that purpose over the year. This 
will be quite valuable in about January, when you may be weary and feel 
like quitting. Put your reasons in writing!  
 
 According to Luke 2:52, "Jesus grew in wisdom and stature, and in 

favor with God and man." (NIV). What progress would you like your child to 
make in those four areas this year? Remember: while your purpose could be 
defined as your aim (for example, for your child to grow up to be a godly 
person), your goals should be measurable (to read one chapter of the Bible 
a day, to keep a prayer notebook, to be kinder to siblings, etc.). How will 
you know when a goal has been reached? 
 
INTELLECTUAL: While this area is often the focus of home education, try 
to set specific goals for each child so your studies will have more direction. 
Rather than broad or vague goals such as to learn phonics, you may aim for 
him to improve reading speed, read ten biographies, keep a journal start a 
family newsletter, learn about three foreign countries, improve 
multiplication speed, etc. 
 
PHYSICAL: Don't limit your physical education to learning a sport. An 
active PE program is healthy, but go a step further by planning for him to 
learn to prepare nutritious snacks, walk as a family, work on a construction 
project, improve hygiene, learn how the body systems work, etc. 
 
SPIRITUAL: This is a good time to work on particular character traits and 
then plan appropriate activities and/or units. For example, you may want 
to see your student improve in patience, so you might include such 
activities as knot-tying and puzzles, while gratefulness or compassion could 
be encouraged by becoming pen pals with a missionary's kid or taking 
bananas to local nursing home residents, etc. You could set specific goals 
for Bible memory work or Bible reading, as well. 

 
SOCIAL: For a younger child, this could be as basic as learning good 
telephone manners. This is a good time to identify potentially positive traits 
that are being misdirected. An overly-organized, compulsive, impatient child 
could be a very efficient person. The child who is always being taken 
advantage of is probably very patient with others and probably has a 
servant's heart (assuming he has a healthy, godly self-image). A spendthrift 
or wasteful child could learn to use his generosity to further God's kingdom. 
Look for ways to encourage the gifts to be used appropriately without 
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breaking the child's spirit. This is also a good opportunity to evaluate 
outside activities and decide how the family's time will be most wisely 
spent. Are those outside activities helping to meet your goals? Could some 
of those activities be saved for another time, or dropped altogether? 
 
 Once you have set your goals, choose your curriculum and then 
schedule accordingly. There are many excellent resources available, but you 
don't have to use them all! Be selective - you are choosing the tools to help 
you lay a firm foundation and build wisely. Sketch out the year so you have 
a rough outline, then flesh out that outline each week (or each grading 
period, or whatever works best for you) with activities and assignments to 
accomplish your goals. Then take time throughout the year to evaluate your 
progress and possibly make adjustments. Ask yourself, "What is working 

and what is not working, and why? What can I adjust to meet our goals?"  
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Goals 
 
 

"And Jesus increased in wisdom and stature, and in favour with God and man."  
(Luke 2:52 KJV)  

 
(This page may be photocopied.] 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

intellectual: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

physical: 

 
 

 
 

 
 
__________________________________________________________________________ 

spiritual: 
 

 
 

 
 

 
_________________________________________________________________________ 

social: 
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Packing the Necessities 
(or: What will I need?) 

 

 

Textbooks and other curricular materials 
 

 

You can manage with nothing but a Bible and the public library, 
but most of us will probably use some sort of purchased 

curriculum, whether pre-packaged or individualized. Just 
remember that our goal is not to re-create “school at home,” but 
to encourage a lifestyle of learning. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Books 
 

 

Consider building a small (or large?) home library of resource 
books to encourage and educate you on homeschooling. If you 

don’t know where to begin, check the resource list at the end of 
this section.  

 
Basic home reference materials might include an age-appropriate 
dictionary, thesaurus, Bible, Bible dictionary, concordance, basic 

grammar handbook, and atlas. A how-things-work type of book is 
helpful, too (check the science resource section of the 
homeschool catalogs). 

 
If you can manage it, it is a time saver to have a set of 

encyclopedias (or computer version, although I personally am 
partial to books!). The encyclopedias don’t have to be new, as 
long as you realize that some of the science material may be 

outdated if they’re over five or six years old; the history won’t 
have changed much. A mom in our support group picked up a 
five-year-old set of World Book encyclopedias for $5 at a library 

book sale last year. 
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Lesson plan book or record book 
 
 

 
There are many planning books designed specifically for 
homeschoolers (example: My Homeschool Planner by Vicki 

Bentley!). On a shoestring budget, you can lesson plan in a 
fourteen-cent spiral notebook, on 3x5 cards, or the computer. 

Whatever you use, use something. You may find it helpful to use 
a pre-printed book to start, then after a year or two, you will 
know what you need to incorporate and can print your own 

loose-leaf organizational sheets on the computer. 
 
The goal is NOT for you to be in bondage to this lesson book, but 

to at least have a plan and work toward goals. We’ll cover this in 
more detail in a later session. 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 “Instructional” furniture 
 

 
When we started homeschooling, I had no one with whom to 
compare notes; all I knew to do was to duplicate a school 

environment in my home. So I bought a six-foot-long, children’s 
“library” table (nice oak one!), small chairs, a flag, little desks, 

etc. If your children are excited about desks and chairs and little 
tables, by all means hit the yard sales, but they are not required 
purchases in general, so don’t break the bank for them.  

 
I found that they started in the desks, then migrated to a cuddly 
sofa or a stuffed chair, or spread out at the kitchen table (or –

gasp! – on the floor). I finally sold the tables and desks, covered a 
sofa and chair in washable cotton duck slipcovers, bought an 

inexpensive used coffee table to catch the books and pencils, 
and put in a cushy rug.  
 

What I couldn’t compromise on was the bookcases! Don’t be 
intimidated when I tell you this, because we really did start with 

just one or two, but after twelve years of homeschooling over 
fifteen children, I had ten tall bookcases full of home-school-
related living books, textbooks, educational games, resources, 
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reference materials, assorted school supplies, etc. That doesn’t 
count the bookcases in the girls’ rooms, or the Rubbermaid 

storage bins with enough paper and notebooks to last till my 
youngest graduates!  

 
So plan on needing at least a few shelves or a closet or cupboard 
to accumulate your little stash (and keep tabs on it, lest it 

multiply in the dark!). An armoire or melamine pantry-style 
storage cabinet has the added benefit of keeping little hands 
from pulling all the books out. You can tell you’re a 

homeschooler when a bookcase is near the top of your gift 
request list! 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
School supplies 
 

 

You will probably want paper, pencils, pencil sharpener, rulers, 

pens, notebooks of some sort, and that red pen!  
 
Art-quality colored pencils (not the cheap, waxy, dime-store 

ones; check the homeschool catalogs) may be a better choice for 
you than crayons; they are easily sharpened, store well, offer 
good paper coverage and true colors, and they don’t melt in the 

car.  
 

I stocked up on the 70-sheet spiral notebooks for about 14 cents 
each during back-to-school sales in the late summer/early fall; 
three of those cost significantly less than a 200-sheet spiral 

(plus, we all know how much fun it is to start fresh in a new 
notebook!). I got the wide-ruled ones for my younger writers who 

needed more space for lettering and numbers, and college-ruled 
for the older ones. This is also a good time to buy up your paper 
for the year. It won’t be this inexpensive again till next summer! 
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Miscellaneous extras 
 

 

A home computer is a valuable homeschool tool; it doesn’t need 
to be a bells-and-whistles model, just fairly up-to-date for 
educational software and word processing. Remember that this is 

simply a tool, and it’s important to limit screen time and be 
discerning in its use (for mom as well as children!). 
 

For multi-level teaching, I have enjoyed having a large 
whiteboard and dry-erase markers.  

 
Depending on your family’s interests, you may want some poster 
paints, watercolors, art-weight paper, and assorted brushes. 

 
Because national borders have been in flux recently, we invested 
in an updated globe (and I still can’t find my way around!). 

 
Nature study supplies such as a bug jar, butterfly net, 

nature/field guides, nature journals, etc. make nature walks 
productive as well as fun.  
 

If you have money left in your budget, educational games are an 
enjoyable reinforcement to your basic curriculum. And if you 

attend your state convention or browse the vendor catalogs, you 
will find many worthwhile ways to spend any surplus! 
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Travel Budget 
(or: What will all this cost me?) 

 

Parent workbook contains this article in its entirety. 

 PLEASE NOTE THAT PRICES ARE USD. 

          If you are considering home education, you are very likely a single-
income family, and if you’re like most of us, your budget is pretty tight. 
Although I have read that the average homeschool family spends about 
$900 per student per year, I have never personally spent nearly that much. 
My most expensive year was my first year, when I used a pre-packaged 
curriculum and spent over $600 for three children (okay, with inflation, 
maybe it would be $1200 total now!). As we have accumulated non-

consumable materials (“living books” or textbooks vs. workbooks), our home 
library has grown to the point of just adding a few supplemental materials 
each year. 

          Homeschooling costs more than public school, but less than private 
school. That may sound pretty non-committal, but $900 can sound like a 
burden or a relief, depending on your previous education experience! What 
are some of the expenses that you should consider in drawing up an 
education budget? 

Curriculum is the broadest category and will most likely be your largest 
expense: 

Least expensive: Some parents keep costs to a bare minimum by 
borrowing or renting curriculum from a friend or a support group. Other 
options include utilizing the library, using discarded school textbooks (be 
sure you also get the teacher guides), or using all-inclusive basic curricula 
(such as thick, grade-level workbooks available at discount stores, etc.). E. 
D. Hirsch’s Core Knowledge series (What Your 1st Grader Needs to Know, 
and subsequent grade levels) or the State Standards of Learning or What 
Your Child Needs to Know When used with library books would be examples 
of these options. 

A unit study approach utilizing borrowed books for content area subjects 
such as science and history, combined with discounted or used materials 
for skills subjects such as math and language arts, could cost less than $50 
per older elementary child. For a primary student, combining Ruth 
Beechick’s Three R’s of Learning (math, language, reading for K–3rd, $12 

retail  at the time of this publication) with Five in a Row (literature-based 
unit studies, $35) and a library card is one example of a well-rounded, 
parent-friendly curriculum combination for less than $50. 

Moderate: A reasonable estimate would be about $300–450 per child, 
including games, software, and books. You can keep your bill down to a 
reasonable amount by selecting your materials from a variety of publishers. 
Some or all of these materials can be purchased used at about a 30- to 50-
percent savings. Many publishers waive shipping if you purchase from 

http://store.nexternal.com/hslda/what-your-child-needs-to-know-when-p69.aspx
http://store.nexternal.com/hslda/what-your-child-needs-to-know-when-p69.aspx
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them at curriculum shows or provincial conventions (A Beka and Bob Jones 
University Press both offer this discount, often at shows held at area hotels 
throughout the spring and at our homeschool convention). 

Another budget saver is multi-level and/or reusable curriculum. Those 
dollars seem to stretch if you can use the same content-area program for all 
or most of your students (examples: KONOS curriculum, Diana Waring’s 
history guides, Bible Study Guide for All Ages, Greenleaf Press, Five in a 
Row, Student of the Word, Science in the Beginning, Janice Van Cleave’s 
science books, Beautiful Feet guides, etc.). The same applies if you can re-
use the material for a later student (such as math textbooks, Learning 
Language Arts through Literature, most unit study guides, or other non-
consumable items).  

Example of a bare-bones generic curriculum for grade seven, at full retail 
pricing: 

Saxon Algebra ½ Homeschool Kit 
Learning Language Arts through Literature  
Science in the Beginning 
Discovering Canada’s Government  

Total 

$80 
$27 
$39 
$40 
$186  

If you didn’t re-use this package for another child, you could re-sell all of it 
for approximately 50–75% of your original cost (in decent shape, of course). 
If you re-use it and then sell it, your per-child rate goes down 
tremendously. 

Most expensive: The most expensive route would be school-by-satellite, 
video courses, correspondence schools, or all-inclusive curriculum 
packages. These can run anywhere from $400 to over $1500 per student. 
However, this is still less than the cost of private school! 

Testing or Evaluation Fees  While tests may not be required in your 
province, some parents feel more comfortable with periodic formal 
assessments (see testing section for more details). Standardized tests cost 
about $40-70 per student; if you would like to hire someone else to actually 
administer the test, plan to pay an additional $25–50 per student. A private 
evaluation can cost from $50 into the hundreds, depending on your 
evaluator. You may also choose to have your child tested in the local public 
school system if the school is testing at your child’s grade level (be aware 

that the results will be sent to the school). 

 

Professional Memberships 

 Local support group—$0 to $30 per year, depending on the group. 

 Provincial organization—price varies. For example, Ontario Christian 
Home Educators Connection—$15 per year as an individual (if your 
support group is a member of OCHEC, then so are you. The support 
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group collects and remits $4 per member). Other provinces rates 
vary.) 

 Home School Legal Defence Association—$135 per year  
 
Home Library (Not specifically curricular) 

 Resource books for mom and dad (consider it in-service training): 
$20–100 

 Homeschool magazine subscription for mom and dad: $15–18/year 

 Children’s resource books/magazines (God’s World, Nature Friend, 
etc.): $10–20 

 Bible – has been used for training for years! 
 
Annual Provincial Convention 

 2-day registration for parents, one teen: $120 (admission fees vary by 
province), plus on-site accommodations: 1 nights: $87-187  

 Parking  

Extracurricular Lessons  In our area, music lessons cost approximately 
$40 per hour (group rates are considerably less). Our homeschool band is 
$385 per year, plus instrument, for a total of about $585. Ballet or 
gymnastics classes are about $40 per month for nine months, for a total of 
$360. Individual or family membership in a gym or the local YMCA will 
vary. Local sports association fees also vary, from $8 for our homeschool 
softball league to several hundred dollars for varsity sports. I have recently 
paid $25 per two-hour class for my daughter to take oil painting from a 
local artist, while one of our moms teaches a weekly drawing class for $45 
per month. Our support group’s parent-taught learning co-op fee is $15 per 
family per month (for supplies); other co-ops charge per class. 

School Supplies and Other Items   This figure will depend on whether you 
buy brand-name binders or budget spirals, how many children you are 
outfitting with supplies, etc. Needs and desires will vary from family to 
family: desks, sofa, computer, file cabinet, bookcase or storage unit, paper, 
hole punch, stapler, tape, pens and pencils, markers, dry erase markers 
and board, lesson planning book, file folders, pencil boxes, notebooks, 
erasers, globe, paints, calculator, scissors, glue, science equipment, etc. 
Many of these items will be one-time purchases, while others will need 
restocking each year.  

Miscellaneous   Field trips, gas money, admission for activities such as 
skating or bowling, phone calls, school photos, yearbook, co-ops, outside 
classes, anything else that is not listed above. Again, these are not 
necessarily critical items. 

Sample for three children in a satellite/DVD program with some 
teacher support (K, 2nd, and 8th): 

Curriculum  
Annual testing 

$1125 
$     0  (incl in program, $75 value)  
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Professional memberships 
Home library  
Annual convention (parents) 
School supplies  
Art lessons (1 mo, oldest) and softball  
Miscellaneous  

Total  

$ 175 
$ 100 
$ 100     (commute)  
$ 150 
$   80 
$ 300  
$2,030  

At $677 per student for the year for a mid-range program and some 
activities, this is still less than the average. In subsequent years, the 
supplies may cost substantially less because you are buying basically just 
paper and pencils, or you may forego extra lessons, or put together your 
own curriculum package for considerable savings of up to several hundred 

dollars. 

Be sure to purchase your core curriculum first, then add items from the 
other categories as your budget allows. Once you have an idea of what you 
plan to spend, divide it by 52 and set that much aside each week in a 
“homeschool budget” fund. If you have a lump sum of money at a particular 
time each year (such as tax time), consider setting your budget amount 
aside then. Many of these purchases can be made as funds allow, so you 
might purchase school supplies in August, join the support group in 
September, pay for band in monthly installments, register for the provincial 
convention in April, pay for testing in May, buy curriculum in June, etc. 
Because I buy very little curriculum at this point, I have actually begun a 
homeschool year with no resources or curriculum outlay, paying as we went 
for memberships, classes, etc. 

Last, but certainly not least, pray about the needs you have for your 
homeschool and ask God to provide for these things. 

 

(Prices were accurate at time this article was posting in fall 2013; some prices may have  

changed since publication. My sample average cost figures do not include such items as 
museum memberships, extracurricular classes, or other activities that are likely to be pursued 
regardless of the education choice.) 

 

For more on homeschooling on a budget, visit the Curriculum tab at  

www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens for four separate articles (“Homeschooling 

on a Shoestring”) focusing on individual subject areas of math, science, 
social studies, and language arts.  

 

Also…mentors, please encourage your families:  

Getting grounded in good financial practices is always helpful, regardless of 

education choice. Some helpful resources include Dave Ramsey, Crown Life 

Financial, and Dave Chilton. A study at your own level and possibly at your 
children’s level can be beneficial. 

 

 
 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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On the Road! 
(or: Some practical ideas for homeschooling ) 

  
 You have researched your options, set some goals, charted a course – 
now you’re off! In this portion of our “itinerary,” you will find some helpful 
suggestions for actually “getting in gear” and moving toward that 
destination! 
 Here are some Secrets of Success that Yvonne Bunn of HEAV shares 
with new and prospective homeschoolers in her How-to-Begin seminars : 
 
 
 

 

 Start your day with God, and pray often with your spouse 

about your needs, concerns, frustrations, and breakthroughs. 
Stay teachable; you’ll be tested in new areas.  

 
 Eliminate frustrations by making time for yourself. A quiet 

time before the family is up will set the tone for your day, 

while a 15-20 minute reading break or rest time in the 
afternoon will give you added energy for the remainder of the 
day. Before academic time, take care of the things that bother 

you most – dirty dishes in the sink, unmade beds, laundry, so 
your mind will be clearer to focus on studies—these can also 

be delegated as home management training! 
 
 Be patient with your children and with yourself. Watch for 

signs of frustration in your child, such as crying, complaining, 
or becoming angry. For example, never completing library 

books may indicate that the reading level is too difficult and 
the child may be frustrated. Areas of frustration (math or 
language arts, for example) are obvious when a skill is 

undeveloped (learning gaps) and a child has difficulty 
accomplishing a given task. If you are frustrated with your 
child, take a break and pray! Maybe a different approach or 

your spouse’s perspective will help. You might even need to 
drop the task for a while and come back to it in a few days or 

weeks, when the child might be readier to absorb the material 
or concept. 

 

 Know the balance between organization and flexibility. Have a 
plan and work it – but expect interruptions! Don’t 

compromise time spent teaching basic skill subjects and 
Bible/character. Establishing a workable routine will give your 
children security; you can schedule visits, appointments, 
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special activities, etc. for the afternoons, after optimal earlier 

(morning) learning time. And don’t answer the phone during 
school time! Take it off the hook or use an answering machine 
and/or caller I.D. If you work at home, a second line or ring 

tone may be helpful. 
 
 Use family resources and develop good relationships with 

neighbors, grandparents, and other relatives. Older children 
can help younger children, and grandparents can participate 

in special interest areas. Neighbors may be more helpful if 
they perceive you as friendly and open, and if your children 
respect them and their property. 

 
 When we start out, sometimes we only know to do what we 

experienced, so we tend to bring the classroom into our 
homes. It’s okay to simply create a learning environment in 
the sanctuary of our homes, and to enjoy learning along with 

our children. Education begins with the parent! 
 

                                                            (Adapted for inclusion here; used with permission.) 
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Roadblocks to Avoid 
(or: Common mistakes homeschoolers make) 

 
Adapted from Yvonne Bunn’s (HEAV) How-to-Begin seminar 

 
Some of the common mistakes that parents make in homeschooling usually 
stem from misconceptions, fear, and unrealistic expectations.  

 

 

MYTH #1:  “There is only one way to homeschool.” 

 
Children have different learning styles, parents have different 
teaching styles. What works for one child or one family may not 

work for another, regardless of how wonderful the material is. 
Your friend who homeschools next door may seem to have the 

perfect situation and use the best curriculum, but that doesn’t 
mean it’s right for you. Another friend may be very structured, 
or yet another may seem to be able to just put together the right 

program of study with just a library card. There is freedom in 
doing what works for your family! (If you don’t believe me, read 
A Survivor’s Guide to Home Schooling by Luanne Shackelford 

and Susan White.) 
 

MISCONCEPTION #2: “This is the way I was taught. It worked for 
me so it will work for them.” 
 

Don’t take things too seriously – remember to encourage and 
appreciate the joy of discovery. Read our section about 

learning/teaching styles, and find the key that will unlock their 
minds – it may be different from the key that unlocked that 
world of learning for you. Make learning fun and be enthusiastic 

about it yourself – it’s contagious! 
 
UNREALISTIC EXPECTATION #3: “I thought I’d be able to use 

this curriculum with all my children.” 
 

Anticipate change; do what’s best for your family. Different 
children learn in different ways, and your family goes through 
different stages. The curriculum is a tool; make it work for you. 

You are free to change methods, curriculum, your schedule, and 
even your philosophy of education! 
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FEAR #4: “I’m so afraid I’ll make a mistake and ruin my 

children.” 
 
We all make mistakes; hopefully we learn from them. We are 

blessed to have a God of grace! We can admit that we’ve made a 
mistake, re-direct our steps, then move on. If you are afraid that 

you will leave gaps that ruin your children, remember that it is 
not your job to teach your child everything there is to learn; it is 
your job to teach your child how to learn and to provide tools 

and support along the way. 
 

DOUBT #5: “Maybe this wasn’t such a good idea after all. . . .” 
 
Keep your vision by reviewing the goals you first established. 

Don’t be distracted by your children’s (especially teens’) lack of 
purpose and direction, especially if you are treading in new 
waters. Because a young person often doesn’t yet have the 

wisdom and experience to make important life decisions during 
the teen years, he should not necessarily be the one who 

determines the kind of education he receives. God made fathers 
the head of families, with the responsibility to direct their 
children, not vice versa. Parents, be careful of peer pressure 

yourself. Don’t seek the approval and acceptance of others. Do 
what is right for your family – you are accountable to your 
spouse and to God.  
 

 
 
 
Keep your eyes on the road before you, check your map as necessary, 
get roadside assistance if needed, and you’ll avoid the major 
roadblocks! 
 

 
© Vicki Bentley 2003. This article or article from which it is adapted first appeared in the 

2003 edition of The Virginia Homeschool Manual: A Comprehensive Guide to Home Education 
in Virginia, published by the Home Educators Association of Virginia, PO Box 6745, 
Richmond VA 23230-745, www.heav.org. 
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Roadside Assistance 
(or: Help and encouragement along the way) 

 

Parent workbook contains this article in its entirety. 
 

 
 New and veteran homeschoolers: You don’t have to travel alone! 
When you hit the occasional rut, or blow a tire, or lose your way 
(figuratively speaking, of course), there is assistance along the way! Here 
are a few of the groups available to “roll up their sleeves” and help: 
 
Ontario Christian Home Educators’ Connection functions as a network 
in the Province of Ontario to connect individual homeschooling families, 
home education support groups and private schools whose members are 
home educators. It endeavors to provide information, encouragement, ideas, 
and resources to all its members by dissemination of information at 
meetings, conferences, on its website and through regularly published news 
media. It disburses information regarding the legal climate for home 
educating families in Ontario and in Canada, and advocates for the freedom 
to home educate in Ontario, Canada, and internationally. It assists, 
conducts, and encourages home education research and its dissemination. 
OCHEC looks forward to serving you. OCHEC looks for your input and your 
involvement to maintain and grow an active vibrant homeschool community 
that reaches out to parents looking for an alternate route in the education 
and discipleship of their children. www.ochec.org 
(Outside of Ontario, visit www.hslda.ca for your provincial organization.) 
 
Home School Legal Defence Association consists of member families, 
supported by dedicated staff members, who have banded together to ensure 
that our rights to educate our families are respected and protected. The 
lawyers are all home schooling dads and/or grads with legal experience 
defending homeschool families. HSLDA Canada regularly connects with 
HSLDA USA in recognizing upcoming issues in the battle to maintain these 
freedoms. For $135 per year, you have personal access to homeschool law 
experts. Even if you never use their legal services, their staff is available to 
answer questions, you will receive their quarterly magazine, and your funds 
will help defray the legal costs of those who might be in a less homeschool-
friendly environment than you are. Their extensive website contains a 
wealth of information. Staff is available to personally answer members’ 

questions about homeschooling struggling learners, high school students, 
or children in preschool through eighth grade. In addition, membership in 
HSLDA provides insurance coverage for your family’s involvement in 
homeschool activities.   www.hslda.ca 
 
Local support groups can provide mutual encouragement and information, 
field trips, co-op or tutoring opportunities, and socialization. Many support 
groups offer sports activities, academic or extracurricular clubs, field trips, 
yearbook/newspaper staff opportunities, in-service training for parents, 

http://www.ochec.org/
http://www.hslda.ca/
http://www.hslda.ca/
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family picnics, science fairs, open houses, end-of-year ceremonies and 
celebrations, newsletters, e-mail information loops, and more. For 
information about other groups in your area, check with local 
homeschoolers or your provincial organization website; in Ontario, check 
www.ochec.org.  
 
National Black Home Educators (NBHE) provides information about 
starting homeschooling, helps families network with other families, and 
assists families with resources such as books, music, speaking information, 
and curriculum. For more information, contact Eric or Joyce Burges at 
13434 Plank Road PMB 110, Baker LA 70714, or visit www.nbhe.net. 
 

National Home Education Research Institute (NHERI) was founded by 
Dr. Brian Ray, who has been the editor of the journal Home School 
Researcher since 1985. The mission of NHERI is three-fold:  

 To produce high-quality research on home education 

 To serve as a clearinghouse of research for home educators, 
researchers, policy makers, and the media 

 To educate the public concerning the findings of all such research  
In fulfilling its mission, NHERI engages in professional research for various 
clients throughout North America. In addition, Dr. Ray serves as a 
consultant to the growing number of those presently engaged in research 
on home education topics. NHERI, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, also 
makes available for public purchase many print, audio, and video 
productions ranging from basic bottom-line fact sheets about 
homeschooling to more technically sophisticated academic reports. 
www.nheri.org 
 

Some resources for learning challenges:  
 

 Breakthroughs in Learning equips students with the intellectual 
skills for learning subject matter, for analytical thinking, for 
becoming creative and for learning how to learn by stimulating and 
exercising specific areas of the brain which leads to strengthening 
those systems responsible for the challenge –  
Pauline Turton  519-888-6697 www.getyourbreakthrough.com 
 

 Edison Learning Centre offers a wide range of testing services 
(achievement, psycho-educational) to help determine your child's 
learning profile of strengths and weaknesses. We also offer individual 
educational interventions to address these underlying deficits.  
Trix Bradley  519-886-8633    www.edisoncentre.com  
 

 GeerLINKS Educational Therapy provides academic assessments and 
a variety of therapies for children ages 5-18 who struggle with the 
learning process.   
Diane Geerlinks 905-877-3515   www.geerlinkslearning.com 

http://www.ochec.org/
http://www.nbhe.net/
http://www.nheri.org/
http://www.getyourbreakthrough.com/
tel:519-886-8633
http://www.edisoncentre.com/
tel:905-877-3515
http://www.geerlinkslearning.com/
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 National Challenged Homeschoolers Associated Network (NATHHAN) 
is a supportive networking organization of over 12,000 families with 
special-needs children. A quarterly magazine, lending library, and 
NATHHAN family directory are available for nominal annual 
membership fee. 208-267-6246 www.NATHHAN.com 
 

 NILD Canada trains educators to work with struggling students 
through an individualized program of educational therapy. 
Homeschool parents are invited to train as a therapist to work with 
their own child or you can find a therapist in your area.  
519-886-8633  www.nildcanada.org 
 

 PATHWAYS for NeuroEducational Development specializes in 
providing Individualized Developmental programs. ND looks at one of 
the main root causes, the central nervous system and more 
specifically the brain. An extensive evaluation of the tactile, visual, 
auditory, fine motor, language and gross motor channels enables the 
neurodevelopmentalist to determine areas of inefficiency. Empowers 
the parents to become the child’s advocate.  
Sylvia Funk 403-995-4411 www.pathways-nd.com 
 

 Wise Choice Educational Services: Brain plasticity is about the 
brain's incredible power: its ability to actively re-wire itself to 
enhance skills and recover lost function…. from the cradle to the 
grave. We provide brain learning experiences aiming at self-
regulation that may benefit conditions linked to brain functions.  
Suzanne Day  705-726-5971 www.neuroclinicbarrie.com  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
© Vicki Bentley 2003. This article or article from which it is adapted first appeared in the 
2003 edition of The Virginia Homeschool Manual: A Comprehensive Guide to Home Education 
in Virginia, published by the Home Educators Association of Virginia, PO Box 6745, 
Richmond VA 23230-745, www.heav.org. 

 
 

http://www.nathhan.com/
http://www.nildcanada.org/
http://www.pathways-nd.com/
http://www.neuroclinicbarrie.com/
http://www.heav.org/
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Glossary of Terms 
A vocabulary lesson for the new (or not-so-new!) homeschooler 

 

Parent workbook contains this article in its entirety. 
 

Achievement test – Standardized test that measures your child’s academic 
 progress compared with that of other children in the norming group 
 at the same grade level across the country; may be used as a tool to 
 determine areas to reinforce 
BJU – Bob Jones University (Press) 
Burnout -Emotional/physical overload caused by inadequate margin  
CAT – California Achievement Test (standardized achievement test) 
Co-op – Cooperative learning (group learning activities – AKA socialization) 

CTBS – Canadian Test of Basic Skills (standardized achievement test) 
Curriculum – Course of study; usually includes books, games, and/or 
 other  resources 
File Your Intent – File a “Notice of Intent to Provide Home Instruction” or  

letter of intent with  your local public school superintendent 
GED – General Educational Development certificate. The five test areas 

are writing (students write an essay on-site), social studies, 
science, interpreting literature & the arts, and  mathematics. 

HSLDA – Home School Legal Defence Association (www.hslda.ca) 
IEP – Individualized Education Plan; term is typically used in special needs 
 planning; also called SEP, or Student Education Plan 
ITBS – Iowa Test of Basic Skills (standardized achievement test) 
ITV – Instructional television (on PBS) 
Konos – “Brand” of unit study curriculum based on Christian character 
 qualities; sometimes mistakenly used as a generic name for unit 
 studies (like Kleenex for tissues)  
LD – Learning disability/disabled 
Learning style – The way a student learns best [see later chapter) 
Manipulatives – Learning tools/objects that can be physically handled 
 (manipulated) to teach/learn concretely, specifically in math 
 (Cuisenaire  rods, Math Blocks, Unifix cubes, popsicle sticks, beans, 
 flash cards, pattern blocks, clocks, weights, etc.) 
Margin – The amount allowed beyond that which is needed; the distance 
 between ourselves and our limits (physical, emotional, financial, time 
 limits); the opposite of overload; understanding of this concept is 
 vital in avoiding burnout. (From Richard Swenson’s book, Margin) 

Multi-level teaching – Teaching several children at different grade levels at 
 the same time, usually the same subject, often using the same 
 basic curriculum for both/all, but adapting to meet the needs of the 
 different levels (Example: study of flowers - youngest may draw a 
 picture of a flower he is observing, middle child may plant petunias 
 and chart their growth, and the oldest may do an experiment on the 
 effects of different types of water on the same plants) 
NACD – National Academy for Child Development; designs programs for LD,  

handicapped and gifted children 
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NATHHAN – National Challenged Homeschoolers Associated Network; 
 pronounced “Nathan”; offers support through magazine, 
 directory, and lending library for special needs 
NBHE – National Black Home Educators; provides information, networking, 
 resource information, etc. 
NILD – National Institute for Learning Disabilities; offers tutoring/support 
OCHEC—Ontario Christian Home Educators’ Connection—provincial             

organization networking chapters across Ontario 
OCHEC – Ontario Christian Home Educators’ Convention (by OCHEC) 
OFTP – Ontario Federation of Teaching Parents – secular-based Ontario 
 network of homeschool parents 
PSAT/NMSQT – Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National Merit 
 Scholarship Qualifying Test; standardized test that may be taken 
 from grade eight through eleven, often taken in preparation for 
 college board exams. The scores from the eleventh-grade year 
 determine a student’s eligibility for consideration as a National Merit 
 Scholar.  
SAT – Scholastic Aptitude Test; standardized test taken by college-bound 
 high school students; see www.collegeboard.com 
SAT – Stanford Achievement Test (standardized test); often referred to as 
 SAT9 or SAT10 (specific versions of the test with more recent norms) 
Scope and Sequence – material covered (scope) in a curriculum and the 
 order in which it is covered (sequence) 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Mentors – Add any acronyms or terms that are specific to your 
state or locality. 
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Suggested Resources  
 

The following resources are listed as a springboard for your research into home education. The 
list is not exhaustive by any means, and inclusion or deletion of an item should not necessarily 
be construed to be an endorsement or censorship of any resource. 
 

100 Top Picks for Homeschool Curriculum by Cathy Duffy (curriculum reviews) 
Beyond Survival: A Guide to Abundant-Life Homeschooling by Diana Waring 
Charlotte Mason Education:  A Home Schooling How-To Manual by Catherine Levison 
The Christian Home School by Gregg Harris 
Choosing and Using Curriculum by Joyce Herzog 
Easy Homeschooling Curriculum by Lorraine Curry 
Educating the WholeHearted Child by Clay and Sally Clarkson 

Education PLUS+ [Patterning Learning Upon Scripture] resources by Inge Cannon 
Evaluating for Excellence: A Handbook for Evaluating Student Progress  by Teresa Moon 
Gaining Confidence to Teach by Debbie Strayer 

Heart of Homeschooling by Chris Klicka 
The Heart of Wisdom Teaching Approach by Robin Sampson 
High School 101: Blueprint for Success by Vicki Bentley 
The High School Handbook by Mary Schofield 
Home-Designed High School by Diana Johnson 
Home Educated and Now Adults by Brian Ray 

Home Schooling Children with Special Needs by Sharon Hensley 
Homeschooling the Challenging Child by Christine Field 
Homeschooling: The Right Choice by Christopher Klicka 
The How and Why of Home Schooling by Ray Ballman 
How to Home School: A Practical Approach by Gayle Graham 
The Joyful Homeschooler by Mary Hood 
Making the Most of the Preschool Years by Valerie Bendt 
Mary Pride’s Complete Guide to Getting Started by Mary Pride  
Mommy, Teach Me! by Barbara Curtis 
The Relaxed Homeschool by Mary Hood 

The Smarter Preschooler by Renee and Mike Mosiman 
The Successful Homeschool Family Handbook by Raymond and Dorothy Moore 
The Survivor's Guide to Home Schooling by Luanne Shackelford & Susan White 
Teaching the Trivium by Harvey and Laurie Bluedorn 
Teaching Your Special Needs Child by Judith Munday 
The Three R’s: Grades K-3 by Ruth Beechick  
The Ultimate Guide to Homeschooling by Debra Bell 
The Underground History of Education by John Taylor Gatto 
Unit Studies Made Easy by Valerie Bendt 

The Virginia Homeschool Manual by HEAV 
The Way They Learn by Cynthia Tobias (on learning styles) 
The Well-Trained Mind by Jessie Wise and Susan Wise Bauer 
What Your Child Needs to Know When by Robin Sampson 
Worldwide Guide to Homeschooling by Brian Ray (lots of statistical information) 
You CAN Teach Your Child Successfully by Ruth Beechick  
 

 

Also, many homeschool magazines contain a wealth of information 

 (including advertisement of many wonderful resources)  
The Old Schoolhouse  (www.TheSchoolhouseMagazine.com) 

The Teaching Home (Box 20219, Portland OR 97294/ e-zine / www.TeachingHome.com )  
Home School Digest (P.O. Box 125, Sawyer MI 49125) www.homeschooldigest.com  (great links, too)   
Homeschooling Today (www.homeschooltoday.com 954-962-1930) 

Practical Homeschooling (ph 800-346-6322/orders@home-school.com) 
The Homeschool Handbook [ www.thehomeschoolhandbook.com )   

 

http://www.the/
http://www.teachinghome.com/
http://www.homeschooldigest.com/
http://www.homeschooltoday.com/
mailto:orders@home-school.com)
http://www.thehomeschoolhandbook.com/
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Joyful Homeschooling 

As a new school year approaches, wouldn’t it be great if homeschooling 
could feel less overwhelming and more joyful? This month, I’d like to share 
with you some thoughts to encourage you—just as true today as they were 
when I originally posted them a few years ago. 

As a fellow homeschool mom, I know that it can be overwhelming when that 
big box of curriculum arrives and you suddenly aren’t sure that you are up 
to the task. It can be overwhelming when you can’t seem to find the right 
key to unlock learning in your child. It can be overwhelming when life 
broadsides your homeschool. Even as my homeschooling experience 
climbed into the double digits, I still always felt more confident and 

equipped for a new year when I read through the organized back-to-school 
checklists—so I’m including a few helpful links for you at the end of this 
month’s newsletter; I hope these will help you feel less overwhelmed as you 
begin.  

But what about the joy? 

Allow me to give you a glimpse into the heart of this ordinary mom. Not a 
supermom, but a homeschool mom who, in the busy-ness and everyday-
ness of life, awoke one day to the realization that I had no joy. The Lord 
directed me to Psalm 113:9 and showed me that making me a joyful mother 
of children ranked right up there with seating the poor with princes. I 
purposed to not take life so personally, to laugh more, smile more, love my 
babies more, and cherish my family. I wanted them to remember their 
childhoods as joyful, contented times with a mom who treasured them—not 
to think back woefully to the stressed mother of their youth! 

Here are six steps to “jump start” your joy as you begin this new school 
year: 

1. Have a vision for your family. What purpose(s) does God want to 
accomplish through the relationships within your family, and how does 
home education help fulfill those goals? 

2. Have realistic expectations of your children. Maybe you awakened 
this morning, still drowsy from the dream of a day when everybody gets 
himself up, makes his bed, tidies his room, speaks gently to the siblings, 
offers to take the smallest cookie, bundles the trash, folds the laundry, 
finishes his schoolwork by noon—all with no reminders. Then you smell the 
toast burning—and reality set in! Someone will very likely test the rules 
today; it is just part of the territory when you’re a parent. You can prepare 
yourself in the family service arena by having age-appropriate expectations, 
pre-determined consequences, and a sense of humor.  

 From ages six months to about five years, children are learning 
cheerful first-time obedience and basic routines. They need life to be 
very concrete and hands-on. They often can and want to help you, 
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but they need lots of modeling and supervision, so don’t expect the 
results to be the same as if you did it all yourself! Be appreciative of 
their efforts.  

 From ages five to twelve, they are being better trained in 
consistency, respectfulness, deference to others, diligence, 
thoroughness, and cheerful obedience.  

 From twelve to eighteen, they earn the privilege of independence 
and responsibility by showing their faithfulness to accomplish a task 
and to be accountable for their actions.  

3. Have realistic expectations of yourself. Instead of comparing yourself 
to your friend or neighbor (or support group leader), recognize your own 
gifts and talents, your limitations, your specific family circumstances. It’s 
no mistake that your children got you as a parent—it’s by God’s design! Be 
aware, too, of your own needs for sleep, food, order, and encouragement. Is 
the Lord revealing to you any areas in which you might need to make 
adjustments? 

4. Recognize that interruptions often are God’s purpose for your day—
opportunities for ministry and discipleship of your children and of others. 
Instead of viewing the interruptions as frustrations to the success of your 
plans, you might consider the possibility that they are God’s way of 
reminding you what is really important today. 

5. Recognize spiritual warfare for what it is. The mind is the enemy’s 
battlefield. I had to be reminded to take captive every harsh thought about 
my children, every selfish thought about my own entitlements in life, every 
self-pitying thought about being a less-than-perfect homeschool mom. I 
learned that the enemy really can’t take away my joy, but he sure can 
influence me to give it up! If you are committed to raising warriors for God, 
your family is a target for battle, and you may want to take inventory of 
your Ephesians 6 armor. 

6. Recognize the source of true joy. I used to sing this scripture song to 
my babies and toddlers: “Break forth into joy, O my soul; break forth into 
joy, O my soul; In the presence of the Lord, there is joy forevermore; break 
forth, break forth into joy, O my soul.” (from Isaiah 52:9 + Psalms 16:11). When I 
am spending time in God’s presence, I can choose to be joyful, to speak 
gently and cheerfully, and to recognize that I am blessed to have this 
season with my children.  

Enjoy the start of this new adventure! 

_______________ 
Making a switch to homeschooling mid-stream? Here’s what to expect: 
“So You’re Switching to Homeschooling. . . Now What?” 
 http://www.hslda.org/elert/archive/elertarchive.aspx?7581      
 
This article was adapted from the July 2015 Toddlers to Tweens newsletter. 
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens . Used with permission. 

http://www.hslda.org/elert/archive/elertarchive.aspx?7581
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Souvenirs of the Journey 
(or: Keepsakes to collect along the way—for you, the children,  

and the officials) 
 
 

 Just like your banking records, there are certain papers that are 
useful for you to stash away for the future, whether for a school official, or 
for your children, or for you to reminisce! 
 
 It is helpful to put together a portfolio each year, even if you choose 
the testing option to verify your progress to the school officials. Because I 
use a homeschool lesson planning/recordkeeping book that is fairly 
comprehensive, all I need to add to my lesson plan book are some photos 

and samples of my girls’ work (I use My Homeschool Planner—see  
www.HomeEducation101.com or www.everydayhomemaking.com). While 
these are not usually required by your province (check with HSLDA to be 
sure), your portfolio for the year might include: 
 
 

          

 Your school calendar, with field trips, outings, sports 
events, etc. marked (as well as any attendance records). 

 

 Your typical daily schedule. You might even include your 

teacher lesson plan book or journal. 
 

 Lists of the materials you used this year. I like to include 
how much I spent and where I purchased my materials, for 

future reference. 
 

 Report cards/grades, if issued, and any standardized test 

scores or evaluation reports. 
 

 List of extracurricular activities and field trips. 
 

 Photos of your child studying, playing sports, learning on 
field trips, socializing with others, etc. Also, photos of 

projects your child has completed. 
 

 Reading lists of books completed. 
 

 Projects and achievements. 
 

 Samples of his best work. You might collect these weekly, 
then cull monthly. 

http://www.homeeducation101.com/
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 Checklist of life skills acquired. 
 

 Audio or video tapes of your child reading, playing an 
instrument, reciting from memory, etc. 

 

 
 
 There are general homeschool records you will probably want to 
keep in your files. These might include: 
 
 

 
     Mentors: Be sure to designate any documentation required by your    
     state or local authorities. Most of these are not REQUIRED by your    

    locality, but are helpful to keep for your future reference. 

 

 Copies of birth certificates 

 

 Immunization records or waivers 

 

 Previous school records 

 

 Test scores 

 

 Annual student evaluations 

 

 Copies of all correspondence with school officials, 

including any Notice of Intent forms (Ontario: PPM131, etc.) 
 

 Copy of your degree or diploma, or teaching certificate, if 
applicable 

 

 Receipts for educational materials 

 

 List of in-service training that you have completed 

(homeschool workshops, book lists of resources read, 
tapes, support group topical studies, etc.) 

 

 School photos 

 

 Awards and certificates 

 

 Transcripts 
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 Key to your grading/evaluation system, should your 
standards ever be questioned 

 

 Your philosophy of education/list of goals 
 

  
  
 A scrapbook is a wonderful keepsake for your child. There are many 
books available on creative scrapbooking (or notebooking), and materials 
don’t have to be expensive. Photos, journaling pages, ticket stubs, recital 
programs, field trip flyers, and other mementos make his scrapbook a 
personal souvenir of his homeschool journey. 

 
 I also chose to keep most of the little notes and cards my children 
gave me to thank me for being their mom and for teaching them at home. 
They have proven to be priceless encouragement when I have felt weary in 
well-doing, travel-worn in the journey.  
 

____________________ 
 
 There may be times that you wonder why you are on this road, 
traveling this course. I, too, have known the raised eyebrows of those close 
to us who did not understand some of our choices for our family. I have 
known the heartache of a child’s disillusionment with my parenting or 
education choices. My children have not all been always excited to be home 
educated. Our journey, though ultimately joyful, has sometimes been 
bumpy, yet always worth the trip. To encourage you through those 
“potholes” and “detours” along the way, let me close this section by giving 
you a peek into my private keepsake collection. With my daughter’s 
permission, I share with you a card that I received from my 21-year-old (the 
one who at age 14 did not want to be home with me) on the occasion of my 
birthday: 
 The pre-printed verse reads: “Happy Birthday, Mom . . . Moms are 
special people whose real value may not be appreciated until long after any 
lesson is taught. Thank you for teaching me.” 
 The personal, handwritten inscription reads as follows (the tears 
make it harder to see the words): 
 “Thank you for being willing to live with all the harassment you got for 
doing things the way you did, to do what you knew was right in raising me. 
Thank you for being willing to be hard on me, for putting up with me at home 
to teach me, for training me to be godly even when it wasn’t the most 
convenient thing. I love you, and am very, very thankful for you.” 
 
 
 I am eternally grateful for the privilege of teaching my children at 
home. This is truly the Journey of a Lifetime! 
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Choosing Curriculum 

 
 

 

 
 

 
  

What Should I Be Teaching? 
Samples of various materials/approaches 

 Understanding your worldview 
 Catalogs/resources 
 Resources to help you make informed decisions 
 Buying used curriculum 
 Q & A 
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What Should I Be Teaching? 

 

ou may wonder, “What should I teach my child this year?” If your 
child is in, say, kindergarten or third grade or sixth grade, what 
should be covered at that grade level? If you are using an all-inclusive 

curriculum package, this may not be a pressing issue for you. But if you 
choose to adapt the material, or move through it at your own pace, or if you 

use a more eclectic approach, you may be concerned about staying “on 
track,” or about significant learning gaps.  

Keeping Track of Academic Milestones 

When designing your child’s curriculum, you should first check the subject 
requirements of your state’s homeschool laws. If you have questions about 
the requirements, contact HSLDA (www.hslda.ca).  

While one of the benefits of home education is the flexibility to tailor the 
program to the child’s abilities, needs, and interests, it is also helpful—and 
often reassuring—to have a general idea of subjects that might be covered 
at various levels, especially in skills areas such as language arts and math. 
Some major publishers include a scope and sequence on their webpages. 
(Scope and sequence just means what material is covered and in what 
order.) You can also consult your province’s standards of learning through 
an online search, or you can track your child’s academic milestones using 
skills checklists for the basic subject areas of math, language arts, science, 
and social studies (see Resources). 

You might use any of these as a guide, but ultimately, you decide what you 
will cover each year in each subject. Of course, as a conscientious 
homeschooling parent, you will want to provide a solid, well-rounded 
program of study, but the sequence of studies will generally be up to you. 
While language arts and math are sequential subjects and will often be 
similar from publisher to publisher, you have a lot of flexibility in other 
subject areas, such as science and social studies. Instead of studying a 

topic when the textbook publisher indicates you should, you might 
capitalize on your child’s interests or rearrange the order of study to suit 
your family’s needs or activities. 

What if Your Child Doesn’t “Fit” in a Certain Grade Level? 

If you have a child who is grasping the concepts more quickly than 
anticipated, you may be apprehensive about letting him move ahead. 
Instead of limiting yourself to only certain material because it is listed 

Y 
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somewhere as the appropriate material for this grade level, think outside 
the (grade level) box—consider what your child has mastered, then move to 
the next level. In other words, think in terms of ability levels, not grade 
levels. It is OK to use the grade level designation on your curriculum as a 
suggested sequence, rather than as a time restriction. 

Take your cue from the gifted/talented class model: The child in such a 
program in a conventional setting still retains his chronological grade 
“label,” but he moves ahead in areas of special interest or ability. For 
example, a third grader might be at a fourth or fifth grade level in math or 
science. Another option is to encourage the child to delve more deeply into 
the subject at hand, taking advantage of the extra time made available by 
early completion of the planned lessons. 

Of course, if you have concerns that your child is working significantly 
behind the average for his level, you may want to consult an education 
consultant, such as the struggling learners consultants at HSLDA, and/or 
the HSLDA legal representative. It could be as simple as tweaking the 
curriculum to meet your child’s needs. 

The Most Important Lessons 

Reading, writing, and ’rithmetic (as well as other skill and content subjects) 
are certainly important, and they provide a valuable means by which we 
learn about the world around us and by which we communicate and 
interact with others. However, we would be remiss to set academic 
standards without spiritual standards. Inge Cannon reminds us: 

“When exploring God’s requirements for what our young people 
learn, it is  important to establish a Scriptural definition of 
knowledge. II Peter 1:5–8  provides a clear description for an 
educational sequence which will honor God: 

‘…Add to your faith virtue; and to virtue knowledge; and to knowledge 
temperance; and to temperance patience; and to patience godliness; 
and to godliness brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindness 
charity. For if these  things be in you and abound, they make you that 
ye shall neither be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of our Lord 
Jesus Christ.’ (KJV) 

Knowledge, then, is explored information within the boundaries of 
faith and character development.” (“What The Lord Wants Your Teen to 

Know,” The Virginia Home Educator, Vol. 15, Issue 2) 

___________________________  

This article was previously published as an HSLDA Early Years e-newsletter and can be 
found (with links) at www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens, under the Curriculum tab. Used with 
permission. For more information on homeschooling preschool through middle school, visit 
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens.  

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Resources with suggested cognitive skills/concepts based on a 

traditional K-12th grade structure:  

 Slow and Steady, Get Me Ready by June Oberlander—Includes  
measurable parameters for birth to age 5, as well as a checklist of 
skills for kindergarten readiness 

 What Your Child Needs to Know When by Robin S. Sampson—
Includes   
K-8 checklist guidelines for math, language arts, science, and 
history, as well as character trait categories 

 Learning Objectives for Grades K-8 by Hewitt Homeschooling 

Resources—Checklist of academic milestones for kindergarten 
through 8th grade 

 Luke’s School List by Joyce Herzog—Academic checklist-style guide;  
Joyce has also compiled Luke’s Life List, a checklist of life skills and 
character traits to prepare a child for independent adulthood 

 Home Learning Year by Year by Rebecca Rupp  

 Teaching Children by Diane Lopez (Currently out of print but may be 
found in many public and support group libraries) 

 “Typical Course of Study”—World Book Encyclopedia 

(See more on this topic at www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens, under 
Curriculum.) 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

http://www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=7850
http://store.nexternal.com/hslda/what-your-child-needs-to-know-when-p69.aspx
http://www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=7852
http://www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=7853
http://www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=7854
http://www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=7855
http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Charting Your Homeschool Course 
 

 
 
 
          What curriculum should I use?” is like asking, “How do I get there?” 
on this homeschooling journey. What you are really asking for is a road 
map to successful home education.   
 Remember the introduction to the first class? If I asked you for 

directions, what’s the first thing you’d probably want to know? Right—you’d 
want to know where I was trying to go, and from where I was starting. To 
get somewhere, I need to know my starting point and my destination, so I 
can determine the best course to get me there. 
First of all: There is no such thing as the perfect curriculum. 

 
1. Curriculum is _______________________________________ 
 

Definition: Course of study 

 
 
 
2. Where is my child now [figuratively speaking] (and how do I know that?) 
and where do I want him to be next year? Five years from now? 

 

If I asked you for directions, what’s the first thing you would ask 

me?  [If they don’t answer right away, ask one of them specifically for 
directions—“Anne, can you give me directions?”] 
Right—you’d want to know where I wanted to go, and/or where I 

was coming from. Only when you know where I am going can you 
help me figure out the best way to get there. Even then, you 
need to know my purpose for going there to help map out the 

best route. 
 

 
 
For example, if I’m trying to get from Toronto to Saskatoon and 

I need to get there quickly, you’d probably recommend a non-
stop flight. But if my goal in traveling from Toronto to 

Saskatoon were to visit all the art museums between here and 
there, you’d probably have a different recommendation. 
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It’s the same with mapping out your home education course, or 
your curriculum. You need to determine where you are starting, 

where you want to end up, and what you want to accomplish 
along the way. Only then can you decide the best route to travel 
and the tools you need. 
 

 

 

 

 

Why am I homeschooling? 

 
 
 
 
 
3. Set goals: 
For what am I preparing my child? What relationships, skills, or content 
knowledge do I need to cultivate in him? 
 
Goals should be measurable (see worksheet from last session) 
 

 

Remember the Goals handout in the earlier session? It is an 

important tool.  
If you haven’t already gone over that sheet with your spouse 

and/or child, this would be an appropriate step for you to take. 
 
Meanwhile, I also highly recommend you do some reading on 

worldviews, to be sure you understand through which “lenses” 
you are viewing the world and to help you determine through 

which “lenses” different materials may be projected, so that the 
materials you select are not in conflict with your family’s 
purposes, goals, vision, and worldview. (Articles follow later in this 
section.) 
 

 
 
The Bible tells us that we should train up a child in the way he 

should go. The implication is that of an arrow designed, whittled, 
to hit its mark. Remember that, in the “olden days,” arrows 

weren’t factory-made, assembly-line dowels with little feathers. 
They were hewn by hand from tree branches, and if each was 
shot at the same target without any modification, its natural 
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bent might keep it from hitting the mark. So the arrow-maker 
would whittle away a little here and a little there, and little 

weights and feathers were added to weight the arrow in such a 
compensatory way that all the arrows, shot from the same bow 
by the same archer, would be able to hit the mark with accuracy. 

Our children are the same way.   
 

 
 
Understand differences in worldviews. You have a worldview, and the 
publisher and author of the materials you use have a worldview. Are they 
similar, or will you spend a lot of time “correcting” the values presented? 
This is especially important when training our little ones. 
 
 

Mentors: This first paragraph (below) is generally acceptable in most 

provinces, but check with your provincial organization about any 

required courses.  

 

Speaking of setting goals: Many people ask me which subjects 
they have to do which years. This is YOUR program—YOU decide 
what your child needs to know when. In Ontario, while the provision of 

satisfactory education is required, there is no definition of ‘satisfactory education,’ 

nor any reference to satisfactory learning. OUTSIDE of Ontario: Check with 
HSLDA regarding any province-specific requirements.) 

 

Of course, you will provide a well-rounded course of study 

because you are a good parent and want a good education for 
your child, but YOU decide what to include, even in high school. 
And remember to include life skills (home economics, child care, 

auto mechanics, household construction, etc.). 

 
A good rule of thumb for high school is to decide what your child 

will need to continue his education after homeschooling. 
Contact any future schools (training school, college, etc) to find 

out their admission requirements. I always make sure my girls 
have what they need to go on to college, even if they don’t think 
right now that they plan to go. (There are good homeschooling-

through-high school books available; see resource list.) 
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4. Various approaches – This is your “mode of transportation.” 
DISCLAIMER: This is not an exclusive list. Also, feel free to borrow and re-
arrange from various approaches. There is not one “right” way to 
homeschool!  
 

 
Now that you have determined where you are going, will you 

take the “shortcut” or the “scenic route”? Are you catching up 
or are you leisurely learning? What “mode of transportation” will 

you use?  Traditional, unit study, relaxed, more advanced 
technology, etc.? How do I even begin to choose? 

 
DISCLAIMER: 
I will name brand names—this is not an exclusive list, nor will 
your family always love what I list! Read for yourself, talk to 

others, collect catalogs, search the internet, look at the 
materials and compare.   
 

Feel free to borrow and re-arrange from these various 
approaches; they are not mutually exclusive and many of them 

overlap! That’s one of the benefits of home education—you can 
create a custom curriculum! 
 

As we go over these, you may recognize your teaching style. 
Also, as we mention pros and cons, the cons are not there to 

convince you not to incorporate this approach, but to let you 
know what to be aware of, so you can avoid the pitfalls. 
 

(Mentors: Add to this from your experience.) 

 

Some of the “approaches” information was originally adapted from the 

Elijah Company catalog. 1-888-2ELIJAH or www.elijahco.com. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.elijahco.com/
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 Traditional 
 
 

 

Textbook/workbook/standard “scope & sequence” method 
Divides learning into 12 years, about 180 days per year 
 

 
 

PROS: 
Easy to use/lesson plan 
Standardized 

Testing and grading are simplified 
Defined milestones 
 

 
 

CONS: 
Usually generic 
Assumes that education should be compartmentalized 

Often has artificial learning experiences 
Teacher directed (read: time intensive!) 

Different ages study different things in most subjects 
Can be expensive 
High burnout rate 

 
 
 

 
Examples: 

Bob Jones 
A Beka 
Most correspondence courses 

Most online academies 
Anything with textbooks (May wish to look for those designed     

         specifically for homeschoolers, i.e. Apologia, Teaching   
         Textbooks, Learning Language Arts through Literature,    
         Saxon’s homeschool kit, Science in the Beginning, etc.) 
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 Classical 
 
 
 

 
In the 1940’s, Dorothy Sayers warned that schools were teaching 

children everything but how to think and could therefore be 
easily swayed by any tyrant who came along. She recommended 

reinstating the classical form of education used in the Middle 
Ages, to give children the tools to learn. The basis for classical 
education is the Trivium. 

 
The Trivium divides mental development into three basic stages: 
 

Grammar stage – approximately ages 5-11. This is the soak-up-
knowledge stage, when children memorize and repeat 

everything, even if they don’t understand it. This is a good time 
for them to memorize Scripture, learn colors and numbers and 
shapes and letters, memorize new words (in any language), and 

more. It is important to recognize that children of this age 
generally reason very little, so although they can tell you 
something, it is normal for them to not be able to explain it to 

you. This is a time of concrete learning for most children, 
regardless of learning style. 

 
Dialectic (or Logic) stage – about ages 11/12-15. Now they are 
more able to analyze all they have been soaking in. This is the 

stage of independent and abstract thought, a time of drawing 
conclusions and supporting them with fact, i.e., debate! The 

child in the Logic stage seems to always be arguing with you – he 
is learning to understand how things “fit together.” 
 

Rhetoric stage – mid-to-later teens. This is often a very creative, 
self-expressive period. He is now more adept at expressing what 
he has been analyzing for the past few years, although 

sometimes with a bit of melodrama as he still seeks to 
understand where he fits into God’s plan for life. 

 
Each subject has these three levels. For example, in English: 
Grammar = phonics, spelling, handwriting, basic vocabulary 

Logic       = basic sentence and paragraph construction, more   
                  complex parts of speech, sentence analysis/  

                  diagramming 
Rhetoric  = composition, essay development as opposed to report   
                   writing, public speaking 
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PROS: 
Tailored to stages of mental development 

Teaches thinking skills and verbal/written expression 
Encourages independent learning 

Has produced many of the great minds of history 
 
 

 
 

 
 
CONS: 

Not much prepared curriculum available (although help is 
coming) 
Generally requires a fairly scholarly teacher and student 

May overemphasize ancient disciplines and classics (As always,    
         be sure to evaluate choices of materials against God’s   

         standards.) 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Helpful reading: 
Teaching the Trivium by Harvey and Laurie Bluedorn 
The Well-Trained Mind by Jessie Wise & Susan Wise Bauer 
Recovering the Lost Tools of Learning by Douglas Wilson 

“The Lost Tools of Learning” (essay) by Dorothy Leigh Sayers 
      (can be found online) 

Tapestry of Grace curriculum 
Veritas Press catalog 
www.welltrainedmind.com 

www.classicalconversations.com 
My Father’s World 
Internet search for classical homeschooling 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

http://www.classicalconversations.com/
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 Living Books 
 

 

Based on the writings of Charlotte Mason, a turn-of-the-century 
British educator. She believed in respecting children as persons, 
not as little containers to be filled with knowledge and fit into 

engineered artificial learning experiences. 
 

One of the foundations of Charlotte Mason’s philosophy is the 
understanding of the need for real life experiences and LIVING 
BOOKS.  

 
Living books = real books that make the subject come alive,   
                       written by someone who obviously has a passion  

                       for the subject and can ignite that passion in the  
                       reader 

Twaddle      = worthless, inferior, teaching material (we call them    
                        junk books, equivalent to junk food) 
 

  
PROS: 
Children are active participants in the learning process 

Uses REAL objects and books (living books and ideas) 
Encourages curiosity, love of learning 

Encourages creative thinking 
Eliminates busy-work 
Is developmentally appropriate 

Stresses good character and habits 
 

 
CONS: 
Can be child-centered 

There is little outlined curriculum 
Can become too eclectic 
Tendency can be to neglect higher level studies 

 
Suggested reading: 
Educating the WholeHearted Child by Clay & Sally Clarkson 
Charlotte Mason Companion by Karen Andreola 
Charlotte Mason Education: A Homeschooling How-To Handbook  

           by Catherine Levinson 
For the Children’s Sake by Susan Shaeffer Macaulay 

Anything by Ruth Beechick 

Ambleside Online 
Five in a Row 
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 Unit Studies 
 

Integrates several or many subjects around a common topic, 
theme, or unit.  
 

For example, if you were studying birds, your students could:  
 

Look up Bible verses about birds  
Read/write short stories and poems about birds  
Dissect a chicken bone to learn more about how birds can stay  

    airborne 
Observe the difference in birds’ feet and beaks in relation to  
    their eating habits  

Visit a bird-banding station 
Study Audubon’s paintings 

Read a biography of Audubon 
Paint a picture of a favorite bird 
Identify birds in your neighborhood, using a field guide 

Build a bird house appropriate for your birds 
Write a report about a particular bird 
etc. 

 
You could even tie that all together as a part of a study of the 
character quality of attentiveness, if you were using Konos 
Character Curriculum. 

 

 
 

 
PROS: 
Good for multi-level learning (teaching several ages at once—  

    they all learn together, at the level of the oldest, and the      
    younger ones “get off the bus” at their own “mental bus  
    stops.”) 

Children can study as deeply as they’d like 
Can be based on the family’s interests 

Student sees the whole picture 
Encourages curiosity and independent thinking 
More natural way to learn 

Interrelated knowledge is generally more readily retained 
Fairly easy to create 
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CONS: 

Possibility of more obvious educational “gaps” 
       (Notice I didn’t say just “gaps,” but “more obvious”—all   

       learning will have gaps—the key is being selective!) 
Harder to assess learning (or to “prove”) 
Record keeping can be less cut and dried 

Requires teacher planning 
Too many activities can lead to burnout 
Subjects that are harder to integrate could be neglected 

 
 

Some examples: 
Konos – character based 
Weaver –  based on chronology of Scripture 

SOW (Student of the Word) – interwoven with Bible 
Sonlight – literature based 

Far Above Rubies – high school program based on Proverbs 31 
Blessed is the Man, Listen My Son – for young men, based on  
    Proverbs 

Heart of Wisdom – Bible based 
Five in a Row – literature based 
DIY Unit Studies/Daily Bread – Bible based 

Alta Vista 
God, Creation, and Me – Bible based for preschoolers 

Download ‘n Go – topical studies 
Organic Homeschooling 
 

Suggested reading: 
Unit Studies Made Easy by Valerie Bendt 
Heart of Wisdom Teaching Approach by Robin Sampson 

How to Homeschool by Gayle Graham 
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 Relaxed 
 

 
Sometimes referred to as unschooling, which originally referred 

to John Holt’s fairly child-centered methods, but has come to 
refer simply to a less-structured approach that allows children to 

pursue their own interests with parental support and guidance, 
and lets children learn by being included in the life of the adults 

around them.  Formal academics are pursued as the need arises. 
Christians who favor less structured schooling, but with definite 
goals, often prefer to be called “relaxed homeschoolers.” Gregg 

Harris used the term, “delight-directed homeschooling.”   
 
 

PROS: 
Takes little planning 

Uses “teachable moments” 
Access to the real world 
Less likely to burn out 

Students can investigate a subject as deeply as they wish 
Discipleship/apprenticeship model of learning 
Encourages independent learning/thinking 

Instills a love of learning 
 

 
 
CONS: 

Unstructured 
May neglect subjects that aren’t interesting 

Harder to assess learning levels 
Potential to be very child centered 
Difficult to explain to the relatives! 

 
Suggested reading: 
The Relaxed Home School by Mary Hood 

The Joyful Home Schooler by Mary Hood 
How to Set Up Learning Centers in Your Home by Mary Hood 

Relaxed Record Keeping by Mary Hood 
And What About College? by Cafi Cohen 
Homeschooling for Excellence by David and Micki Colfax 

The Christian Home School by Gregg Harris (especially the  

              section on delight-directed studies) 
Christian Unschooling by Teri Brown and Elissa Wahl 
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5. Alternative routes and detours – Do you need a “lead car”? 
 Changing course to reach your desired goal is NOT failure. 
 

Some of us need to start the drive with some assistance or a 
“lead car” like the Follow-Me truck in the construction zone. 
This is especially true if you are beginning homeschooling mid-

year or “all of a sudden” and you wish you’d had more time to 
plan a course, but you didn’t. You might choose a simple course 

to get you “on the road” while researching your options for 
adjustments for later in the year or next year. 
 

For example, you could just select a language program and a 
math program (for example, Learning Language Arts through 
Literature combined with Saxon math) and add living books for 

science, history, etc. 
 

Or you could select from the many prepackaged curricula 
available, especially good for the first year, such as: 
 

 Christian Liberty Academy 
 
 Bob Jones University Press (HomeSat, correspondence course, 

etc.) 
 

 Alpha Omega has paper-based LifePacs or their CD-ROM-based 
Switched-On Schoolhouse that can be done independently or 
as correspondence courses. 

 
 ABeka correspondence or prepackaged 

 
 Sonlight prepackaged           
 

 Calvert 
 
 Christian Light 

 
 School of Tomorrow (Formerly ACE) 

 
 Timberdoodle 
 

 My Father’s World                        Et cetera 
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Also, correspondence courses or online academies. 

Use some or all of these programs OR possibly branch out OR 
continue them for the entire homeschool journey.  
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Be prepared for detours and alternative routes. Once, I was 
coming home from Pittsburgh for at least the tenth time and 

ended up in unfamiliar surroundings. I called my husband at 
work (collect!) and asked, “If I’m on Skyline Drive, have I missed 

a turn?” He sighed, knowingly, and got a map to help me figure 
an alternative route to get back on track.  
 

You may make adjustments along the way. Changing course to 
reach your desired goal is not failure! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. How much will all this cost?   

 

 
See “Travel Budget” article in How to Begin section. 
The expense will be directly related to your choices. 

 
Vicki (the author) has homeschooled seven children at a time for 

under $100 a year.  
 
For ideas on homeschooling on a shoestring budget, see 

www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens (Curriculum tab - five articles). 
 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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7. Where do I find materials? 

 

 

Curriculum fairs – TEACH New & Used Book Sale (Brantford) 

 
Conventions - OCHEC (Ancaster), KWCHEA (Kitchener), RHVEA 

(Ottawa) 
 
Book stores – Convention vendors’ wares are often accessible vie their 

store websites, Warehouse Inc., Book Nook, Different Drummer, 2nd 
hand bookstores, sales in regular bookstores 

 
Catalogues – convention vendors may issue paper/DVD/on-line only 

catalogues 
 
Internet facebook swaps, compare sites that have same material  

 
Used curriculum shops: Canadian Schoolbook Exchange, Mississauga 

800-335-5043 
 
Support group swaps/other homeschoolers – meetings & scheduled 

swaps 
 

Garage sales, freecycle, kijiji, etc. 
 
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

 

See Resources List in “Beginning the Homeschool Journey” 
section (catalogs, internet addresses, etc.). 
 

Materials can also be purchased secondhand. See article, 
“Navigating the Used Curriculum Route,” in this section. 

 
Your provincial organization’s website or manual may also have 
a resource list. 
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Before you buy, ask yourself: 
 
 
 How much time do I have? 
 
 How much money do I have? 
 
 Are there good books on this subject that I could buy with the money? 
 
 How much structure do I want/need? 
 
 Does this material convey my values? 

 
 Does it encourage my children in the goals we’ve set? 
 
 Is the material a good “fit” for my child? 
 
 
 
8. Curriculum is more than just academics.  

 (No, I am not saying Abandon academics, but I am saying: Don’t abandon 
your child to only academics.) 

 Academic excellence 

 Life skills 

 Character training 

 

What are God’s priorities for your child?  
In II Peter 1:5, we are admonished: 
“Add to your faith virtue [character]; and to virtue 
knowledge….” 

#1 = faith, #2 = character/virtue, #3 = knowledge 
 

 
 
 REMEMBER that it is not your job to teach your child everything 
there is to know; it is your job to teach your child how to learn, and to guide 

him to be a well-rounded person of high character.  
 Yes, do aspire for an excellent academic education for your child, but 
remember that when he is 25, nobody will know his GPA or his SAT score 
or whether or not he has a degree. 
  But they will know, if they spend any time with your child, if he is 
honest, dependable, diligent, conscientious, considerate, and if he has a 
heart for the things of God, a heart to serve others and to reach out to the 
lost. These are the things that endure. 
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Five Focused Study Areas 
 
(Excerpted from Clay and Sally Clarkson’s book, Educating the WholeHearted Child. 
I highly recommend this book!) 

 

Parent workbook contains this list in its entirety. 

 
1) Discipleship studies—The solid foundation of the house – study of the 
Bible. 
Doctrine, wisdom, Bible knowledge 
Purpose: To shape your children’s hearts to love God and to study and 
know His Word 
 
2) Disciplined studies—The first central study focus 
The study of “the basics”   STRUCTURED 
Learning skills (reading, writing, arithmetic, thinking) 
Purpose: To develop your children’s foundational learning skills and 
competencies in language arts, math, and reasoning 
 
3) Discussion studies—The second central study focus 
The study of the humanities   RELATIONAL 
Literature, history, fine arts 
Purpose: To feed your children’s minds by giving them the best in living 
books and the fine arts 
 
4) Discovery studies—The third central study focus 
The study of learning     MORE SELF-DIRECTED 
Nature, science, creative arts, all other interests 
Purpose: To stimulate in your children a love for learning by creating 
opportunities for curiosity, creativity, and discovery 
 
5) Discretionary studies—The unique finishing of the house 
The study of living 
Home and community life, field trips, life skills 
Purpose: To direct your children in developing a range of skills and abilities 
for adult life according to their gifts and your family’s circumstances and 
resources 
 

 
 
Excerpted or derived from Educating the WholeHearted Child, Copyright 1994, 1996 

Whole Heart Ministries, P.O. Box 3445, Monument, CO 80132.  Used with 

permission.  www.wholeheart.org  

 
 

 

http://www.wholeheart.org/
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10 Rules of Thumb for Choosing Teaching Materials 
by Chris and Ellyn Davis of Elijah Company 

 

Parent workbook contains this article in its entirety. 
 

Rule #1: Invest in yourself first.  
 Like it or not, you are the glue that will hold this homeschooling 
endeavor together, so you need to develop a strategy for staying sane and 
on top of it all (even if it means scheduling a nap every afternoon). You 
wouldn't dream of trying to build a house without a plan, the right 
materials, and the necessary tools. Home schooling is like building a house 
you need to determine your plan, gather your materials, and be sure you 
have the right tools for the job. Take some time to read, to look around, to 

compare. Invest in some of the "tools of the trade" like the "must haves" and 
parent resources [see resource list in “Places to visit along the way”]. Begin 
rearranging your house so it will accommodate study without becoming too 
cluttered or stressful.  
 Think through what you will do with infants and toddlers during 
school times; how you will handle meals, house cleaning, and laundry; and 
how you will deal with the other changes schooling at home brings. Don't 
feel guilty about spending money on yourself. After all, if you were a 
professional teacher, you (or your parents) would have spent tens of 
thousands of dollars getting you ready to stand before a classroom of 
children.   
 So think in terms of what will make you more confident and able to 
create a learning environment for your household. What will smooth your 
way mentally, emotionally, physically, and spiritually? Remember that 
teaching your children at home is going to be quite an adjustment for you 
as well as for your children. Take care of yourself. Don't over-commit. Stay 
at home. Find ways to make life easier for yourself.  
 
Rule #2: Consider your situation. 
 Your first priority is to find out where your children are physically, 
emotionally, mentally, and academically. Start with where they are and 
build on that. Often children taken from a public school setting have 
problems with self-esteem, peer dependency, academic "burnout," and/or 
the adjustment from classroom to home. The most harmful thing you can 
do with a damaged child is to jump into academics. Take time to become 
reacquainted with your children, to "wash away" the institutional effects, to 

determine their learning strengths and weaknesses. You may want to just 
cover the necessities of academics (language arts and math) for the first few 
months to a year, or start out with one or two subjects and gradually add 
more. 
 A farm family will have many opportunities for "hands on" learning in 
the areas of math, science, economics, etc. A city family has access to 
museums, libraries, cultural events, and more support group activities. You 
can make the most of the real life learning opportunities God gives you, 
perhaps never needing textbooks and teaching materials in certain subject 
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areas. We once had a missionary call us bemoaning the fact that she lived 
in a large foreign city and her children weren't able to do much nature 
study. She completely overlooked all the wonderful opportunities her 
children had to learn foreign languages, history, and geography, and to 
interact with other cultures. So, look around. God may have already 
arranged a learning environment for you that is better than a classroom. 
 
Rule #3: Choose teaching materials suited to the learner.  
 Textbooks developed for classroom use tend to be "teacher directed" 
and chalkboard oriented, seldom taking into account children's interests or 
the different ways children perceive and process information. Each student 
has a style in which he learns best. Different children have different 
learning strengths and weaknesses that the perceptive parent will take into 
account when choosing teaching materials. For example, visual learners 
may do well with workbooks, while auditory learners need songs or spoken 
instruction and kinesthetic learners need to manipulate objects 
 
Rule #4: Choose material you like, or you will resist using it, no matter 
how good it is.  
 All teaching materials have a bias, not just in the subject matter, but 
also in the way the subject matter is presented. Every teaching parent, 
whether he or she recognizes it or not, has an educational philosophy some 
set of values and beliefs about what and how children should be taught. 
Sometimes we will have an unexplained inner resistance to certain teaching 
materials. It could be that this inner resistance arises from a conflict 
between our educational philosophy and that of the teaching material. 
Trust the Holy Spirit and choose from your spirit as well as from your head. 
No matter how much your friends rave about a particular product, don't 
buy it if you don't really like it yourself. A key question to ask is: "Does just 
looking at this curriculum make me feel tired or pressured?"  
 
Rule #5: Avoid programs that require a great deal of teacher 
preparation.  
 Unless you are a researcher-type or high-energy person, you will be 
frustrated by programs with detailed teacher's manuals to wade through, 
supplemental books or seminars that are necessary to fully utilize the 
program, or lots of activities to prepare beforehand.  
 

Rule #6: Expect to “waste” time, energy, and probably some money.  
 You will soon discover that often it is you not your children who are 

being educated. So loosen up and accept the fact that some of what you 
buy may be a total waste of time, energy, and money. This is all a part of 
learning what works for you and for your children. Consider it payment of 
your tuition in the University for Home-Educating Parents. 
 
Rule #7: Be aware that there are various schools of thought concerning 
the teaching of any subject.  
 Some examples: In math, there are programs that are primarily 
problem solving with manipulatives and programs that are primarily 
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problem solving on paper. In reading, there are programs that focus on 
learning phonics before learning to read, programs that focus on learning 
the rules while learning to read, and programs that focus on just learning to 
read and letting the rules come later. Each school of thought has produced 
excellent mathematicians, readers, and spellers, but sometimes products 
will be advertised as better than the rest because they follow a particular 
school of thought. 
 
Rule #8: Realize that there is no perfect curriculum.  
 What works with one child won't necessarily work with another. 
What worked one year may not necessarily work the next. Your family's 
needs and interests will change. Buy materials that meet present needs. 
Mold the curriculum to the child, not the child to the curriculum. Also, be 

aware that not all books in a series are equally as good. For example, the 
fourth grade level of a particular program may be excellent, but this does 
not mean the other levels are. 
 
Rule #9: God gave you YOUR specific children because there is 
something in YOU that He wants imparted to them. 
 Teaching materials are only tools to help you impart yourself to 
(disciple) your children. You can trust the Lord to lead you to those 
materials that will help you best disciple each child. Beware of adult peer 
pressure; many of your relatives and friends will criticize your decision to 
homeschool. Don't feel like you need to live up to their expectations. Other 
homeschooling parents may pressure you to try their favorite curriculum or 
intimidate you with their children's achievements. Remember, you know 
your children's needs better than anyone else and you are best qualified to 
help them reach their full potential.  
 
Rule #10: Remember that teaching materials are often the least 
important elements of your home school.  
 Books are easy to discard if they don't work for you, but attitudes 
and destructive family dynamics are not. Five major reasons families fail at 
home education are: 
(1) They lack the personal conviction to persevere through the difficult 

times  
(2) The father is not involved  
(3) The children are undisciplined and resist parental instruction  
(4) The parents cannot handle the added responsibilities or  
(5) The family has unrealistic expectations.  

 
The best teaching materials in the world are going to take a back seat to the 
attitudes and family dynamics in your household.  

 
© 2001 by The Elijah Company. Adapted for use with permission. Article may be seen in its 
entirety (or a catalog may be ordered) at www.homeschoolcounsel.com. Elijah Company 
carries an extensive line of excellent materials for home educating families, and their web 
site and catalog are very informative. 

  

http://www.homeschoolcounsel.com/
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Navigating the Used-Curriculum Route 
 

Parent workbook contains this article in its entirety. 

 

 
 Buying used curriculum is sort of like taking a shortcut when I drive: 
If I am familiar with the area through which I’m being re-routed, I can save 
some time, but if I get lost trying to take a shortcut, I may end up woefully 
behind! Similarly, I can really stretch my homeschool budget by finding 
great used-curriculum values, yet I haven’t effectively saved money if a 
particular pre-owned purchase is not the wisest choice for my family. Here 
are some ways to “know the shortcuts” when navigating the used-
curriculum options, and save in the long run. 

 
Set goals. Have a list of the goals you have set for your children. Know 
what you are looking for and why, whether new or used. Keeping those 
objectives in front of you as you shop can help you select bargain items that 
will best meet your needs for the year. 
 
Make a list. Shopping without a list can be just as disastrous on the swap 
boards or in the resale shop as it can be in the grocery store! Make a list of 
the items in which you are most interested, with several alternative 
selections noted. Having a second or third choice pre-selected helps me to 
think quickly at a yard sale or curriculum swap. I make a list of all the 
topics we’re covering this year in our units, so I can stay focused on my 
more immediate needs, and I can better resist the temptation to snatch up 
a bargain that won’t really be useful to me for another year or two. 
 
Be specific. Specific titles are very useful, if possible. One year I 
accidentally purchased three copies of the same well-known science book 
because the publisher had changed the cover several times and I didn’t 
recognize the title as a book I’d already purchased!  
 
Know your audience. Consider your own teaching style and your 
children’s learning styles. Just because something was recommended by a 
friend and is fifty percent off doesn’t mean you will be comfortable using it 
or your kids will “get it.”  On the other hand, this may be a good time to try 
something new, when it isn’t a tremendous monetary investment. 
 

Know the prices. Do some research to familiarize yourself with the retail 
prices so you’ll be better able to recognize a bargain. I go through my 
catalogs and mark prices on my wish list so I’ll know who sells which items 
for what prices. That way, I’ll know if a used item is enough of a reduction 
to warrant not getting it new. Also, ask around to determine what sort of 
discount would be considered fair in the used market for your particular 
needs. A reference book that might not often be found in the used market 
can command a price closer to retail than can a book that parents sell off 
regularly to buy the next grade level. Know what you are willing to pay.  
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Know the publishers. Some publishers make such minor changes in books 
from time to time that an older edition may work fine for your purposes. 
Other times, the books may have been revised enough that other materials 
you have to coordinate (workbook, teacher’s manual, quizzes, etc.) may no 
longer be compatible. When “new models” come out, call the publisher and 
ask about the extent of the revisions and how compatible your other 
components will be.  
 
Look at the dates. Check the copyright dates in the books. Determine if 
you are willing to go with a little older book in some subjects (say, history or 
art or language) to be able to splurge for the latest in science or computer 
technology. Publishing dates can be important if you already have three 
parts of your A Beka history program and just need another set of tests and 
quizzes, while you may be more than willing to settle for a five-year-old set 

of World Book encyclopedias for $5 at a library sale instead of shelling out 
more money for the newest version. 
 
Be creative. We have picked up books/magazines free or “dirt cheap” and 
cut out the pictures to illustrate stories, make posters, etc. I’ve heard of 
others who have cut out timeline figures from discarded books. 
 
Cheaper isn’t always a bargain. A friend of mine recently purchased a 
public school math book because it was a little less expensive than the 
Saxon she really wanted, then found that she would have to pay $70 for a 
public school teacher’s key for the course. This comes back to knowing 
what you want and how much it will cost you. 
(By the way, the teacher’s book may or may not be necessary; some texts 
have answers in the backs or you may be able to determine the correct 
answers. Some teacher books have not only answers, but super teaching 
ideas. If you aren’t comfortable without it, consider buying it.)  
 
Remember that most sales are final. While most dealers of new materials 
will allow a refund or exchange of items still in resaleable condition if you 
change your mind, the average re-seller is generally not able to offer that 
luxury because he is already shaving his margin by selling at a discount. Or 
the homeschool neighbor you bought the book from has probably already 
applied your book money to the electric bill. Be pretty sure of what you 
want, buy with confidence, and if it ends up not working out for you, list it 
on the swap board or in your homeschool newsletter classifieds!  
 

Try to get a preview. If you aren’t sure you are able to absorb a loss if it 
doesn’t work out, try to borrow a copy of the book or material from a friend 
to look over for a few days, or to try for a week or two. Then you’ll know if 
you’re comfortable enough with the purchase of a particular used item to 
risk not being able to return it for a refund.  
  
Know where to look. Ask your homeschool friends for recommendations of 
used book dealers and good swap boards (they are multiplying on-line!). 
Our homeschool organization’s email newsletter announces used 
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curriculum sales across our area. Check homeschool magazine ads and 
yard sales. Our weekly Trading Post paper sometimes has curriculum listed, 
as do some of the on-line auction houses and book sellers. An online search 
for “used homeschool curriculum” should give you several options. 
 
Visit book annexes. Our local public school system regularly purges 
textbooks upon replacing with newer ones, and the older books go to an 
annex building which is opened to the public to take what they would like, 
free of charge. Use this source judiciously, as many public school textbooks 
may not be suitable for your home use. But I have picked up dictionaries, 
typing books for keyboard practice, books on local history, etc.(and a few 
moms have gotten desks, maps, and more). Check with your local school 
district for more information. 
 
Make your needs known. Let local curriculum dealers and the moms in 
your support group know that you are on the lookout for certain items. 
People often have things on their shelves that they don’t realize may be of 
value to others. Swap boards often have “Wanted to Buy” sections as well as 
“For Sale” listings. 
 
Take a friend along. Especially (but not only) if you are a fairly new 
homeschooler, it can be a big help to ask a veteran homeschooler (especially 
one familiar with curriculum) to accompany you on your excursion. She can 
help you to focus on your list, explain if/how some items may be able to 
substitute for others, help you know what questions to ask of a seller, and 
guide you on prices. There’s usually comfort in a second set of eyes to help 
navigate – sort of like having someone to “ride shotgun” while you’re taking 
that “shortcut to savings”! 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
© Vicki Bentley 2003. This article or article from which it is adapted first appeared in the 
2003 edition of The Virginia Homeschool Manual: A Comprehensive Guide to Home Education 
in Virginia, published by the Home Educators Association of Virginia, PO Box 6745, 
Richmond VA 23230-745, www.heav.org. It also appeared in Practical Homeschooling, #51, 
January/February 2003. 

 
 

The parent workbook contains the remainder of this section in 
its entirety. 

http://www.heav.org/
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CATALOG LIST (for starters, anyway!) 
 
A Beka Books (www.abeka.com) P.O. Box 19100, Pensacola FL 32523-9100 (1-800-874-2352) Textbooks and 
workbooks designed for and used in many Christian private schools across the country. Comprehensive 
program. Also available as correspondence or video school. 
 

Alpha Omega Publications (www.aop.com) (1-800-622-3070) Publishers of the popular LifePacs; Switched-
On Schoolhouse (CD-ROM), www.classes2you.com (SOS on-line), A/O Academy correspondence program, 
A/O On-Line Academy. Weaver and  Horizons curricula. Diagnostic and placement tests. 
 

Bob Jones University Press (www.bjup.com) Greenville SC 29614 (No, I didn't leave out the street address - 
they're so big and well known that this is sufficient.) (1-800-845-5731) Well-known and respected publisher of 
textbooks/workbooks used in homeschools and private Christian schools across the country. Also offers high 
school correspondence courses, as well as HomeSat, a 24-hour-a-day, flexible in-home satellite program for 

K-12.  
 
Christian Liberty Academy Publishers (www.homeschools.org) 502 W. Euclid Ave, Arlington Heights IL 
60004 (1-800-348-0899) Actual on-campus private school offering several satellite school options, including 

full-service correspondence school as well as family-administrated curriculum package; individual courses 
now also available. Christian Liberty Press (www.ChristianLibertyPress.com), their publishing branch, offers 
discounted resources and curricular materials. 
 

CBD HomeSchool (www.Christianbook.com) P.O. Box 7000, Peabody MA 01961-7000 (978-977-5005) 
Department of Christian Book Distributors. Nice variety, colorful catalog, discount prices. 
 
Elijah Company (www.elijahco.com) 1053 Eldridge Loop, Crossville TN 38571 (1-888-2ELIJAH) Wonderful 

resources and articles. Free counseling site at www.homeschoolcounsel.com with moderators and bulletin 
board. 
 
Farm Country General Store (www.homeschoolfcgs.com) 731 North Fork Road, Metamora IL 61548 (309-

367-2844) Super resources, well rounded, helpful book lists. Includes many healthy living resources. 
 
Greenleaf Press (www.greenleafpress.com) 3761 Highway 109N, Unit D, Lebanon TN 37087 (615-449-1617) 
Guaranteed 100% Twaddle-Free! Wonderful resources for history, literature, art, music and nature study. 

Useful just for the book lists! Has several informative articles within the pages, as well as detailed 
descriptions of items. 
 
Home School Resource Center (www.debrabell.com ) P.O. Box 67, Palmyra PA 17078 (1-800-937-6311) 
Owned by Debra Bell, author of The Ultimate Guide to Homeschooling. Resources for creative homeschooling. 
 
Lifetime Books and Gifts' The Always Incomplete Catalog  (www.lifetimebooksandgifts.com) (1-800-377-

0390) $5 Catalog/supplement contain over 390 pages of personal reviews, lots of good information on 
subject areas, great book lists. Lots of hard-to-find items. 
 
Rainbow Resource Center (www.rainbowresource.com) Route 1 Box 159A, 50 N 500 East Road, Toulon IL 

61483 (309-695-3200) 400+ pages of resources for all different home education styles. 
 
Sonlight Curriculum (www.sonlight.com) 8042 South Grant Way, Littleton CO 80122-2705 (303-730-6292) 
Comprehensive, interrelated, literature-based studies; includes all necessary supplies and books (including 

science supplies).  
 
Timberdoodle (www.timberdoodle.com) 1510 E Spencer Lake Road, Shelton WA 98584 (360-426-0672)  
Proponents of a hands-on, fairly relaxed approach to home education. Great resources, lots of fun and real-

life-application stuff. 
 
Whole Heart Ministries  (www.wholeheart.org)   P.O. Box 3445,Monument, CO 80132;    719-488-4466  
office. Authors of Educating the WholeHearted Child and more. Resources based on the premise that real 

books and real life are the roads to real learning (based somewhat on the writings of Charlotte Mason and 
Susan Schaeffer Macaulay). 
 
 

 
 
For an up-to-date list, please visit www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens (Curriculum tab). 

 
 
 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Non-exhaustive List of Canadian Curriculum Suppliers: 
(List provided by OCHEC) 

 

 

A + Books Canada 

(ACE) Joe Wurtz (800) 976-7226 aplusbookscanada.com 

A Beka Book  (877) 223-5226 abeka.org  

Ashby Musical 

Enterprise Scott Ashby (905) 963-1268 ashbyme.com 

Blossoming Minds 

Maggie Bubb-

Clarke (877) 894-5419 blossomingminds.ca 

Blue Mantle 

Educational Supplies Dan Killoran (877) 858-6833 bluemantle.ca 

Canadian Home 

Education Resource Brenda Baradoy (403) 243-4443 canadianhomeeducation.com 

Christian Light 

Publications Howard Bean (519) 462-2220 clp.org  

Creating History Mike Zietsma (905) 96617406 creatinghistory.net 

Excellent Resources Bev Rempel (877) 825-7414 excellentresources.net 

Homeschool Canada Debra Vuong (778) 809-3710 homeschoolcanada.ca 

Inheritance 

Publications Paulina Janssen (780) 674-3949 inhpubl.net 

JOY Center of 

Learning Maxine McClellan (800) 653-4231 joycenter.on.ca 

The Learning House Louise House (866) 875-5550 learninghouse.ca 

Maple Tree 

Publications Cori Dean (905) 778-9412 mapletreepublications.ca 

Math-U-See Jeanette Gaucher (866) 371-1727 mathusee.ca 

Northwood Press Donna Ward (519) 456-0470 donnaward.net 

Reformed Book 

Services Wilma Droogendyk (519) 304-4709 reformedbookservices.ca 

Sola Scriptura Heinz Dschankilic (519) 895-2266 sola-scriptura.ca 

Sonlight Curriculum Judy Wnuk   (303) 730-6292 sonlight.com 

Teaching Textbooks Shawn Sabouri   (866) 867-6284 teachingtextbooks.com 

The Peppermint Stick Joy Delmore   (705) 645-2929 peppermintsticklearningco.com 

The Word Guild Karen deBlieck   800-969-9010  thewordguild.com 

Tree of Life Book 

Service/School M & D  Flewelling   (506) 328-6781  treeoflifeathome.com 

Unlock Math Alesia Blackwood (705) 559-3830 unlockmath.com 

Watermelon Works Jenny Gray  (519) 539-1902 watermelon-works.com 
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What's Your Worldview? — Part I 

By Tracy F. Munsil 

 The scene: The African plain comes alive with the gathering of zebras, 
gazelles, giraffes, elephants, all the animals on a majestic pilgrimage to see their 
future king, the cuddly newborn lion cub, Simba. After receiving the blessing of 
Rafiki, the lion pride's shaman monkey, the animals big and small all bow on 
bended knee in worship to the uplifted cub. In the background plays the song, 
"The Circle of Life”—“It’s the circle of life/ And it moves us all/ through despair 
and hope/ Through faith and love/ Till we find our place/ On the path 
unwinding/ In the circle, the circle of life."  

 Any parent with children older than about eight knows the scene 
described above well, and most can still sing the song. Disney movies are like 
that—full of wonderfully creative characters, compelling story lines and 
memorable music. Millions of families across America watched the popular 
movie The Lion King when it came out in 1993, delighting in Simba and the 
antics of his friends Pumbaa and Timon singing "Hakuna Matata." Pure Disney 
genius. But what worldview was being absorbed by millions of impressionable 
preschoolers? Is the concept of the "circle of life" true according to God's Word? 
Do the ideas in the movie square with the Christian worldview?  

 Like everything we watch, listen to or read, The Lion King contains a 
worldview. And unless you know what you're looking for, unless you have a 
strong understanding of your own worldview, it is often difficult to discern.  

 So what's the worldview in The Lion King? Despite a handful of good 
moral lessons, it is not biblical Christianity. The notion of the "circle of life," 
that history is circular and the present is heavily influenced by the spirits of 
one's ancestors, is closer to Eastern pantheism or native spiritualism than the 
linear view of history presented in the Bible. But how is the average parent to 
know and discern the worldview, and how can parents equip their children to 
evaluate worldview for themselves?  

WHAT IS WORLDVIEW? 

 Worldview is the latest buzzword in Christian circles. We're all told we 
need one, and whether we know it or not, we all have one. But what is a 
worldview? Literally, of course, worldview is how a person views the world. A 
person's worldview consists of the values, ideas or the fundamental belief 
system that determines his attitudes, beliefs and ultimately, actions. Typically, 

this includes his view of issues such as the nature of God, man, the meaning of 
life, nature, death, and right and wrong.  

 We begin developing our worldview as young children, first through 
interactions within our family, then in social settings such as school and 
church, and from our companions and life experiences. Increasingly, our media 
culture is playing a key role in shaping worldview. We are a culture saturated 
with powerful media images in movies, television, commercials and music. And 
like the entertaining and seemingly benign Lion King, what we watch, listen to 
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and read, impacts the way we think. Consistently consuming entertainment 
with false ideas will inevitably distort our view of the world.  

 Although the Bible never uses the word "worldview," in Colossians 2: 6-8, 
we are commanded to be able to discern and discard false philosophy—which  
is essentially worldview. "So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, 
continue to live in Him, rooted and built up in Him, strengthened in the faith as 
you were taught, and overflowing with thankfulness. See to it that no one takes 
you captive through hollow and deceptive philosophy, which depends on 
human tradition and the basic principles of this world, rather than on Christ."  

 Jeff Baldwin, a fellow at the Texas-based Worldview Academy, says 
worldview "is like an invisible pair of eyeglasses-glasses you put on to help you 
see reality clearly. If you choose the right pair of glasses, you can see everything 

vividly and can behave in sync with the real world. ... But if you choose the 
wrong pair of glasses, you may find yourself in a worse plight than the blind 
man - thinking you see clearly when in reality your vision is severely distorted." 
To choose the "right" glasses, you have to first understand and embrace the 
true worldview.  

WORLDVIEW FOR ADULTS 

 As an adult, you already have a worldview. The challenge is to formalize 
it by asking probing questions to help you understand what you believe and 
why you believe it. During this process, if your thinking is inconsistent with 
biblical teaching, you can discard the false ideas and replace them with truth. A 
number of worldview resources are available to help you through this 
formalizing process. Different resources employ somewhat different approaches, 
but they all provide foundational answers to the big questions of life.  

 In my teaching of worldview and Great Books to homeschool students 
ages 12 to 18, I've used a series of seven questions to help them formalize their 
own worldview and to help them evaluate competing worldviews. These seven 
questions are common to many worldview resources and provide an effective 
tool for adults, as well as teenagers, particularly to evaluate the worldview of 
books, music and movies:  

 Is there a god and what is he like?  

 What is the nature and origin of the universe?  

 What is the nature and origin of man?  

 What happens to man after death?  

 Where does knowledge come from?  

 What is the basis of ethics and morality?  

 What is the meaning of human history?  

 A similar seven-question approach is found in the excellent worldview 
resource, The Universe Next Door, A Basic Worldview Catalog by James W. Sire, 
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and also in Worldviews of the Western World, a three-year worldview and Great 
Books curriculum for homeschoolers written by David Quine. Chuck Colson's 
How Now Shall We Live? uses a four-question approach. It doesn't matter how 
many questions you use, just that you begin asking the big questions of life in 
four key areas - deity, origin, nature and rules – and then answer them based 
on Scripture.  

 Finding answers using the Bible provides the foundation of the Christian 
or biblical worldview. For example, someone who holds the biblical worldview 
would answer the question, "Is there a god and what is he like?" using what he 
knows to be true about the character of God according to Scripture. The Bible 
teaches that God is sovereign, personal, infinite, transcendent, just, omniscient, 
immanent, and good. These attributes are not exhaustive by any means, but do 
establish the basic character of God. This checklist provides a starting point for 

identifying false or competing worldviews. Answers to the other questions can 
be derived from Scripture as well, and are presented in numerous worldview 
books or works of Christian apologetics.  

 Once you can answer those questions clearly for yourself based on 
Scripture, you then can apply them to everything you watch, read or listen to. 
For example, last year's Academy Award for Best Picture went to the film 
Gladiator. In answer to "Is there a god in the movie and what is he like?” – he  
was not only a god, but many gods, which was the prevailing religious view in 
ancient Rome. In addition, early in the movie, the lead character Maximus sets 
up a shrine in his tent, and prays to these gods daily to watch over his wife and 
child. Yet these gods could not offer the true hope of salvation or deliverance 
through Jesus Christ.  

 What about the basis of ethics and morality in the movie? It does portray 
virtue in Maximus' loyalty and devotion to the dying emperor of Rome. Yet his 
morality and code of ethics is driven by his iron will to survive to avenge the 
murders of his wife and son. We see that, like Maximus, each character has his 
or her own set of moral guidelines or ethical agenda, depending on their 
individual situation. The morality of Maximus' trainer is guided by his greed 
and desire for notoriety based on his gladiators' performance. He has no ethical 
problem sending innocent men to a gory, violent death to turn a profit or 
increase his social standing. Likewise, the Emperor Commodius' sister takes 
Maximus into her confidence in a plot to avenge his family's slaying, only to 
betray him later to save her own son. The morality and ethics in the movie are 
not based on the belief in transcendent truth, as in the biblical worldview, but 
on what is expedient for each character's circumstances--utilitarianism, or 
moral relativism. Similarly, the other questions can also be applied to the 

movie, then compared to the biblical worldview. Despite portions of the movie 
that uphold virtue and self-sacrifice, the worldview of Gladiator as a whole is 
not consistent with the biblical worldview. The powerful images, attractive 
packaging of false ideas, and emotional manipulation pervasive throughout the 
entertainment industry demonstrate the need for Christians to have a clear 
worldview understanding.  
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Worldview Training — Part II 
By Tracy F. Munsil 

 
 

WORLDVIEW FOR TEENAGERS 
  
     The process for formalizing worldview for adults also works effectively for 
teenagers. The key is to help them give structure to what they believe and why 
they believe it at a level they can understand.  
     This can be done in the home, or through church groups and Bible studies 
using specific worldview curricula or teaching. A number of national 
ministries, including Summit Ministry and Worldview Academy, offer excellent 

worldview training ranging from semester and summer programs, weeklong 
camps, and weekend seminars across the country. All of these resources are 
helpful in equipping teens to be discerning in a culture oozing with falsehood. 
(For a list of these and other resources, see "Worldview Resources" at the end 
of the article.)  
 
Seven Worldview Questions 
     Many worldview materials focus on answering these seven questions, first 
from a Christian perspective, then by applying them to competing worldviews. 
All worldview resources answer basic questions about deity, origins, human 
nature and moral rules.  
 

1. Is there a god, and what is he like?  
2. What is the nature and origin of the universe?  
3. What is the nature and origin of man?  
4. What happens to man after death?  
5. Where does knowledge come from?  
6. What is the basis of ethics and morality?  
7. What is the meaning of human history? 
8.  

*Sources - The Universe Next Door/Worldviews of the Western World  
 
     Worldview training can prompt teenagers to examine their ideas of religion 
and faith against the backdrop of biblical truth. It equips them to be 
discerning consumers of modern culture. Only after teenagers understand the 
biblical worldview and are able to apply it, can they take ownership of their 
entertainment choices. God's standard for these choices is clear in Philippians 

4:8: "Finally, brethren, whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is 
right, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is of good repute, if there 
is any excellence and if anything worthy of praise, let your mind dwell on 
these things" (NAS).  
 
      It is impossible to expect teenagers to meet this standard if they don't 
understand it in light of the biblical worldview.  
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WORLDVIEW FOR TODDLERS TO PRE-TEENS 
 
     It's never too early to begin equipping your children to understand 
worldview. Even at an early age, they can begin to understand the nature of 
God and simple truths of the Bible. You can help them apply these truths to 
movies, books, music and other aspects of culture. But rather than formalized 
teaching, worldview for toddlers to preteens is best accomplished through 
discussion. Parents can "teach" worldview by asking questions and helping 
kids think about what they watch, read or listen to from the perspective of 
what they know to be true about God and the teachings of the Bible.  
     It is effective for a parent to use simplified versions of the worldview 
questions to train a child to think "worldview-ishly," as James W. Sire puts it, 
As they watch a Veggie Tales video or other Christian entertainment, the 
biblical worldview can be reinforced by asking questions about the characters 

being used by God, or how God is viewed in the movie, or by raising issues 
that correspond with their level of understanding.  
 
     Unfortunately, the worldview of much of today's children's popular culture 
is clearly at odds with God's truth. The most popular children's movies 
typically fall outside the biblical worldview. Is it OK for young children to 
watch these movies? Obviously, a steady dose of false ideas will negatively 
impact a child and distort his worldview. Yet determining boundaries of what a 
child watches and setting the standard for the entertainment choices for their 
family are the parents' responsibility.  
 
     If your children watch these movies, be prepared to help them discern 
through what they're viewing. In the movie Pocahontas, for example, 
Pocahontas asks Grandma Willow (the wizened, talking tree) for wise counsel 
and sees her as a sort of guiding spirit for her life. As your children watch the 
movie, you can ask them whether a tree really has spiritual powers. Can a tree 
really be like the God we know? If you had a problem, would you go to an old 
tree for advice? Where can we, as Christians, get the best advice?  
 
     Similarly, in watching the Land Before Time series, parents can ask 
children, "Who created the Earth and all the creatures?" The questions you 
ask your toddler can be very simplistic. As your child matures, your 
discussions and the questions you pose can become more complex. You can 
also apply worldview evaluation to your child's education and school setting. 
For example, you can walk them through the evolutionary discussions in their 
public school science text, bringing them back to the truth of the origins of 
man and offering suggestions to counter it.  

 
     As a parent, there's no need to be intimidated with trying to identify all the 
"-isms" in your child's world. It's not important that your child understand the 
Eastern pantheism in Pocahontas or the naturalism in Tarzan. But it is vital 
that they understand what is true and what is false. Like the old story about 
how authorities identify counterfeit money-by studying and becoming so 
familiar with true coins and bills that any deviation from legal tender is easily 
identifiable-you can equip your children best by teaching them the true 
Christian worldview.  
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     Identifying the worldview of children's movies and literature is easier than 
in movies for older viewers because the ideas are simplified for the audience. I 
often use clips from popular children's movies in teaching junior high and 
high school students about competing worldviews because they have little 
difficulty identifying the ideas.  
 
THE CHALLENGE 
 
     You are your child's first worldview teacher. What you teach him about 
God, about where he came from, about why we sin, and about right and 
wrong, will form the foundation of his view of the world. Although some 
Christian parents do this early training instinctively, the challenge is to 
approach this aspect of parenting in a strategic way. In our culture of 
falsehood, it is important to get your child thinking about truth and applying 
it at an early age.  
     Establishing your children's worldview is like equipping them with a radar 
screen constructed with God's truth. You provide them with a grid of truth so 
that their alarm goes off as soon as any false idea passes across their screen. 
If there is no radar screen, there's no mechanism for distinguishing or 
discarding false ideas.  
     As they go through their lives, they will encounter many false ideas and 
worldviews. It is impossible for parents to anticipate what these will be, only 
that they will come. But with worldview training, we can confidently equip the 
next generation with the standard of truth that never changes.  
 
_______________________________________  
 
Tracy F. Munsil has developed and taught worldview and Great Books curricula to high school 
students in a cooperative setting. At the time of publication of this article, she was the Director 

of Research and Publications for the Center for Arizona Policy. She and her husband, Len, are 
beginning their thirteenth year of homeschooling their eight children, ages 9 to 18. 
  
© 2001 Arizona Citizen. Used with permission. Arizona Citizen is a monthly publication of the 
Center for Arizona Policy, 11000 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite 120, Scottsdale, AZ 85254; Phoenix: 
(480) 922-3101 and Statewide (800) FAMILY1; www.azpolicy.org 

 

 
Some worldview resources:  

 

WORLDVIEW ACADEMY 

P.O. Box 310106 

New Braunfels, TX 78131 

(800) 241-1123 
www.worldview.org. 

Offers worldview training at weeklong camps in the summer for teens (13 and up) and 

Mere Christianity Worldview Weekends (for teens and adults) during the academic 

year.  

  
SUMMIT MINISTRIES 

P.O. Box 207 

Manitou Springs, CO 80829 

(719) 685-9103 

www.summit.org. 

http://www.azpolicy.org/
http://www.worldview.org/
http://www.summit.org/
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Founded by David Noebel, Summit Ministries provided worldview training using 
Noebel's original book and worldview materials: Understanding the Times: the Religious 
Worldviews of Our Day and the Search for Truth. The ministry provides Summit 

Leadership Seminars, two-week intensive worldview training for teens and also 
Summit worldview Weekends. Information about worldview training is available 

through Summit Ministry of American Family Policy Institute, P.O. Box 25062, St. 

Paul, MN 55125; (651) 739-4112; www.familypolicy.com.  

 

FOCUS ON THE FAMILY INSTITUTE 

8605 Explorer Drive,  Colorado Springs, CO 80920     (719) 548-4560 
www.family.org. 

 

WORLD VIEWS OF THE WESTERN WORLD 

By David Quine,   Cornerstone Curriculum 

www.cornerstonecurriculum.com 
This is a biblical worldview approach to history (the biblical worldview is the gauge 

against which all ideas are evaluated). An integrated study of philosophy/theology, 

literature, art, music, government, economics, and science. 

 

 

Added by editor: 
 

www.thetruthproject.org (From Focus on the Family) 

 

The What We Believe series from Apologia Press: 
Who is God? 
Who Am I? 
Who is My Neighbor? 
What on Earth Can I Do? 

www.apologia.com 

Four stand-alone volumes designed for ages 6-14. Developed in partnership with 

Summit Ministries.  
 

Ontario Resources: 

Veritas Worldview Camp  

www.ezrainstitute.ca/events/veritas-youth-conference 

info@cywal.ca 
A partnership of CYWAL, Ezra Institute, Creation Research & Cross-Current for a  

week-long event with teaching on worldviews, apologetics, evangelism and leadership 

by world class speakers. 

 

Gillespie Academy 

50 Finkle St.   Woodstock ON N4S 3C8          (519) 421-1248 
www.gillespieacademy.ca 

“Gillespie Academy is a one year post-secondary program designed to prepare 

students for their futures, with an emphasis on a biblical understanding of the nature 

and purpose of education itself. 

 
Augustine College 

163 Fifth Avenue,  Ottawa, ON K1S 2M8       613-237-9870 

www.augustinecollege.org 

The college offers two brief 4-month programs studying the ancient and/or modern 

world. Their aim is to use these 4-month blocks of time to furnish each student with 

the building blocks – the basic questions and key principles – of a true education, a 
process that (if not derailed or abandoned) will in time lead him or her to wisdom.”  

http://www.familypolicy.com/
http://www.family.org/
http://www.cornerstonecurriculum.com/
http://www.apologia.com/store/index.php?main_page=index&cPath=42
http://www.ezrainstitute.ca/events/veritas-youth-conference
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Organizing Your Time 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 How do I get it all done?  
 Basic time management for home and school 
 Lesson planning  
 Sample schedules, lists, etc 
 Q&A 
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Time Management 
for Busy Moms/Parents 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

t a recent conference, a world-class juggler amazed the audience by 
spinning twenty-four plates atop vertical poles. Now, if just one of those 
plates were to stop spinning, it would come crashing down, which would 

cause that pole and plate to crash into another and another and—well, you can 
probably visualize the scenario—so he would dash from one slowing, wobbling 
plate to the next, giving each another quick spin, to keep them all in the air.  
 What is it in your life that you are afraid will come “crashing down” if you 
stop spinning the proverbial plates? What are some of your “plates”? Maybe 
the children all need to be various places, and the laundry is piling up, and the 
dinner is simmering, and the bills are begging for attention, and the little ones 
need a bit of disciplining, and the dishes are teetering in the sink, and you are 
still trying to finish math when Dad comes in. . . . 
 
Let’s list some of your plates: 
 
 

Encourage them to share what they hope to learn from this 

section—what are they juggling that feels like it’s about to fall? 

 
 Time management is not about finding the ultimate planning notebook 
or a calendar with stickers or adopting yet another list of to-do’s to get you 
caught up. Time management is about identifying what is important to you 
and then ordering your days to reflect those priorities in such a way that you 
can accomplish what God has for you for today.   
 We’re going to cover some basics of time management, then we will relate 

those specifically to your needs as a homeschool parent (most likely a mom). 
 There are lots of great resources to help you develop routines and 
systems that will work for your individual needs; a partial list follows. I surely 
don’t need to re-invent the wheel; even if I did, it would be my wheel, not yours. 
And time management is something you have to tailor to your own unique 
personality and family, not fit into my cookie-cutter calendar (that certainly 
won’t stop me from giving you samples throughout this chapter!) 
 Our goal today is to give you some practical ideas for starters and to give 
you encouragement that you can do this! 

A 
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This section has lots of questions for them to answer for themselves 
as they go along. Give them time to think about them and jot down 

notes as you read through this, but they do not expect them to 
answer aloud unless they volunteer to. 
 

 

Inner Priorities 
 

When was the last time you had a quiet time with the Lord? Not just to talk to 
Him, but with Him? To listen back? To ask Him what He wants you to 
accomplish today?  
 
 
This doesn’t have to be a two-hour rendezvous, or even a twenty-minute 
appointment (unless you happen to have that much time without being 
concerned for the safety of your household!). This can be a moment-by-moment 
chat all during the day, or at snatched moments; it’s a heart attitude.   
 Matthew 6:33 tells us that our first priority is to seek God. I have to 
remember to not get so busy doing for Him that I am never with Him.   
 What do I say are the important focal points of my life? Does how I spend 
my time line up with my words? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
Watch what your mentor shows you with the jar. Is it full? 
 

 

Object lesson  
 

You will need: 
Half-gallon jar or clear pitcher – just something they can see 
through 

Enough small potatoes or small foods about that size to fill the jar 
Enough dried beans to fill the jar three quarters full 

Enough rice to fill the jar halfway 
Water 
 

(May substitute larger rocks, smaller rocks, pebbles, and sand for 
foods) 

 
Fill jar with small potatoes. Tell them, “Tell me when it’s full.” 
When finished adding potatoes, ask, “Is it full?”  They will likely say 

yes. 
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What happens next? 
 
 

 

Add beans, shaking jar to fill in some of the cracks between 
potatoes. Tell them, “I thought you said it was full. Boy, we sure can 

get a lot of beans in here now! Tell me when it’s full.” 
 
By now, they may be “on to you,” and will hesitate to say it’s full. 

Encourage them to tell you when you can’t get any more beans in. 
 

Now shake in the rice. They will probably laugh that they KNEW it 
wasn’t really full. Add rice till they tell you that you cannot add any 

more. 
 
Now fill to the top with water (a lid for the jar is helpful!). 

 
Point out to them that their professed highest priorities are the 
potatoes. Many times, we SAY that the “potatoes” are our highest 

priorities, but instead of making sure we fit those in first, we fill our 
“jars” of life with water (the urgent, rather than the important) and 

then we find that we cannot fit anything else in. But when we start 
with the “potatoes,” we can find room for some of the other things, 
too, and we have a much more flavorful “soup” of life! 
 

 
 
 
Not only can I fit in more of the “biggies” of my life if I start with those (the 
potatoes), but I can end up with a much more flavorful, interesting “soup” that 
way than if I filled my jar with all water, or just rice and water. 
 

More Visible Priorities 
 
 

Top time wasters:  (Answers will vary) 
 
1. 
 
2. 
 
3. 
 
4. 
 
5. 
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Develop a daily schedule or routine. Even if you don’t always stick to it, at least 
have a plan! Children feel more secure with a routine.  
 Don’t get so caught up in doing school that you neglect to teach your 
children.  
 
 Margin is the distance between where you are and your personal limit 
(emotional, physical, financial, time, etc.). This will be different for everyone 
(great reading: Margin by Richard Swenson). Just as everyone has a different 
threshold for pain, we all have a different threshold for margin. But we all need 
some measure of it – and usually a lot more than we have! I once saw a t-shirt 
that said, “If you aren’t living on the edge, you’re taking up too much space.” 
Boy, does that say a lot about where some of us are! Some keys to margin are: 
 

 Order in your day 

 Proper nutrition 

 Exercise 

 Plenty of rest (okay, so you’re a mom—we can modify it to adequate rest) 
(We can take our cue from the children of Israel, for whom the day began in the 
evening with rest, family time, and meditation/worship.) 
 
 
 
 
Organization is all about stuff and time. We will cover “stuff” in a later 
chapter, but for now, just visualize a cluttered closet or a cluttered drawer 
(some of us may not have to “imagine” too hard!). That’s the equivalent of a 
cluttered schedule.  
 
Let’s look at some practical ways to unclutter the schedule: 
 
Set goals. “If you aim at nothing, you’ll hit it every time.” What do you want to 
accomplish this year? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prioritize. Which items on a to-do list would be most helpful in getting you to 
those measurable goals you set? 
 
 
 
 

Remember your potatoes (or big rocks)! 
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Spend some time planning and organizing. “If you fail to plan, you plan to 
fail.” There are many how-to-organize books and web sites available; find what 
makes sense to you, but do something. You could use a notebook planner, a CD 
planner, a calendar, your phone, index cards, or whatever works for you.  
What have you tried, or considered? What has worked and what has not? Why? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use a to-do list. I was forever jotting notes on yellow stickies, on napkins, on 
corners of envelopes, and other never-to-be-found-again paper items, “just till I 
get home and put it somewhere for real.” To help me keep from losing all those 
little scraps of paper, I bought a little 4”x7”-ish black binder at Wal-Mart and 
divided the loose-leaf paper into the following sections (from the 70-Day 
Challenge): 
 
To Do (short term) – Things that need to be done in the next 60 days and take 
one step (check on cell phone bill, return shoes, etc.)  
 
Short Term Reference – Information I may need in the next 60 days (phone 
numbers, appointments to transfer, orders to track, books I want to check out, 
measurements for curtains I am buying, etc.). Numbers or dates get transferred 
on “office work” days to my main notebook or calendar. 
 
To Do (long term) – Things to remember to do more than two months from now; 
for example: Buy adjustable screens for front windows – 15” high/21-37” wide – 
Marvin brand at Wal-Mart, or: Make dental check-up appointments. 
 
Long Term Reference – Things I’ll need to know months from now. For example: 
Cell phone numbers I often need on the road, gift ideas, room numbers of the 
gals we visit in the nursing home, the square footage of one acre, potential 
speakers for our convention, etc. 
 
Short Term Projects – Projects, speaking ideas for in the next two months; these 
are bigger than “to do” items (generally take more than two steps to complete, 
and need to be broken down into to-do sections) 
 
Long Term Projects– Projects, speaking ideas for more than two months out; 
these are bigger than “to do” items (generally take more than two steps to 
complete, and need to be broken down into to-do sections) 
 
Delegated – Items that need follow-up 
 
Emergency Information – Emergency phone numbers for me and/or for someone 
who might need to help me in an emergency. Includes designations for each 
person (for emergency workers who would not know our relationships): Jim’s 
work (husband), My office, My mom Barbara, Daughter Rachel, Roadside Help, 
etc. I admit that the pizza place is listed, too! 
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Know when you work best. I know that I do my best writing after most people 
are in bed, so I don’t plan my productive days to include heavy writing times in 
the morning. Because I am not a morning person, I also know that I must 
prepare for the morning in the evening before, while I am functioning most 
clearly—I will lay out clothing, have all materials that need to go out the door in 
one place, all ready, with a list of any last-minute items that need to be added 
(well, on an ideal day!).  
 
Try to foresee little flames that could become forest fires. What are some 
of the occurrences in your household that you know you need to catch early? 
Or are there certain activities that you know could cause extra stress if you let 
them? 
 
Relax your standards a tad, if necessary. While we all seek excellence in all 
things, sometimes our perfectionist tendencies can cause us to put off 
accomplishing anything if we can’t do it all perfectly. Let’s re-evaluate 
“perfection” in our homes. We have a saying, “If you don’t have time to do it 
right, you sure don’t have time to do it over,” but it is balanced with, “Our 
house is clean enough to be healthy and messy enough to be happy.” 
 
 
 
 

Don’t procrastinate. Tackle the biggest challenges while you are fresh and 
motivated, breaking them up into small, manageable tasks. Get them over with 
and feel good about your accomplishment! 
 
 
 
 
Just say No. We all go through seasons of life. Maybe this is not the season for 
you to coordinate that particular activity or teach that class or fill that 
volunteer slot. Or maybe there are some items in your schedule that you can 
delegate. 
 
 
 
 
Expect the unexpected.  This is when margin is critical! 
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A few ideas to get you on the right track: 
 
Get an answering machine and turn it on. If you have to, invest in Caller I.D. 
so you aren’t constantly grabbing the phone because you are expecting that one 
call. We have an “internal” answering machine, or a voice messaging service, 
that I cannot hear; once it picks up, it switches elsewhere and I don’t find 
myself straining to hear the voice on the other end of the line leaving the 
message. In fact, if I turn off the ringer in the day during learning times, I don’t 
even know anyone called till I check the messages at the designated times. 
 

Remind them to limit their computer time, especially internet 

surfing, Facebook, Pinterest, etc. Set a timer! 

 
Don’t do anything that someone else could do. In other words: Delegate! This is 
the equivalent of getting rid of some of the extra stuff in that schedule closet we 
just envisioned. We have now removed several “hangers” and few “shoe boxes” 
of activity and commitment. 
 Child training is part of the delegation process. We have a Family Chore 
System that helps me break down household needs into manageable tasks, 
with how-to-do-it cards to walk me through the training process, or to give 
more experienced “delegates” a reminder of what is expected. (See The Everyday 
Family Chore System at www.everydayhomemaking.com.) 
 
Don’t put it down – put it away! I know your mom probably already told you 
this, but think about it this way: If you spend ten minutes each day looking for 
stuff, you spend __[60+ hours_]_________ each year just looking for things! 
 
 
Take an hour or so each week to go over last week and plan for the next week. 
Make a note of cards to mail, bills to pay, calls to make, appointments to 
make/keep, meals to fix, lessons/field trips, etc. 
 
 
Involve the children. Even a two-year-old can help empty the wastebaskets or 
put his clothes in the hamper. We have used the Family Chore System for many 
years (I like that it includes “How To Do It” cards); you can read other options in 
Bonnie McCullough’s 401 Ways to Get Your Kids to Work at Home, or practically 
any homeschooling catalog. 
 
 

Have a daily schedule or routine for before “school time.” 
 
 
Simplify housework. Clutter isn’t our main problem; our first problem is 
usually ___[ bondage to belongings OR slavery to stuff ]_______________________. 
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Outline a weekly routine for yourself (Monday is household basic cleaning, 
Tuesday is laundry, Wednesday is co-op/errands, etc.). See schedule ideas at 
the end of this chapter. 
 
Pare down closets. Toss some of those never-used gadgets. Keep crates or 
boxes in your car trunk to corral some of the stuff you keep in there, so you 
can find it when you need it.  (I know some of this is “stuff” management, but 
lack of stuff management often causes us to waste time.) 
 
 
If your children have too many toys to put away, or too many clothes to keep 
in the drawers or closet, consider giving new homes to some of those items. 
Watch the clothes that always end up back in the laundry – those are the ones 
they like to wear. And which toys are always underfoot? Could you give away, or 

pack away, some of the others? 
We will de-clutter in a later chapter. If you want to get a jump-start, it’s not 
cheating to read ahead.  
 
 
Organize your pantry and freezer so you can get to the items and you know 
what you have. This will streamline your meal planning and preparation. We’ll 
share timesaving tips for cooking in “Getting Dinner on the Table the Same Day 
You Homeschool.” 
 
Streamline your pots and pans and gadgets.  
 
Put things near where they are used. If this means you need two pairs of 
scissors, so you can have one pair in the knife drawer to open frozen veggies, 
and one in the desk, then splurge on the extra pair (from the dollar store, if 
necessary). 
 
 
Find ways to save on laundry volume, like assigning colors to each child (Anna 
has blue towels, Leah has green, etc.), using cloth napkins (aka brand new 
men’s hankies-turned-napkins in our house) with binder clips on the chairs for 
each child.  
 
 
Train children to turn clothes right side out, take their socks off right side out, 
sort their clothes into appropriate baskets (one for colored clothes, one for 
whites, one for darks, one for linens, etc.).  

 Better yet, if your child is old enough to read the instructions and be safe 
with detergent, teach him to wash his own clothes and assign him a laundry 
day! 
 
 
Fold clothes as they come out of the dryer to save re-drying, ironing, etc. My 
husband hung a pole for me in our small laundry area so I could hang shirts 
and dresses straight out of the dryer. He hung a small towel rack beneath a 
shelf to store spare plastic hangers between laundry days.  
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See Suggested Resources list at the end of the “Organizing Your Home” chapter 
 
 

More ideas 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Encourage them to share “what works for me” with each other. You 

may want to tell them at the beginning that this will just be for a 
few minutes, so nobody will feel “cut off” when you move on. 
Encourage continuation of this discussion during fellowship time. 
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Lesson Planning & Recordkeeping 
 

 

1. Set goals for each child (intellectual, physical, spiritual, social – see Luke 
2:52). 

 
 
 
 
2. Determine what will be covered this year. 
 
 
 

 
3. Order appropriate materials to accomplish goals. 
 
 
 
 
4. Decide on “school” schedule. Some suggestions: 
 

 

Discuss options. Many new homeschoolers know only to have 
“school at home” and don’t realize it’s okay to have a different 
routine. For example, some families may use the regular public 

school schedule, and others may educate year-around, and others 
may work eights weeks on, one week off, for five cycles (see article 

that follows). They may begin at 6 a.m. and finish by 10 a.m., or 
they may eat a late breakfast because dad works night shift, and 
they may work on lessons from 10 till 3. They should decide what 

works for their family. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
5. Peruse materials and determine what you will cover and what you will not. 

Your curriculum is a tool, not a master. 
 
 
 
 
6. Divide materials by number of weeks or number of days. 
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7. Build in some “down time.” 
 
 
 
 

Plan to succeed by recognizing that there will be tough days, sick 
days, good weather days, catch-up laundry days, etc. Consider 

adding an “educational games day” every few weeks, which can be 
used for educational play if they are “on track,” or for catching up if 

you feel you need some catch-up.  
 
When we participated in a co-op, I gave us a very light academic 

load on Tuesdays. I also built Friday’s math lessons (our toughest 
subject) as a four-day schedule with math games on Friday; if they 

were caught up, they played a math game on Friday, but could use 
that day to catch up corrections, etc. if needed.  

 
 
 
8. Lay out a framework (1 math lesson per day M-Th with math game Friday; 1 

LLATL lesson per week, 1 A Beka literature unit per month, etc.). 
 
 
 
 
 
9. Write out a plan to accomplish your goals (see examples—which are only 

that—examples!). Use pencil! 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Records to keep: 
 
 

 
A lesson planning book can include a rough journaling of the 

basic assignments covered each day (week-at-a-glance format) 
and assignments can be checked off when finished. If desired, 

grades may be added in red pencil in the appropriate block (for 
example, if the spelling test is Friday, put the score in red in the 
Friday language arts block in the planner). This gives you a 

record of your lesson plans for future reference, or to submit (if 
you are in one of the states requiring submission of plans).  
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Other helpful items (see Beginning the Homeschool Journey section): 
 

 Your school calendar, with field trips, outings, sports events, 
etc. marked (as well as any attendance records). 

 Your typical daily schedule. You might even include your 

teacher lesson plan book or journal. 
 Lists of the materials you used this year. I like to include how 

much I spent and where I purchased my materials, for future 
reference. 

 Report cards/grades, if issued, and any standardized test 

scores or evaluation reports. 
 List of extracurricular activities and field trips. 

 Photos of your child studying, playing sports, learning on field 
trips, socializing with others, etc. Also, photos of projects your 
child has completed. 

 Reading lists of books completed. 
 Projects and achievements. 
 Samples of his best work. You might collect this weekly, then 

cull monthly. 
 Checklist of life skills acquired. 

 Audio or video tapes of your child reading, playing an 
instrument, reciting from memory, etc. 

 Standardized test scores/evaluation of progress  
 

 
 
 
 
 
11. Measure yourself against the goals God has given you, not against your 

neighbor. 

 

The parent workbook contains the following samples and articles 
in their entirety. Feel free to add your own examples and 

experience! 
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Lesson Planning Sample 
 

(This is from a newsletter article written when the younger girls were thirteen, 

twelve, and eight years old.) 

 
 

First my husband and I set goals for each of our children (Luke 2:52)— 
intellectual, physical, spiritual, social. I choose my curriculum with those 
goals in mind, making sure to cover the basics and character training above 
all else. 
 
We decide on our basic school year. Some families choose to do formal 
school work all year long. Some work on a standard public school schedule, 
especially if they are in a neighborhood with lots of public school children, 

or if they have some children in conventional schools and others being 
home educated. We decided to work on an eight-weeks-on, one-week-off 
schedule, with two larger four-week breaks. This works well for me because, 
frankly, I figured I can do anything for eight weeks.  
 We begin in early August and have an eight-week session, then one 
week off, then eight weeks on, then four weeks off in December/early 
January. Then we go eight-on, one-off till the end of June (five total 
sessions). This gives us a week in between most sessions, which is long 
enough to work on a project, but not long enough to get bored. At the 
holiday time and in the summer, we take four weeks off, which is long 
enough for a big project (or break!), but not long enough for them to forget 
everything they’ve learned. This still gives us forty “school” weeks, 
compared to our state’s required thirty-six, so we have four extra weeks to 
work with if we want to take a beach day or a laundry-catch-up day.  
 
When the curriculum comes in, I go over each item to decide what I 
intend to use (some books may have sections I will not use, such as the 
projects, vocabulary, etc. if I am using a book as a supplement). This helps 
me to decide how long it will take us to go through the book.  
 For example, I will look at Saxon 65 and determine that if I have 40 
school weeks but I want to leave Tuesdays as light days/catch-up in math 
and I want to be finished before camping at Sandy Cove in June, then I 
have approximately 156 work days to complete 140 lessons. If I do the 
additional tests, I cannot keep my slack Tuesdays. I decide to forego the 
additional tests in favor of my slack-Tuesday sanity checks/catch-up days 
and count each Friday’s problem set as a test grade with no “looking back 

in the chapter.” I also decide that, given the amount of built-in review and 
her skill level, Anna may do all the odds or all the evens on Mon, Wed, and 
Thurs, but she must do all the problems on Fri. She will probably finish the 
book early, so we will just move on to the next one then. 
 
On the curriculum-at-glance page of my planner, I lay out my basic year 
plan for the core subjects. This is just to give myself an idea of how to break 
things down later on; get an idea from the table of contents – For example, 
if you have nine months of school and literature book has nine units, you 
know you’ll probably want to cover a unit a month. 
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Sample: 
Math: (Anna) 1 Saxon lesson per day, off on Tues; multiplication drills   
          (Leah) Building Thinking Skills MWF, 2 Miquon books a year M-Th,   
                     Notebook math on Fri 
Language: (both) 1 lesson LLATL weekly, Daily Grams/GEAS T/Th  
Unit studies: list of units to be covered this year; proposed length of each 
 
I have tried time-scheduling several different ways: I have given the girls 
assignments (written into their lesson plan book) and had them work until 
each subject area is completed for the day. I have given them set amounts 
of time for each subject, then made any uncompleted work “homework.” 
Our most recent attempt finds us allocating a certain amount of time for 
each subject and then moving on, and when they complete our 
requirements, they progress to the next “grade level.” We may change again!  

 We start at 9:00 am, after morning jobs and breakfast (see sample 
schedules later in this chapter). Our plan looks like this:  
 
*OT/Bible – 30 minutes (if they finish early, they move on, but at 30 min  
     when the timer dings, we move on anyway) 
*Math and speed drills – 60 minutes. This is a still a labor-intensive area for  
     us. This includes learning wrap-ups, math games, or multiplication  
     table work, etc. as well as lesson and timed speed drills daily (same drill  
     for a week to compete against her OWN previous record) 
*Daily Grams/GEAS – 15 minutes (so I can target problem areas) 
*Language Arts (LLATL and/or writing assignments) 30 minutes (mine are  
     quicker to catch on to language than to math) 
*Maps/Art – 30-60 minutes (Mapping the World By Heart on Mon/Thurs  
     takes about 30 minutes, but art on Wed/Fri runs over. When we start   
     doing art in our Tues co-op, we will probably shave some time off our  
     home schedule.) 
*Lunch (They SHOULD have finished all of the above at this point;  
     sometimes we eat a little late!) 
*Quiet time – 60 min (naps, personal reading, Bible reading - on their beds) 
*French – 15 minutes 
*Unit study (mainly history and/or science) – 60 minutes (activities for  
     younger grades are geared to whatever Rebekah is doing in her high  
     school Far Above Rubies studies) 
*Reading – 30 minutes or more (literature books, school-related reading)  
 
With this schedule in mind, I plan accordingly in my lesson plan book. I 
keep Anna’s and Leah’s assignments in one planner that I supervise, while 

Rebekah has her own. I use My Homeschool Planner; you can just 
photocopy a weekly or daily assignment sheet, or use a notebook or 
computer, but I like the other features of the planner.  
 I started off by planning for the entire year at once, but I found that 
if I got sidetracked somehow, I got really stressed and felt the need to get 
caught up, even if I had slowed down because somebody didn’t “get” 
something.  
 Then I tried just doing one session at a time (more on that later), 
which only “obligated” me for eight weeks; then I could regroup and 
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rearrange as needed for next session. This would be great, except with my 
personality type (that sounds so much better than “character flaw”!) I would 
plan superbly for the first session, then forget/put off planning for the next 
session and would fly by the seat of my pants more than usual. So I decided 
to plan for the whole year, but give myself some catch-up time every so 
often so I don’t get so stressed by keeping to The Schedule. 
 Regardless of how you do it, you will want an overview in mind for 
the year so you have a plan. How you implement that plan can be tackled 
once, at year’s start, or periodically, but you need some standard to 
measure against as the year progresses. NOTE: That standard should not 
be your neighbor in the group. Your child is different than hers, your family 
is different, your teaching style is different. You measure against the goals 
God has given you. 
 

Some people write the plans for the week/month/year in advance in pencil 
in great detail (i.e., under English: BJU English, pg.93, Prepositional 
Phrases, exercises 1-12), some just write the very basics, (i.e., under 
English: p 93, 1-12). Some people just go on to what’s next in the book and 
log in what they did, journal style. Some people have the kids do it— 
whatever works. 
 
Each day, when my girls finish their morning jobs, they can open the plan 
book and read down all the entries for the day; the page is marked with one 
of those fat black binder clips. They know the routine pretty well by now. 
They start their work and ask for help when needed. I am the only one 
authorized to check off that something is done (unless I give someone my 
proxy!) and all checks and writing are done in pencil. Test scores are logged 
in red ink/pencil in the plan book, in the same block as the exercise (as 
opposed to a separate grades page), so I can see the pattern from week to 
week. For the older girls who get grades, I keep weekly grades as needed 
(tests and other work), then total up weekly grades at end of the eight-
weeks period.  
 
Memory verses for Sunday school, work for Missionettes, extracurricular 
activities such as YMCA, skating, riding, dance, or youth development 
sports league, are all written in on weekly sheets. 
 
 
 
Again, these are guidelines that have helped me, but there is no one right 
way to plan! You should glean from this and from others what you can and 

try different things until you find what works for your family.  
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    Sample Week-at-a-Glance Lesson Plan 

 

MONDAY: 

Bible 

Work on memory verse 

Math lesson, practice, problem 

set 

Multiplication drills 

Exercise 

Language-day 1 

Spelling practice 

Root word 

Unit study 

Map work 

Independent study/reading 

 

 

 

TUESDAY: 

Bible 

Math lesson, practice, problem 

set 

Division drills 

Exercise 

Language-day 2 

GEAS 

Unit study 

Thinking skills activity 

Independent study/reading 

 

 

 

WEDNESDAY: 

Bible 

Math lesson, practice, problem 

set 

Multiplication drills 

Exercise 

Language-day 3 

Spelling review 

Unit study 

Map work 

Independent study/reading 

 

 

THURSDAY: 

Bible 

Math lesson, practice, problem 

set 

Division drills 

Exercise 

Language-day 4 

GEAS 

Unit study 

Thinking skills activity 

Independent study/reading 

 

 

 

 

 

FRIDAY: 

Bible 

Memory verse 

Math game 

Multiplication drills 

Exercise 

Language-day 5 

Review/assessment 

Spelling Test 

Timeline person due 

Unit study 

Independent study/reading 

Weekly service jobs 
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LEAH'S ASSIGNMENTS (sample) 
(See your Monday-Friday sheet, but use this to schedule, if necessary.) 

 

 

 

SUBJECT ASSIGNMENT NOTES 

 
Check your daily list! 

 

 

Bible/ 
Character 
 

Memory verse  

 
Math 

 

Drills  

 

Language Arts 
 

LLATL Lesson # day  1, day 2   day 3   day 4   day 

5    
Spelling/vocabulary                                  Fri test 
GEAS (Great Editing Adventure Series) 

 Literature in progress 
_______________________________ 

 
Maps/Art/Other 

 
 
 

French _________________________ 
Map     __________________________ 

Art       ____________________  Fri – sketchbook 
due 

 
Health/PE 

 

Exercise 5 X ___  ___  ___  ___  ___   

 

Unit Study 
 

                                    Fri – timeline person due 

 
Thinking Skills 
 

 
 

Choose from thinking skills games books 
_____________________        ____________________ 
(Remember to rotate /use different resources each 

time) 

 
Additional  
Activities 

 

Remember to keep a reading log 
Daily service opportunities (chores!) 
Weekly service on Thursday /Friday afternoon 

      (her two chores for the week) 
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My Daily School Routine: 

 
sing/pray 

15 minutes 

8:45-9:00 

 
Bible/character 

30 minutes 

9:00-9:30 

 
math/drills 

60 minutes 

9:30-10:30 

 
exercise/misc. 

30 minutes 
10:30-11:00 

 
language arts 

60 minutes 

11:00-12:00 

 
unit study 

60 minutes 

12:00-1:00 

 
lunch 

30 minutes 

1:00-1:30 

 
quiet time 

30 minutes 
1:30-2:00 

 
maps/thinking skills/other 

60 minutes 

2:00-3:00 

 
independent study/unit study 

60 minutes 

3:00-4:00 
 

Note: This is PURELY a routine so we know how “on track” we are and to be sure I have allocated 

enough time to complete our tasks; we don’t ring a bell or time it to the minute. But if it’s 2 p.m. 
and we’re still on math, we know we have an issue! 
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These things should be done before school 
(by 8:45 a.m.): 

 

 

1.     My bed is made. 

 

2.     My body and hair are clean and tidy. 

 

3.     I have on clean and mended clothes. 

 

4.     My room is tidy. 

 

5.     I have read from my Bible and talked to the Lord. 

 

6.     My morning jobs are done. 

 

7.     If it is my laundry day, I have begun my laundry. 

 

8.     If it is "go out" day, I am ready to go out. 

 

9.     I have cleaned up after my breakfast (eaten after all  

        else is done). 

 

10. I have brushed my teeth. 

 

11. I am ready for school. 
 
 

[SAMPLE OF WHAT ONE FAMILY ENCOURAGED TO BE DONE EACH MORNING] 
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A Day in Our House 
 

 
 As I type, Anna is curled up on the sofa in the school room, reading King 
of the Wind by Marguerite Henry so she can work on her History of the Horse 
unit (a Beautiful Feet publication). Leah is packing to join Anna and me to 
minister for a week to a precious 92-year-old woman with dementia, in order to 
give her daughter an opportunity to visit grandchildren in another state. 
Rebekah will stay here with Dad, since she works three days a week. Anna is 
doing her laundry, and Rebekah is doing something with dirt in her room. It’s 
okay, because she’s a high school senior! Five of my girls are grown and gone 
(sigh), so I’m down to just three at home. Sometimes it feels so empty!  

 
 We aim for being ready for our school day at 8:45—there’s a list to 
consult for those who can’t remember what needs to be done before school (see 
list in this chapter). That means morning chores, personal attention, breakfast, 
room tidying, etc. should be finished (not a perfectly spotless house, but I can 
relax) and we can have family devotions in the living room. We sing a few praise 
and worship songs, read from a student devotional that parallels our adult 
devotional, then have a short Bible lesson from Character Building for Families 
(we just finished deference and are working on cheerfulness).  
 
 After we pray for each other and our day, we break up into different 
areas for individual Bible study. Anna is studying about blessings and curses 
(the fruit of our lips), while Leah is learning about spiritual warfare. Bekah is 
doing an intensive study of the gospel of Matthew. I am just starting an on-line 
study of Genesis. For this, Bekah is in her room, Anna and Leah share the 
school room sofa, and I’m at the computer. They went through some workbook 
studies in the past (Pro Series, Children’s Inductive Bible Studies, etc.), then in 
junior high I started them on regular “grown up” studies according to their 
needs and interests – including Kay Arthur (Precept), Joyce Meyer, God’s 
Priceless Woman, and other studies/workbooks. 
 
 When each is finished, she’ll go on to her math work. Each girl has an 
overview-type of schedule, plus a daily schedule. She can adjust her daily 
schedule as long as the week’s material gets covered by the end of the week, but 
for those who have trouble staying on target, the daily schedule lets them know 
what they need to do in order each day to stay on track. 
 

 Rebekah has just finished transplanting some flowers and is beginning 
her Latin for today; in her spare time, she works on Telugu, Tamil, and Hindi. 
She is not in a regular math course this year, since she’s finished algebra 1, 
geometry, basic economics and investments, and done recordkeeping/payroll 
for a corporation. Rebekah works pretty much independently, with Mom 
checking up from time to time. When she’s done with Henle Latin, she’ll work 
on composition (Comprehensive Composition by Kathryn Stout—I made a check-
off booklet using all the exercises in the book). She’s also going through the 
Growing Kids God’s Way program as part of her child training unit. She teaches 
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dance on Monday nights, then tutors on Thursday nights, so gets to do lesson 
plans for her math/reading student. Since it’s Monday, she’ll leave a little after 
2:00 for the dance studio. She will run the household while I’m gone this week, 
cooking for Dad and cleaning up, etc. plus keeping track of convention 
correspondence/e-mail for me while I’m away. 
 
 Anna sprawls out on the rug to do her geometry—she’s working through 
the Key to Geometry series and has one booklet left. Leah does her Saxon math, 
checking her practice set, then going on to her problem set and putting it in my 
“Check this” box on my desk (dishpan!). They like to finish math because they 
then can exercise, which means a workout tape or some softball in the 
backyard, a long walk to the pond, etc. The physical exercise gives them a break 
and gets them ready for some quiet, mental exercise. 
 

 When they get back inside or cool off from their workouts (they’ve both 
discovered handweights), they’ll hit language arts. Both of the girls are working 
in the Learning Language Arts through Literature series, augmented with 
occasional work in Easy Grammar. This will take about an hour. 
 
 We started Latin, but I haven’t been very faithful in it and it’s not easy for 
the younger girls to do this themselves. I need to get motivated again. 
Meanwhile, I’ve started gathering French resources; since that’s my language 
background, I’m hoping it will be easier for me to stay on track. 
 
 They have assignments in their unit studies and will work about an hour 
before lunch; we don’t eat till 1:00 pm because we aren’t early risers. After 
lunch, the clearing person clears the table and the tidying person tidies the 
kitchen and we all spend at least 30 minutes in Quiet Time. 
 
 Then it’s back to the afternoon schedule, which is pretty much 
independent study time in unit/maps till about 3:00. 
 
 But if interruptions come, we try to be flexible. And sometimes we make 
our own interruptions, like if I’m hungry for cookies and the girls feel like 
baking. When we make tortillas for lunch, it’s often a family affair, as is bread 
baking. We bake bread Friday afternoons to take to families at our fellowship on 
Friday nights. Wednesday is generally our library/errand day, which may 
change when softball starts. Right now, the girls don’t have anything in the day, 
but soon Leah will be taking horseback riding lessons for four weeks, and 
softball will take two days in spring. By then, they will be closing some of their 
regular work, so it won’t be a hardship. 

 
 They have “regular” math four days a week, with Friday designated for a 
math game or catch-up. They also do thinking skills activities then. Art, music, 
geography, etc. are built into the units. We school five days a week, eight weeks 
on and one week off, with a four-week break at Christmas time and a four-week 
break in July. That gives us 40 academic weeks, which is four weeks longer 
than a conventional school year. I find that we have less time to forget what we 
did previously, so we spend less time in review to bring us up to speed for a new 
year. Less boredom, less stress. 
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 Again, I try to be flexible when other learning opportunities come up. 
Last year, Rebekah spent eight weeks performing as Anne Frank at Swift Creek 
Mill Playhouse every day, leaving the mill at lunchtime to work in her dad’s 
office, then teaching dance or tutoring. That helped her raise funds for her 
summer missions trip to India (which I counted as a sociology practicum). 
Someone asked me about “letting her off school” during that time period, but to 
us, that was school. That was drama, vo-tech/distributive education, early 
childhood development, PE, etc. Plus she worked on her term paper in the 
evenings, and she grew in responsibility and dependability and other character 
qualities. 
 
 I am blessed that our girls have learned to enjoy each other’s company 
(well, most of the time!) and will spend their time helping each other with 

assignments, playing educational games together, doing chores, etc. At this 
point, I am kind of on the sidelines, evaluating, coaching them along and being 
available, making necessary adjustments to the game plan as we go along. We 
have plenty of opportunities for character training, just like anyone else. We 
just try to have a learning environment in general, not a school. Our goal is for 
our children to know God, to know His Word and His world, to understand how 
they fit into His plan, and to be prepared, discipled and trained to walk in 
obedience to His will for their lives. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
From the TCHE newsletter, spring 2000 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more glimpses into the homeschool lives of others, see A Day in 

Our Homeschool – a section containing more than 100 stories – at 
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens - under the Resources tab. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Sample Schedules 
 

Weekly schedule (broken down by day and inserted on 4x6 cards into flip-style photo 
album for my desk) 

 
MONDAY            
7am –  Morning routine 

Quiet time/study 

BREAKFAST 

 Start Dinner 

8am –  Home blessing (45 min) 

             Check email 

8:45 –  Devotions with girls 

9:00-1 –Morning lessons    

 Desk time (file-15, admin 15)  

1:00— LUNCH 

1:30 –  Quiet time 

2:00— Afternoon projects 

 ZONE CLEANING  

5:30 –  Girls make supper (or I start it) 

6:30 –  Supper  

Bible study/study prep 

Preparations for errand day (lists?) 

QUICK PICK-UP 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE 
9:00 – Bedtime 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

TUESDAY            
6am –  Morning routine (change sheets) 

Quiet time/study 

BREAKFAST 

7am  Put dinner in CROCKPOT 

 Start LAUNDRY (linens/towels) 

7:50 Be on the road for CLASS 

   Devotions with girls    

9-1 CLASS Day/Morning lessons 

1:00— LUNCH 

1:30 –  ERRANDS 

       Library 

      Shopping Needs 

       Items to deliver elsewhere 

6:00 -  Finish supper preparations 

6:30 –  Supper  

QUICK PICK-UP 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE 

10:00 – Bedtime 

 
 

    Pray for: 

 

    Our nation 

    Our leaders 

    Our government 

Pray for:  

 

Missions - India 

Neighborhood 

Foster kids 

Support group/HEAV 
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WEDNESDAY           

7am –  Morning routine  

Quiet time/study 

BREAKFAST      

Start dinner 

8am –  Home blessing (45 min)  

Check email 

8:45 –  Devotions with girls 

9-1 –  Morning lessons 

 Desk time (file 15, admin 15) 

 BAKING DAY 

 [Softball: Leave by 11:30 ]  

1:00— LUNCH 

1:30 –  Quiet time 

2:00— Afternoon projects  

    ZONE CLEANING (1 hour) 

De-clutter/Do FILING!!! 

5:30 Start supper 

6:30 –  Supper 

QUICK PICK-UP 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE 

10:00 – Bedtime  

 
____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

THURSDAY         
7am –  Morning routine    

Quiet time/study 

BREAKFAST 

Start dinner 

8am –  Home blessing (45 min) 

Check email 

8:45 –  Devotions with girls 

9-1 –  Morning lessons 

 Book revision/projects 

Desk time (file-15, admin 15)  

Send cards 

1:00— LUNCH 

1:30 –  Quiet time 

2:00— Afternoon projects  

    DE-CLUTTER! 

5:00 –  Girls make supper (or I start it) 

[DATE NIGHT WITH DAD]  

6:30 –  Supper  

QUICK PICK-UP 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE 

10:00 – Bedtime  
 

 

Pray for: 

 

Friends 

Co-workers 

Clients 

Pray for:  

 

Grandchildren 
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FRIDAY             
7am –  Morning routine 

Quiet time/study 

BREAKFAST 

Start dinner 

8am –  Start LAUNDRY  

 Check e-mail 

8:45 –  Devotions with girls 

9-1 –  Morning lessons 

 Desk time (file 15, admin 15)   

BAKING DAY 

Finish Laundry/PUT AWAY 

1:00— LUNCH 

1:30 –  Quiet time 

2:00— Afternoon projects  

    Weekly Cleaning 

 ZONE CLEANING 

5:00 –  Leave for Sabbath Supper  

(or have it ready) 

6:30 –  Supper / SABBATH 

QUICK PICK-UP 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE 

10:00 – Roomtime 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

SATURDAY/Sabbath        

Morning routine 

Family Day      

Dad’s Devotions 

Personal Projects 

QUICK PICK-UP 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE 

10:00 -  Roomtime 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

SUNDAY         

Morning routine 

Plan for next week 

Desk work/filing/bills 

Catch up emails 

Yard work 

Personal projects 

Lesson planning should be completed 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE 

10:00 - Bedtime 

 

 

 

Pray for: 

 

Immediate family 

Daughters and husbands 

Pray for: 

 

Extended family 

Fellowship group 

Pray for: 

 

My “enemies” 
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Sample Mom Routines 

 
MORNING ROUTINE (MOM): 
 
Personal: 

 Make bed (Tues: sheets) 
 Devotions/prayer 
 Exercise 
 Shower/wash up/teeth 
 Make-up and hair 
 Tidy bathroom 
 Get dressed  
 Tidy bedroom 

 
 
Breakfast: 

 Vitamins 
 Breakfast  
 Water 

 
 
Household: 

 Put on Praise Music 
 Oversee morning jobs 
 Check the daily calendar 
 Home Blessing 
 Think ahead to lunch/supper 
 Hit any Hot Spots 

 

BEFORE-BED ROUTINE (MOM): 
 
Household: 

 Quick “pick-up” 
 Have girls hit Hot Spots 
 Shine Sink  
 Lock up 

 
 
Plan for Tomorrow: 

 Check planner 

 Start To-Do list for tomorrow 
 Set out what’s needed 
 Plan for breakfast 
 Plan for other meals 
 Finish any e-mail business 

 
 
Personal: 

 Hot Spots in my room 
 Wash up and brush/floss 

teeth 
 Lay out clothes for tomorrow 
 Put on praise music 

           Read Bible/pray 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                  HOME BLESSING 
 Put on praise music. 
 Tidy bathroom and collect laundry, as needed. 
 Do 10-minute pick-up and “hot spots” (clutter-catching areas) 
 Sweep/vacuum middle of rooms (the basics). 
 Purge magazines/papers; put books away. 
 Tidy desk/files for 15 minutes. 
 Empty trash cans. 

 

 

(For more information on the home blessing and routines, see www.flylady.net.) 

 

 

http://www.flylady.net/
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Notes 
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Notes 
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Home Education with Style 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Learning styles 
 Teaching styles 
          Finding the gift in your child 
 Q & A 
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Learning Styles 
How do they learn? 

 
 

 

 
 

hildren learn best if they can place new material in the context of what 
they already know, sort of like having “hooks” on which to hang the new 
material.  

 

 

Jesus did this with his disciples, every time he said, “Ye have 
heard it said. . . . I say unto you . . . .” 
 

 
 
They also need to understand the relevance of what they are learning— “What 
am I trying to learn and why do I need to know this?”  They need a clear picture 
of the goal toward which they are working. 
 

 

This would be like handing your child a thousand-piece puzzle. 
Do you give him all the pieces with no box, and expect him to 

put it all together? Or do you give him the pieces with a picture? 
He can see what it should look like when he is finished. And 
back to the first point, above, he will probably group all the sky 

together first, or build the straight-edged border first and then 
add on from there, beginning with what is familiar to him and 

fitting the new pieces in from there. 
 

 
 
Your child’s natural strength and learning preference is his learning style. The 
sensory way he remembers things is his learning modality. 

 

 How does your child learn best? 

 How does your child concentrate? 

 How does he remember? 

 How does he understand? 

C 
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Observe 
Observe patterns of behavior. When your child experiences success, what were 
the circumstances? 
 
 
 
Listen 
Listen to how he communicates with YOU. This is generally what he needs 
back. 

 

Experiment 

Experiment with what works and what doesn’t. Keep an open mind. We don’t all 
learn the same way. 
 
 
 
Focus 
Focus on natural strengths, not just weaknesses. It’s easier to pinpoint 
weaknesses and work on them, but we should also build on the strengths. This 
gives us a better foundation! 
 
 
 
Learn 

Learn more about learning styles in general. Pay attention to your kids and 
yourself. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What we share today is to help you find ways to unlock your child’s mind to be 
receptive to the knowledge and information you want to input (He is 
accountable to let you know the key isn’t fitting, not to make it fit! Your job is to 

find the right key). This is NOT meant to label. We all overlap in different 
categories – this is a broad guideline, not a hard and fast rule. 
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 Dr. Anthony Gregorc’s model of learning styles is the basis of many 
studies and approaches to learning: 
 

PERCEPTION is how we take in or seek out information to gain 

knowledge. 
 
Concrete – utilizes the senses, dealing with what is here and now, the obvious. 
Not looking for hidden meanings, subtle clues, or trying to make connections 
between ideas or concepts. What you see is what you get! 
 
Abstract – visualizes or conceives ideas, to understand what he can’t see. 
Intuition, imagination, intellect. 
 
WE USE BOTH, but which is dominant? 
 

This will influence how your child best learns new information.  
By the way - Almost all young children start out as concrete 
thinkers, but as they mature, some develop greater abstract 
thinking abilities than others. 
 

 
 

ORDERING is the way we use the information we perceive, or how we sort 

information to reach conclusions. 
 

Sequential – Step by step, logical train of thought, conventional approach, 
prefers a plan. Follows the steps.  
 
Random – Organizes information in chunks, skips steps and still produces 
desired results. Might even start in middle or end and work backwards. Seems 
impulsive or spontaneous. Doesn’t seem to have a plan! 
 
 
WE USE BOTH, but which is dominant? 
 

This will influence what your child does with the information he 

gathers.  
 
Most of us have a combination of learning styles, but are usually 

dominant in one style.  
    Note to Mentors: The test for these styles is copyrighted; I 

could not find one that was appropriate and reproducible; the 
closest option is something like www.kidzmet.com. If you would 

like to give the Tobias assessment orally, you may wish to obtain 
a copy of Cynthia Tobias’ book, The Way They Learn (p. 21). In 

absence of that, as you read some of the following examples, 
parents will probably recognize themselves and their children. 
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Concrete Sequential: This is the literal child, probably fairly 
conscientious. He may hold you to what you said, even though you may 
think he understood that it wasn’t exactly what you meant! He can be 
stressed by the unknown, so he benefits from “what if’s” and role-playing 
or scenario-type troubleshooting. (My CS daughter was not afraid of flying 
to Romania for a missions trip as her very first flight and her first long-
term “away” trip—she was most concerned that she would not know how 
to find her seat or be able to locate her luggage or know how to change 
planes.) He probably has perfectionist tendencies and can be impatient, 
and doesn’t adapt too quickly to change in routine or expectation. 
      He most likely has trouble finding the answers to questions unless 
the answers are worded similarly within the material, because he sees the 
concrete but has trouble with relating to the abstract. This child prefers 
step-by-step instruction. He needs direction and clear information on what 

needs to be done—written, sequential instructions in addition to oral 
instruction; examples of what is expected are even better! Works well with 
a traditional worktext or textbook approach; if using another approach, be 
sure the expectations and assignments are clearly delineated so the 
student can see the “plan.” For unit studies, Charlotte Mason, etc., 
contracts or checklists are helpful so the student is comfortable that he 
knows what is expected. 

  Examples of typical scope/sequence approaches: A Beka, 
ACE/School of Tomorrow, Alpha Omega, Bob Jones, Christian Light, Rod 
and Staff. Other approaches may be utilized if they are well outlined, even 
if it is just a solid, sequential lesson plan from the parent. An eclectic 
approach can still include materials that are in the comfort zone of a CS 
learner (Saxon math, Streams of Civilization, Diana Waring’s  What in the 
World’s Going On Here?, etc.) 

 
    Abstract Sequential: Tends to be logical, objective, and somewhat 

organized. Prefers presentations that have substance, relevance, and 
sequential ordering; material must be organized and preferably habitual 
and environmental—a routine-driven Charlotte Mason-type approach often 
is successful. The AS asks, “Why is this important?” She searches for the 
relevance of her work and relates new experiences to past ones. She is 
more researching and analytical than her Concrete counterpart; she is 
likely to be quieter and more evaluative, and may take longer to complete 
her work because she is very thorough. She often works best in solitude 
and may not be very emotionally demonstrative. She is more likely to 
ascertain the moral of the story than the CS because she can grasp 
concepts easily.  

 The dominant AS usually enjoys Konos (character based units 
have relevance), Charlotte Mason, Far Above Rubies or Blessed Is the Man 
/Listen My Son (again, the theme of relevance recurs), Math-U-See, Moving 
with Math, or Making Math Meaningful. Just make sure she has adequate 
time to do the work thoroughly and give her opportunities to share her 
insights and input, not just the facts. 
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Abstract Random: More of a people person than a facts/information 
person, usually a peacemaker or people pleaser, wanting everyone’s 
needs to be met. This is the less structured child who has trouble 
keeping up with routines or consistent schedules. AR’s tend to like 
compassionate, “helper” fields but can be put off quickly by the routine, 
unglamorous everyday classes needed to achieve the goal. An AR is often 
motivated to do well in her work because it pleases her parents.  
 The Abstract Random learner needs to have a personal 
involvement in her school work, so she usually does well with theme or 
interest-directed (delight-directed, as Gregg Harris would put it) units, 
such as Konos, Weaver, Heart of Wisdom, Far Above Rubies, Keepers at 
Home, units based on Valerie Bendt’s or Amanda Bennett’s guidebooks, 
Five in a Row, Sonlight, and others. The mom of an Abstract Random 
may wish to read The Relaxed Homeschool or The Enthusiastic 
Homeschooler by Mary Hood.   
 
Concrete Random: This is the child who can’t take your word for it, but 
has to experience it for himself, for better or for worse.  Because he is 
concrete, he is hands-on, but the random-ness makes him a bit 
unpredictable or independent. If he doesn’t understand the reason 
behind a rule, he isn’t likely to honor it. He is likely to resist a challenge 
or ultimatum, and you may need to make a way for him to “save face” 
while “giving in.” He is probably considered strong willed, although 
possibly quietly. 
 As a student, he is not fond of teacher intervention. He will want 
to prove to you that he can do the lesson his way, on his timetable, and 
still accomplish the purpose. Give him the opportunity to show you that 
he can, but hold him accountable if he does not follow through. Give him 
as much autonomy as is feasible; let him be responsible, within reason, 
for setting his schedule, selecting his assignment order, and checking his 
own work (by correcting his own definitions against the crossword 
puzzle, or the Learning Wrap-Ups strings against the guide “lines”). Help 
him figure out what motivates him and guide him in setting “self goals.” 
And don’t take his behavior too personally! 
 He will probably thrive with something interest driven or classical. 
The interest driven material will motivate him because he is making 
choices, and the classical approach of the Trivium is especially appealing 
to the CR’s cognitive development stages. 
 
 
 

These generalities are not designed to put our children in “boxes,” 
but to help us understand that they may learn differently than we teach, 
or that their innate ways of perceiving and processing information are 
different than ours—so we can have a deeper sense of how to unlock 
their minds to receiving the information we want them to learn. 
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One of the most fascinating realizations, as I read through 
Cynthia Tobias’ book, was that the little “synopsis” page for 

each learning style (at the end of each style chapter) was written 
in a format that would be attractive to that particular style. I 
figured that out when I had trouble concentrating on or 

“following” any of the pages other than that of my dominant 
style! 

 

 

 
 

How does he concentrate? 
 
 
Where should he study? How quiet should it be? What about lighting? Is the 
temperature okay? What about food? 
 
Have him draw a picture of the ideal study place. 
 
Experiment: For 2-3 weeks, let HIM pick where, how, when to study. If he gets 
his work done well, he’s okay. If not, he goes by YOUR methods. 
 
If child has trouble identifying preferences, try options. Let him study in noisy 
room and in quiet room, in bright room and dimmer room, etc. 
 

 
 

How does he remember? 
 
While we use many of our senses to take in the information, to understand and 
remember what we are learning, there is usually one that is more dominant. 
This is called our learning modality. 
 
These learning modalities are generally divided into three categories, with sub-
categories: 
 
1) Visual 

a) Pictures 
b) Words 

2) Auditory 
a) Listening 
b) Verbal 

3) Kinesthetic/tactile 
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Notice that it is possible for your child to be auditory and STILL 
have trouble processing things he hears, if he processes by 

SPEAKING, not hearing (verbal vs. listening). He may need to 
talk through things to work out a solution for himself.  
 

He may be visual and still not be able to follow a map, but be 
able to follow written directions well and to remember them by 

their position on a page. When I had to recollect information for 
a test, I could often recall the material by visualizing the words 
on my notebook page. 

 
A kinesthetic learner needs to move to process information. The 
movement may not be remotely related to the material, but he 

still needs that motor movement to process (pacing, stepping up 
steps with each math fact, riding an exercise bike, etc.).    

 
A tactile learner must be touching things, squeezing a ball, 
building with Legos, coloring, etc. This is the learner who needs 

sandpaper letters, lots of manipulatives, etc. Kinesthetic and 
tactile learners are great candidates for lots of hands-on 
activities (look at Konos for starters, or be sure to incorporate 

lots of activities into your other curriculum).  
 
See Cheri Fuller’s Talkers, Watchers, and Doers for more 

insights. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

How does he understand? 
 

Analytic vs. Global 
(detail vs. big picture) 

 

 

Although some learning assessments include this as a separate 

part of learning styles, it seems to often run parallel to concrete 
vs. abstract (or left brained vs. right brained).  
 

The analytical learner is detail oriented, left brained, and tends 
to prefer to work alone. He is very logical and self motivated. He 

often finds the facts but misses the main idea. Do you remember 
having to analyze literature in high school? I never “got it” till 
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someone pointed out the hidden meaning. In an inductive Bible 
study, I had trouble with the initial overview and was usually the 
only one who didn’t recognize the big picture without lots of 

help! For a long time, I just thought I was dense; now I know 
that I see the details. In other words, an analytical learner “can’t 
see the forest for the trees.” An analytical person gets frustrated 

by not being able to complete something before going on to the 
next task, by having to deal with generalities, and by not feeling 

prepared for the task at hand. 
 
 

Global learners are relational, “big picture,” right brained, and 
tend to be people persons. They see the relationships between 
things and can “read between the lines.” They often see many 

options for solutions or processes. They need to be able to relate 
what they are doing to “real life.” 

 
 
Remember that our goal here is not to “label” our children or put 

them in the proverbial education box, but to understand what 
frustrates them and how we can best help them to process, 

understand, and use their knowledge. 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Parent workbook contains the remaining articles in this section 

in their entirety. 
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Know Your Students:  
Identify Their Personal Learning Styles 

by Inge P. Cannon  
Adapted from the Education PLUS Training Syllabus and reprinted  

from the March/April 1989 issue of The Teaching Home 

 
     Educators have many ways of defining and describing the way people 
process information including learning personalities, modalities, and styles.  
The simplest to understand and apply involves three categories: lookers, 
listeners, and movers. 
 
Lookers (technically termed visual/spatial learners) process information 
 best when they see it.  
Listeners (called auditory learners) are most efficient when they can hear 
 information.  
Movers (kinesthetic or tactile learners) function best when they can 
 physically interact with information in a hands-on way.   
 It is helpful for a teaching parent to know his own learning style as 
 well as the preferred learning style of each child in the family for 
 several reasons.  
 
1.  Teacher's vs. student's style 
     A teacher will tend to choose curriculum that appeals to his own best way to 
learn because that's what makes the most sense to him.  If the children's styles 
are different, the materials may not make as much sense to them.  
 
2.  Students' differing styles  
      It is common for curriculum (e.g., a phonics or math program) to work 
extremely well for one child, and therefore, the parent thinks that subsequent 
children should do even better since he now knows how to teach the material.  
     Then comes the shock!  Child number 2 or number 3 is wired completely 
differently and thus needs a different approach.  
 
3. Enhanced communications   
 Effectiveness of communication (even between spouses) is enhanced 
when we present new or complicated information in the manner the receiver 
uses best. The entire population of the world is not divided into three learning 
groups, however.  Thus, some children do very well with two of the three styles.  
Occasionally a child is equally adept at all three. 
     Sometimes people need to get certain kinds of information one way and 

other kinds of information in a different way. Furthermore, there is no such 
thing as one "right" kind of material for a given learning style.  
     However, there are more and less efficient ways to use what you have.  If 
your child is not learning what you want him to learn one way, try another 
method.  Feel free to adapt the materials you have to the methods that will help 
you travel past the roadblocks in your child's mind. 
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    The following check list will help you identify the tendencies of learners in 
each group. Remember that one child will not demonstrate all the 
characteristics within a category.  If you check off most of the characteristics in 
one category, you will, however, have confidence that your child probably does 
best in that area at this time.  
 
     Your goal as a teacher should be to make your children eventually 
comfortable with all three means of getting information. After you have 
presented a new idea through your child's preferred style, review the material 
with some of the other methods to increase your child's flexibility.  
 
 
Visual/Spatial Learners (Lookers):  
 •  tend to be quiet and often need to be coaxed into answering questions  
 •  are excellent "copycats," functioning best when they "see"  what is 
 expected of them  
 •  are especially observant of details and can frequently find items lost by 
 others  
 •  will take copious notes, even when the teacher promises to provide 
 handouts  
 •  are visually organized, easily remember where things are, and need to  have 
everything in its place  
 •  can assemble most things without help from printed or pictured 
 instructions  
 •  will catch your typographical errors and recognize if they have worked on 
 or seen a page of material before 
 •  make it a priority to look neat and be color-coordinated  
 •  are very aware of spatial relationships and thus able to create well-
 spaced drawings, diagrams, and graphs  
 •  doodle on note paper when talking  
 •  tend to have a vivid imagination  
 •  will have a large reading vocabulary at an early age, especially sight  words  
 •  given a choice, would most like to watch television or read a book in their 
 spare time  
 •  are easily distracted by visual stimuli (e.g., a new bulletin board or a bird 
 outside the window)  
 •  respond favorably to visible rewards.  
 
 
Visual/spatial learners flourish when: 
 •  taught with books and pictures  

 •  allowed to work challenging puzzles 
 •  the teacher demonstrates the skill to be learned (model it) – “Show me."  
 •  shown the word before hearing what it is  
 •  shown a picture of the actual object  
 •  the position of tongue and lips is demonstrated when new  words are 
 presented   
Note: If you can't have the visual learner observe the concept or skill you are 
teaching, help him visualize it in his mind.  
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 •  taught with the following aids:  
      Flashcards  
      Matching games and puzzles (of every kind)  
      Dictionaries 
 Card files 
      "How-to" books with diagrams  
      Workbooks  
      Charts, maps, timelines, pictures, and graphs  
      Written directions  
      Wall strips and desk tapes  
      Well-defined assignments  
 
Visual/spatial learners tend to struggle with:  
 •  creative writing  
 •  reading beyond the literal meaning of a passage 
 •  applying arithmetic to word problems 
 •  thinking beyond the obvious  
 •  forming a hypothesis and testing it with experiments  
 •  adjusting to changes in curriculum  
 
 
   
Auditory learners (Listeners):  
 •  love to communicate and can generally "talk your ear off"  
 •  remember jingles, poems, and television commercials effortlessly  
 •  continually keep a rhythmic pattern going by tapping or making sounds 
 •  usually sing beautifully and have excellent pitch memory 
 •  generally remember names of people they've met or heard about  
 •  find it easy to express themselves verbally  
 •  tend to read out loud or subvocalize while reading  
 •  often sound older than their chronological age (as a result of their ability 
 to process language patterns with  "tape-recorder accuracy")  
 •  tend to sort out their problems by talking about them  
 •  sound out words and are, therefore, usually phonetic spellers  
 •  tend to be poor test takers because they can't sort out visual material  fast 
enough  
 •  enjoy listening to a radio, tapes, or CDs in their spare time 
 •  respond well to phonetic reading programs, usually demonstrating 
 excellent word attack skills  
 •  find it easy to follow oral directions 
 •  are easily distracted by background noises  

 •  respond favorably to verbal praise  
 
Auditory learners flourish when:  
 •  told every step of the skill to be learned.  
 •  allowed to move their lips or subvocalize to increase reading 
 comprehension.  
 •  neurological impressions are combined in reading: read orally to student 
 while he points to the word being read.  
 •  memorizing rules, plays, poetry, etc.  
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 •  taught with the following aids:  
      audiocassettes and CDs  
     music  
      rhymes  
 rhythm instruments 
      clapping, keeping a beat  
      echo games (singing and rhythm)  
      creating conversation for puppets  
     field trips with interview focus  
     integrated content (interdisciplinary) 
  
Auditory learners tend to struggle with:  
 •  reading technical or non-fiction writing.  
 •  rewriting and editing written work.  
 •  properly researching footnotes.  
 •  paying attention to detail for accuracy in math, science,  and history.  
 •  developing perseverance 
   
 
Kinesthetic/tactile learners (Movers):  
 •  relate to others more comfortably in action and body than in  words.  
 •  tend to live in perpetual motion, rarely sit still; often labeled hyperactive.  
 •  try to touch everything they see or walk past.  
 •  use lots of gestures and facial expressions when talking.  
 •  tend to show anger physically (e.g., by stomping feet and slamming 
 doors).  
 •  prefer to try things out by touching and feeling, even as  they get older.  
 •  often make paper airplanes and fans out of their papers.  
 •  prefer to be playing, jumping, running, or wrestling in their spare time.  
 •  have excellent muscle coordination in sports which require skills in 
 balancing.  
 •  can successfully maintain balance while blindfolded.  
 •  are most distracted when they must be still or things get "too quiet."  
 •  tend to dislike long-range goal setting and complicated projects.  
 •  are excellent at taking gadgets apart and can put them back together  again.  
 •  find listening a difficult challenge.  
 •  respond more favorably to a "pat on the back" than to "stars" or a 
 favorable comment.  
 
 
Kinesthetic/tactile learners flourish when:  

 •  their learning experiences allow as many opportunities as possible to do  
 or feel (touch).  
 •  they can demonstrate or model a task for other students.  
 •  taught through role playing or pantomime.  They love short, dynamic 
 presentations.  
 •  pointing with fingers to follow or anchor words in early reading.  
 •  they are kept moving with appropriate activities.  They love construction.  
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 •  taught with the following aids:  
      finger plays and puppet theater  
      tracing motions (in the air, on paper, on the wall or floor)  
      tactile experiences with sandpaper, sand, clay, water, etc.  
      travel and field trips  
      felt pens (texture)  
      math manipulatives (blocks, rods, chips, play money)  
      plays and dramatic interpretations  
      conducting motions in music  
      time lines and maps that he makes himself  
     The key is variety in methods, with lots of hands-on activities.  
 
 
Kinesthetic/tactile learners tend to struggle with:  
 •  concentrating on phonics, grammar, and math rules.  
 •  reading for information.  
 •  doing analytical work.  
 •  proofreading their work.  
 •  doing research-related writing.  
 •  completing long-term projects in science and history.  
 •  understanding the relevance of their work to other academic  
      goals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For More Information  

    Dr. Ronald and Inge Cannon operate Education PLUS, a speaking and publishing 

ministry for homeschool families. http://www.edplus.com. Inge's workshop, "Learning 

Styles," is available on audiocassette for $6 at http://www.edplus.com/ShopNow.asp 

(select "Shop for Audiocassette Workshops").  

 The Cannons’ primary focus is training parents to implement the many benefits 

of a discipleship lifestyle in home education. They offer many training tools to inspire 

and empower parents—particularly in the area of crafting apprenticeship programs, 

choosing high school curriculum, and presenting academic credentials for home school 
graduates (transcripts, resumes, portfolios, etc.) Visit their websites for more 

information: www.homeschooltranscripts.com and www.edplus.com.  

© 2005 Education PLUS, www.edplus.com 

 

 

 

 

http://www.homeschooltranscripts.com/
http://www.edplus.com/
http://www.edplus.com/
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Five Models of Learning Styles 
by Mary E. Askew  

Reprinted from the March/April 1989 issue of The Teaching Home 

 
Understanding our children's preferred learning styles can help us to 
establish learning environments that foster readiness and produce more 
effective learning.  The term learning style has been described in various ways 
as follows:  
 
 •  A learning style is based on biological, emotional,   sociological, 
physiological, and psychological characteristics. 
 •  A learning style is everything that controls how we take in,  concentrate on, 
understand, process, store, remember, and use new information.  
 •  A learning style is the combination of preferences that a student has for 

ways of thinking, learning tools, relating  to others, or various learning 
experiences.  
 •  A learning style is one's natural learning strengths, individual gifts, and 
bents.  
 •  A learning style is the way each child perceives the world differently.  
 
     In summary, a child's learning style develops from different factors and 
represents his most natural style of learning. 
  
1. Information Processing  
One factor involved in learning styles is information processing. Information 
processing styles refer to the way in which the child concentrates, absorbs, and 
retains information. 
 •  Analytic learners prefer details; step-by-step approaches; fact-by-fact modes; 
focused approaches; consistency; and logical, objective, and organized 
presentations of facts.  
 •  Global learners prefer seeing the broad view (the big  picture), using 
intuition, seeing the interrelationships between things, doing group activities, 
and completing  multiple tasks. 
  
2.  Perceptual Ability 
The next learning is perceptual ability. Perceptual is the method we use to take 
in information to observe our world. Perceptual characteristic is an important 
learning-style factor.  
 •  Auditory individuals learn as a result of hearing,  verbalizing, and listening.  
 •  Visual children input information by reading, seeing, and watching.  

 •  Tactual learners acquire knowledge using feeling, touching, handling, or 
manipulation.  
 •  Kinesthetic learning comes by motion, experience, and involvement.  
 
3. Cognitive Processes  
A third learning style model deals with the processes of knowing or cognitive 
abilities.  
Perceptual Process.  The Perceptual Process deals with the way we view our 
environment.  
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 •  Concrete learners record information received from their senses of sight, 
smell, touch, taste, and hearing. They view things in a tangible, factual, and 
literal way.  
 •  Abstract learners prefer studying relationships and unseen  ideas. They use 
intuition and imagination.  
 
Ordering Abilities.  After being perceived, new information is processed, 
understood, used, and stored in one of two ordering styles.  
 •  Sequential learners organize information in a step-by-step manner. They like 
logical and linear thinking. 
 •  Random learners are spontaneous. 
     
The relationship between the perceptual and the ordering abilities results in 
four combinations: Concrete/Sequential, Abstract/Sequential, Concrete/ 

Random, and Abstract/Random.  
 
4.  Multiple Intelligences       
A fourth learning model deals with multiple kinds of intelligence. At least seven 
have been identified.  They describe an individual's areas of strength.  
      •  Linguistic  
      •  Spatial  
      •  Musical  
      •  Bodily-Kinesthetic  
      •  Logical-Mathematical  
      •  Interpersonal  
      •  Intrapersonal  
 
5.  Areas of Need   
Four additional learning factors are related to the learner's needs in four areas.  
 
 •  The Learning Environment produces effects on the learner by changes in 
sound, light, temperature, and setting. 
 •  Emotional Preferences include the child's motivation,  persistence, focusing, 
responsibility, conformity, independence, and response to structure.  
 •  Social Needs reflect the child's desire to be alone, with a peer, in a group, or 
with an adult.  
 •  Physiological Needs are comprised of food needs, the need  to move around, 
and the best time of day to work.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
© Copyright 2005  The Teaching Home, www.TeachingHome.com. Used with permission 

 

 

http://www.teachinghome.com/
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Five Children: Five Personalities 
by Joy Marie Dunlap  

Reprinted from the March/April 1989 issue of The Teaching Home 

 
 
     Every child is a totally unique creation, relating to information in the world 
around him in a different way.  I have found that recognizing, understanding, 
and accommodating each child's unique learning style makes a huge difference 
in the child's attitude toward learning and how much knowledge he is able to 
absorb and retain. Many models have been used to define different learning 
styles based on generalized personality types. All of these are helpful, but none 
are exhaustive, since there are literally billions of personalities on the earth 
today, each somewhat different than all the others.  
 

Sensory Styles 
     One model involves recognizing which of the five senses a child relates to 
best. This is probably one of the first personality factors you are likely to 
recognize in your children. Each of our five babies showed clear differences in 
the way he related to the world around him. 
 
1. The Visual Learner    Joshua was a visual baby. He had to have interesting 
things going on that he could see or he became fussy. He hated to be placed 
face down on a blanket on the floor. He hated the sling-type baby carrier, 
because he could not see well from inside it. 
     Josh grew into a visual learner. For him, to see is to understand. He enjoys 
reading and loves to learn from maps, graphs, charts, and diagrams, which he 
memorizes readily from sight.  
 
2. The Auditory Learner    Justin was an auditory baby. It really did not seem 
to matter what he could or could not see. The important thing was whether he 
could hear my voice. The sling-type baby carrier which Josh had so vehemently 
rejected did not seem to bother Justin as long as he could hear interesting 
sounds around him. In the early grades, Justin liked to learn through stories 
and conversation. I taught him arithmetic using story problems.  
 
3. The Kinesthetic Learner     Judah is a kinesthetic learner. He learns best 
by doing, touching, feeling, and experiencing. As a baby, Judah was constantly 
in motion. Kinesthetics can be a major challenge to teach, as books just aren't 
their thing -- at least not until later on down the road.  Judah has a short 
attention span and finds it hard to sit still for very long.  If you have a child 
with kinesthetic tendencies, do not automatically assume that he is hyperactive 
or ADD. 
     It is a mistake to fail to train a kinesthetic child in character like any other 
child. Kinesthetic children need extra time and patience, because it is 
challenging for them to learn to control their impulses. But kinesthetic learners 
can learn self-control waiting their turn to speak, lengthening their attention 
span (gradually), and learning to sit still when necessary. 
     I planned Judah's courses to include extra physical activities such as nature 
walks and hands-on experiences in science, period crafts in history, all kinds of 
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manipulatives in math, and plastic letters in language arts. I also used a large 
number of library books, since the full-color illustrations held Judah's attention 
and helped him concentrate on what I was saying. At first Judah could pay 
attention for only about 15 minutes at a time, so I presented factual material 
through picture books for that long and followed  
the lesson with an additional 10 to 15 minutes of feedback on his part in the 
form of retelling what he had learned or drawing it on paper. 
  
Personality Types  
 
1. The Social Personality      Jennaya is socially oriented. She enjoys school 
best when we are doing things together. And she loves to do well to please those 
she is with and is accountable to, so she tries hard even when completing 
independent assignments in her room. Jennaya is most motivated by a smile, a 
hug, or a smiley face on her paper.  
 
2. The Achievement-Oriented Personality      The achievement-oriented 
personality loves to reach new goals for their own sake. All I have to do to get 
Joshua to learn something is to express it as a goal, and he will not rest until 
he has met the challenge. I have to be careful what I say. If I suggest a 
challenge he is not ready for, he may get frustrated. The achievement-oriented 
personality can be competitive, perfectionist, and self-critical. These children 
readily learn independently and are motivated self-starters. They don't naturally 
accept authority, but can be trained to (as all children should). They love to be 
given goals to meet on their own initiative, but you still need to check up on 
them like any other child. 
     These children are also planners. Josh likes his whole day all planned out as 
soon as he gets up and is especially frustrated by the need to be flexible and 
deal with unexpected changes in plans. Josh now plans his entire week of 
schooling ahead of time and then brings it to me for approval. This saves me a 
tremendous amount of time and is very satisfying to Joshua.  
 
3. The Scientist Personality      Josh is also a scientist-type personality. This 
type can't stand open-ended assignments. He likes a predictable world, where 
certain rules are always followed. He enjoys answering factual questions and 
actually loves to memorize facts of all kinds, but shuns subjective questions 
which are "candy" to the creative-type learner.  
     Josh is both artistic and musical, and he likes to write stories. Because he 
likes music to follow careful rules, his drawings are realistic, and he only likes 
to write about what could be proven as fact.  
 

4. The Creative Personality      In contrast, Justin, the creative type, loves to 
explore new possibilities. The creative type loves open-ended, subjective 
questions, including those which ask him to express his opinion or compare 
and contrast two different things or speculate as to why something might have 
occurred. The creative learner loves to write, create, and tinker. He tends to be 
an undisciplined daydreamer and may need help staying focused on 
assignments, especially those for which he must memorize facts.  Justin is 
most motivated to learn facts if I give him a how or why puzzle which requires 
the facts in order to solve it.  
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A Balanced Approach  
     In choosing your curriculum, keep your child's individual personality in 
mind. We want to get to know our children's unique personalities, appreciate 
them, and teach difficult facts or concepts in the learning mode they relate to 
best. 
      Still, every child should be solidly trained in self-discipline and Christian 
character, and every child should be given facts to master, philosophical 
questions to answer, and hands-on activities to do. Every child needs a 
balanced education.  
 
     A wise teacher will strike a careful balance between accommodating her 
children's individual learning styles and, at the same time, shoring up 
their weak points and training each and every one in Christian character.  
 
     What a delight to have the opportunity to watch each one of our children  
blossom and grow through the years into a unique and very special person! 
 
 
 
 
James and Joy Marie Dunlap offer resources for home educators.  
http://www.lighthome.net/index.html  

 
 
 
© Copyright 2005  The Teaching Home, www.teachinghome.com. Used with permission. 
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Finding the Gift in Your Child 
By Vicki Bentley 

    
 

     When we were first considering home education, I was unsure about my own 
ability to meet my children’s needs. Not only did we have a daughter born with 
cerebral palsy, but I had two children classified as “gifted and talented” by the 
local public school. Speech therapy and occupational therapy in a home 
environment weren’t nearly as frightening to me as the thought of challenging 
my “GT” kids! I was so afraid that I could not offer a motivating, stimulating 
environment equivalent to that of the local school program. And I was right…. 

     Instead of producing an equivalent program (i.e., limiting our own “gifted 

and talented” situation to one or two half-days a week), we were able to tailor 
our entire program to the accelerated learning and creative development of our 
children! Instead of having to wait for the rest of the class to catch up in math, 
they could move ahead at their own speed. Instead of halting their fascination 
with the topic at hand because the bus was coming, our children could delve 
into their latest passion for hours or days or weeks at a time. And one child’s 
passion was usually contagious, infecting her siblings with at least a functional 
interest in the topic, as they worked together to learn, create, read, experiment, 
explore, and discover. 

     Along the way, I made a discovery of my own—all children are gifted. Not 
only did our school-labeled “gifted” children flourish, but our “challenged” child 
could grow beyond the limitations the world had wanted to impose. This child 
who would supposedly never speak not only learned to talk, but she sang, 
performed in radio “plays” with her sisters, and memorized Scripture and 
completed service projects—to be crowned one of the youngest Missionettes 
Honor Stars in our district. This child who would “never walk” became one of 
the most entertaining players on her varsity softball team, with other parents 
attending practices just to watch her ball-catching “ta-daaa!” gymnastics in the 
outfield.  

     Academic giftedness is not the only measure of intelligence—it’s just the 
most easily discernible in a typical scholastic setting. According to theorists 
such as Howard Gardner, there are many different types of intelligence  
http://www.ldpride.net/learningstyles. 
MI.htm#Multiple%20Intelligences%20Explained), including: 

 Visual-spatial (Thinks in pictures/images; enjoy mazes, puzzles, 

construction) 

 Verbal-linguistic (Writer, reader, storyteller, word puzzler) 

 Logical-mathematical (Fascinated by pattern, strategy, math, logical 
relationships) 

 Bodily-kinesthetic (Natural talent in athletics, dance, practical arts such 
as crafts or woodworking) 

http://www.ldpride.net/learningstyles.%20MI.htm#Multiple%20Intelligences%20Explained
http://www.ldpride.net/learningstyles.%20MI.htm#Multiple%20Intelligences%20Explained
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 Musical-rhythmic (Has a discriminating ear for pitch or rhythm; often 
sings to himself or drums on everything in sight) 

 Interpersonal (Leader, communicator, motivator) 

 Intrapersonal (Self-motivated to an unusual degree; often shy or 
introverted, but very aware of his own emotions and thoughts) 

     As parents, whether or not we agree with the psychology behind such 
theories, we recognize that some of our children may exhibit great talent in 
some of these areas, while other children excel in other areas. In addition to 
teaching our children the basic skills and content areas, we can encourage our 
children to delve more deeply and excel in their own areas of interest or talent.   

     Maybe you don’t have any doubt about your child’s giftedness; you just 
aren’t sure what to do with him! If your child is capable of working ahead of his 
age-mates, think in terms of his ability rather than his grade level, and let him 
move to the next stage of his learning.  

     However, in many cases, it may be less obvious to you that your child has 
potential far above that considered average for his age; many children who 
display ADD-like or highly-distractible tendencies are actually gifted learners. 
Do you have a child you were sure was gifted until her performance started 
lagging behind her potential? She could be “twice exceptional,” or what Dianne 
Craft terms “gifted with a glitch.”  (www.diannecraft.org) 

Dianne writes,  

“Maybe your child exhibits symptoms of dysgraphia, such as being “allergic” to a 

pencil and moaning and groaning when any writing is required. This is the most 

common learning glitch for kids who are gifted learners. Because of the 
combination of giftedness and this writing glitch (which it looks like they could 

surely overcome, since they are so bright), these children are often labeled as 

‘lazy, sloppy, or unmotivated,” when in reality they have a bona fide learning 

glitch that can easily be overcome at home using specific methods.” 

     Meanwhile, keep in mind that this child’s emotional or social maturity is 
likely not at the same advanced level as his cognitive maturity, so it is 
important to have realistic expectations. The precocious five-year-old may have 
the vocabulary and reasoning abilities of a much older child, but she will often 
behave like, well—a five-year-old.   

     In a recent column for The Old Schoolhouse magazine’s e-newsletter 
(http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs093/1101381905269/archive/1103324
906245.html) cartoonist, speaker, and homeschool dad Todd Wilson of 
Familyman Ministries  (www.familymanweb.com ) shared this perspective: 

“I don't mean to brag, but . . . I am the proud parent of extremely gifted children. 
I mean one of my kids is great with children, one can pick up bugs and snakes 

without flinching, one smiles almost constantly, and yet another one can burp 

his ABC's. That's the cool thing about children; they're ALL gifted. After all, 

that's how God delivers them . . . as gifts, endowing each child with a specific 
gift designed to build up the body of Christ. 

../Home%20Education%20101/(http:/archive.constantcontact.com/fs093/1101381905269/archive/1103324906245.html
../Home%20Education%20101/(http:/archive.constantcontact.com/fs093/1101381905269/archive/1103324906245.html
http://(www.familymanweb.com/
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Now I don't buy for one moment the notion that only the ones who are good at 

math, science, or some other academic discipline are the gifted ones. Yes, they 

are gifted, but no more so than the child who can draw, cook, work on cars, 
build, or is just plain kind. I get a little tired of the parents who humbly say, 

"Oh, it's nothing I've done . . . but I just praise God that my child is in 

the 99.9th percentile in academics." Oh, give me a break. Have we been duped 

by the world for so long that we measure our children in percentiles? 

 

How I long to hear from the parent, "I just praise God because my child is in the 
4th percentile." 

Truth is, 99.9% and 4% are both gifts from God, and both should elicit praise to 
HIM. 

 

So, I know you don't mean to brag . . . but all your children are gifted, too. Your 

job is to tailor their education to best fan those gifts. That's what homeschooling 

is all about. And the greatest resource for training a gifted child is . . . the 
home.” 

     Thanks, Todd, for the reminder to appreciate and nurture the gifts in all of 
our children! 

 

 

________________________  

 

 

 

More resources: 
Gifted Learners resources listing    
http://www.hslda.org/earlyyears/Resources.asp#Gifted  
Articles, links, books, and e-groups for parents of children who are 
intellectually and/or otherwise-gifted (HSLDA Toddlers to Tweens webpages) 
 
“Gifted Learners and Twice-Exceptional Resources” (HSLDA Struggling 
Learners/Special Needs webpages) 
http://www.hslda.org/strugglinglearner/sn_gifted.asp 
 
“Homeschooling Gifted Children” (extensive resource list from Hoagies’ Gifted 
Page)   http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/ 
 
“Gifted with a Glitch” by Dianne Craft, HSLDA coordinator 
http://www.diannecraft.org/gifted-with-a-glitch/  
 
“Guiding the Gifted Child” by Maggie Hogan 
http://www.crosswalk.com/family/homeschool/guiding-the-gifted-child-
1135938.html  
 

http://www.hslda.org/earlyyears/Resources.asp#Gifted
http://www.hslda.org/strugglinglearner/sn_gifted.asp
http://www.hoagiesgifted.org/
http://www.diannecraft.org/gifted-with-a-glitch/
http://www.crosswalk.com/family/homeschool/guiding-the-gifted-child-1135938.html
http://www.crosswalk.com/family/homeschool/guiding-the-gifted-child-1135938.html
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So You Think Your Child May Be Gifted  by Helene Barker Kiser (e-booklet) 
http://www.theoldschoolhouse.com/product/so-you-think-your-child-may-be-
gifted/  
 
Gifted Children at Home by Maggie Hogan, Kathleen Julicher, and Janice Baker  
Three moms of gifted students share what they’ve learned about the best 
resources and opportunities and options for educating an intellectually gifted 
child. 
https://www.brightideaspress.com/?s=gifted+children+at+home&post_type=pro
duct  
 
“How Do I Homeschool My Gifted Child?” by Tiffany Tan (Methods, Materials, 
and Mentors) http://giftedhomeschoolers.org/articles/howtohomeschool.html 
 

“Teaching Highly Distractible Kids” by Carol Barnier of OpenGifts.org 
http://www.westfieldacademy.org/adhd/index.sht  
 
“The Animal School” by Dr. George Reavis 
http://raisingsmallsouls.com/animal-school-video-inspires-individuality-
acceptance/  
 
A few scripture verses on talents and abilities 
http://www.godsporch.net/article/100/a-few-verses-on-talents-and-abilities 

 

This article is adapted from a previously published Toddlers to Tweens HSLDA e-newsletter. For 

more information on homeschooling preschool through middle school, visit 
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens.  

Other resources: 
 
The Way They Learn by Cynthia Ulrich Tobias (Focus on the Family) * 
Talkers, Watcher, & Doers by Cheri Fuller  * 
The Big WHAT NOW Book of Learning Styles by Carol Barnier * 
Educating the WholeHearted Child by Clay and Sally Clarkson * 
Cathy Duffy’s curriculum manuals * 
How To Get Your Child Off the Refrigerator and Onto Learning by Carol   
        Barnier (especially good for highly distractible children) 
 
http://www.hslda.org/earlyyears/LearningStyles.asp 
www.kidzmet.com  personality/learning styles profile 
Who’s Gonna Make Me? video 

Learning Styles and Tools by Alta Vista 
Reflective Educational Perspectives offers family kits: www.redp.com 
Myers-Briggs 
4Mat system 
StrengthsFinder 2.0 by Tom Rath (revised version of Now, Discover Your  
         Strengths by Buckingham and Clifton) 
Internet search (Learning styles/teaching styles/learning styles assessment) 

 
* Highly recommended, must-read resources! 

http://www.theoldschoolhouse.com/product/so-you-think-your-child-may-be-gifted/
http://www.theoldschoolhouse.com/product/so-you-think-your-child-may-be-gifted/
https://www.brightideaspress.com/?s=gifted+children+at+home&post_type=product
https://www.brightideaspress.com/?s=gifted+children+at+home&post_type=product
http://giftedhomeschoolers.org/articles/howtohomeschool.html
http://www.westfieldacademy.org/adhd/index.sht
http://raisingsmallsouls.com/animal-school-video-inspires-individuality-acceptance/
http://raisingsmallsouls.com/animal-school-video-inspires-individuality-acceptance/
http://www.godsporch.net/article/100/a-few-verses-on-talents-and-abilities
http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
http://www.hslda.org/earlyyears/LearningStyles.asp
http://www.kidzmet.com/
http://www.redp.com/
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Do you seem to have a “struggling learner” who seems frustrated 
despite all your efforts to work within his learning style? To help you 
overcome a learning glitch, Dianne Craft has many informative articles 
at www.hslda.org (see Helping a Struggling Learner) and offers helpful 
resources and information at www.diannecraft.org. Her workshops 
were recorded at several HEAV conventions and are available through 
www.bestchristianconferences.com. 
 
Also, see resources listed in the Roadside Assistance (Help Along the 
Way) section in session 1. 
 
 

 
 

Notes 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

http://www.diannecraft.org/
http://www.bestchristianconferences.com/
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Notes 
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Getting Dinner on the Table…  

The SAME Day You Homeschool 
 

 

 
  
 
 
 You may wonder, “Why are we devoting one third of our sessions to time 
management, household management, and putting dinner on the table? What 
about teaching science and history? What about creative writing? What about 
high school?” 
 
 All those are great questions, and we’ll address them in our monthly 
meetings, newsletter articles, and special workshops, or there are plenty of how-
to-homeschool books available (see our Suggested Resources list!). But our 
experience is that most people who give up on home education don’t quit because 
they can’t teach science or find the perfect curriculum. They quit because they 
despair of educating their children and feeding the family and tackling the 
laundry and clearing an entry path from the front door…, so they think something 
has to go—and guess what that something usually is? You guessed it. 
 
 So even though Getting Dinner on the Table the Same Day You Homeschool 
may not seem like one of the more necessary topics, your husband and kids will 
thank you, and you will have hope for another day of science and language arts. 
God will not call you to do more than you are able to do, and He will equip you to 
do that which He has called you to do. 
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Do-Ahead Dinner Ideas for  
Busy Families 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 recent survey of National Merit scholars of the past twenty years 
revealed that one common denominator, without exception, was that they 
came from households who made family dinnertime (as in, all at the table 

at the same time!) a priority, even if just a three nights a week. “But,” you 
think, “our family is pulled in so many directions – how can we all eat 
together?” Or, as a busy homeschool mom, you wonder how you can clear the 
books off the dining table and get something more substantial than ramen 
noodles or Cheerios on the table in a timely manner (and still have the energy to 
eat it!).  
 If you can get supper on the table in 15-30 minutes, you are more likely 
to eat together and chat a bit before you divide and conquer for the evening! A 
pressure cooker and/or a slow cooker can be great additions to the homeschool 
kitchen, to help reduce the family stress level during that dinnertime crunch 
time.  
 Here are some ideas for do-ahead meal preparation that can greatly 
reduce your time in the kitchen after school (or work), and even the food prep 
can be family time, if you work together. 
 

 
1. Make menus. Whether you plan one week at a time or a month at a 
time, having a plan will make daily meal preparation more automatic. 
Without a menu on my fridge, I am more likely to delay preparation so that 
our meal is later than I’d planned, or send someone out for burgers. Having 
a plan relieves me of the stress of thinking up a meal every day; I combine 
the stress into one hour of planning! 
 
2. Keep a stocked pantry/freezer. I grocery shop from my list, made from 

my menu plans. It helps to make a master list, using your grocery 
categories or your local store’s layout as a guide. 
 
3. Do as much as you can ahead of time. Even if you aren’t a master of 
once-a-month cooking, you can develop your own “faster food” ingredients 
by planning ahead and spending a few extra minutes in preparation all at 
once. Earlier in the week, when you can carve out an hour or two at home: 
 

 

A 
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 Cook a huge pot of rice and put the leftovers in ziploc bags in the freezer. 
Gently flatten the bags as you pop them in the freezer so they will thaw 
faster. This is a great way to have brown rice on hand quickly in spite of 
a longer cooking time. It will thaw in the microwave in less than five 
minutes, or thaw overnight in the fridge. [Brown rice has a much higher 
nutritional value, but if your family insists on white rice, then parboiled 
or converted rice is the next healthiest choice.]  

 

 Put a large pot on the stove full of water, onions, carrots, vegetable 
trimmings, etc. and several cut-up chickens or parts. Simmer for an 
hour (while you cook rice and chop veggies), then de-bone chicken, tear 
or chop into bite-sized pieces, and pop into zip-seal freezer bags for 
future meals. Strain broth and refrigerate in jars overnight to harden any 

fat (remove fat before moving jars to freezer). Can also use a few jars’ 
worth of broth that same evening to make chicken soup after that tough 
grocery trip. 

 

 Speaking of chicken: When I use boneless skinless breasts, I slice each 
horizontally into 2 thinner slices (be careful of the palm of your hand). 
Because I keep the width, they still look like full-sized portions, but I can 
feed 8 from one four-pack of breast halves, and they cook much faster 
because they’re thinner. It really is plenty of meat.  

 

 Now if you want to serve 24 from that same four-pack of breast halves: 
The smaller you chop your meat, the farther you can stretch it. Instead 
of chopping chicken for enchiladas, I mince the same amount of chicken 
and can get at least five more enchiladas out of it. The food processor or 
a Pampered Chef chopper helps with this 

 

 While you’ve got the chopper or food processor out, chop several onions 
and freeze, or a whole bag of nuts or shred several pounds of cheese or 
whatever. Next time, the chopping will already be done. If you plan to use 
them within the week, chop bell peppers and carrots now, too, and store 
in the fridge for salads and casseroles. 

 

 Chop hardcooked eggs, shred cheese and carrots, etc. and have on hand 
for salad toppings for the week. 

 

 If you make doubles (casseroles or entrees) every day for a week, you’ll 
have seven extra meals in the freezer at the end of the week.  Or freeze 
casserole leftovers in meal-sized portions and Dad can grab lunch out of 
the freezer on his way out in the morning, to thaw in time for lunch. 
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From Books-off-the-Table to Supper-on-the-Table in less than 30 
minutes: 

 
 

Bountiful Baked Potatoes 
 

Baked potatoes make quick, easy, nourishing suppers. Poke a few steam-vent 
holes with a fork in a scrubbed potato and microwave on HI for 4 minutes (add 
3-4 minutes per additional potato); or put in oven with timer set at 375 for an 
hour before suppertime. Top with ½ plain yogurt /½ sour cream mixture, 
minced turkey ham, chopped leftover vegetables (broccoli is especially yummy), 
leftover chili, shredded cheese, shredded carrots, etc. 
 

 

Hawaiian Chicken 
Use those ingredients you prepared earlier in the week! 

quart bag of cooked rice (from freezer) 
quart bag of chopped cooked chicken (from freezer, or defrosted in fridge all 
day) 
½ red bell pepper, chopped 
½ green bell pepper, chopped 
½ onion, chopped 
2 cans cream of chicken soup 
9 or 15 oz can crushed pineapple, with juice 
non-stick spray or a splash of olive oil 
 
Defrost rice (and chicken, if not thawed) on HI in microwave for about 4- 5 
minutes, until warm. 
Meanwhile, saute onion and bell peppers in splash of oil or non-stick spray in 
skillet or large saucepan. Stir cream of chicken soup into sauteed vegetables 
until smooth and heated through. Stir in crushed pineapple with juice. Fold in 
warmed chopped chicken. Serve over rice. Serves 4.   

 
 
 
 
 

More of Vicki’s timesaving hints: 

 
When you make homemade pizza (it really is simple), make extra for lunch the 
next day (breakfast?!) or make pizza bread and pop in the freezer. [Many of you 
know I am a big advocate of whole grain, fresh flour cooking.]  
 
Baked potatoes make quick, easy, nourishing lunches, too. Pop in the 
microwave (or bake with your bread in the oven, then leave in for a bit when the 
bread comes out). Top with ½ yogurt ½ sour cream mixture, minced turkey 
ham, chopped leftover vegetables (especially broccoli), leftover chili, shredded 
cheese, etc. 
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Who wants to get out that waffle iron or griddle for just today’s meal? When I 
make pancakes, waffles, French toast, etc. I try to make extra and freeze on 
cookie sheet in single layer. When frozen, pop into freezer bags. French toast 
and waffles heat well in toaster; I recommend the microwave for the pancakes. 
Topped with turkey and gravy, with a side of broccoli, waffles make a super 
supper. (Same principle works for cookie dough balls if you don’t have time to 
bake all the batches; freeze the dough balls on a cookie sheet, store in the 
freezer in a zipper bag, then just thaw and bake.) 
 
We make our own breakfast “egg muffins” with English muffins, hamburger 
buns, or biscuits. I also hardcook lots of eggs at once, for use in salads, egg 
salad, potato salad, etc. (or to eat plain). By the way, if you plan to hardcook 
eggs, buy them a week or two ahead of time for easier peeling (the older they 
are, the easier they peel). 
 
Last week, I bought 15 pounds of very lean hamburger from Sam’s Club (by the 
case with some friends at only $1.60 per pound). When I got home, I turned on 
the oven and dumped about 12 pounds of the meat into a huge bowl with 3 
eggs, some coarsely ground oatmeal (could use quick oats), some Spike 
seasoning and some Veg-All seasoning (or seasoned salt, if you don’t have the 
others), some milk powder, and about 1 cup of water. I “smooshed” it all up by 
hand till well mixed (little ones love to do this!).  
 
I formed several meat loaves. I topped one with ketchup mixed with a little 
Sucanat (could use brown sugar) and popped it in a 350 oven with baking 
potatoes so dinner was now on (bake 1 hour; be sure to pop holes in your 
potatoes with a fork so they don’t explode – the voice of experience!). The other 
two meat loaves I froze to be baked later (I have also done this and baked them 
most of the way first, so they finish cooking on “eating” day). To freeze meatloaf, 
I line a loaf pan with heavy foil, form the meatloaf inside, wrap and seal, then 
freeze till firm, at which point I can take the foil-covered meatloaf out of the 
pan, put the loaf back in the freezer and re-use the pan. 
 
While dinner was baking, I formed meatballs about 1 ½ to 2 inches in diameter, 
placing them pretty close together on a jelly roll pan; I could fit about 54 
meatballs on my pan. I baked those on the upper rack in the already-going oven 
at 350 for about 20 minutes, then cooled them a little and froze them in 
baggies. They can be used later for spaghetti and meatballs, stroganoff 
meatballs, barbecued meatballs, sweet and sour meatballs, etc. Already cooked 
and ready to add to the sauces! 
 

I formed some of the meat into Salisbury steak patties and quick-froze on a 
cookie sheet (put on waxed paper on a cookie sheet in freezer till stiff, then piled 
into a baggie). Later, they will be all ready to brown and cook in gravy. 
 
With the “smooshed” meat that was left, I made a pan of “porcupine” meatballs 
by adding some Italian seasonings, a little water, and about a half cup of 
uncooked converted rice (can’t use brown unless it’s mostly pre-cooked – it 
takes too long). I formed larger meatballs, then topped with tomato sauce and 
basil and froze, to be baked at a later date. They are called porcupines because 
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the rice plumps up as it cooks and pokes out of the meatballs like little 
porcupine quills.  
 
The rest of the hamburger I browned with onion in a skillet and froze in 
sandwich bags. Whether the meat is left raw or cooked, I flatten the bags out to 
let them they freeze “thin,” so they will stack more easily and thaw quickly.  

 
So in about one hour, I had dinner baking, plus I had at least 13 other 
meals on their way. 
 
I try to make time once a week to bake 6 loaves of bread (that’s all that fit in my 
oven) and put them in the freezer in plastic bags. When we want a loaf of bread 
(or some rolls), I take the bread out of the plastic, wrap the frozen loaf in a tea 
towel, and microwave on HI for about 2 minutes (adjust for your microwave - 
loaf should be warm and soft when you are done). Almost as good as fresh-out-
of-the-oven! 
 
We are also big fans of “make-a-mix” cooking to make soup mixes, brownie 
mixes, pie crust mixes, dressing mixes, etc. so we’ll have our own homemade 
“convenience” foods.  
 

I have friends who cannot manage without their slow cookers (aka 
crockpots). There are many wonderful cookbooks out there to get you 
started on crockery cooking. While I am not a great slow-cooker mom 
(because it means I have to plan ahead to get the meat out the night 
before!), I have several sizes of pressure cookers and use them daily. Find 
the tools that work best for your family.  

 

 
More Family-Friendly Recipes  

I don’t measure much; I’ve tried to give accurate measures. Don’t panic over exact amounts.     
 

Pizza Dough 
 
4 cups flour   1 Tbsp yeast 
pinch salt   2 cups warm water 
 
Dissolve yeast in warm water [can omit this step if using instant yeast]. Stir 
flour & salt into water to make soft dough. Knead on oiled board for 2-3 
minutes. Cover and let rise *1 hour, till double. Punch down and roll out. Top 
as desired. Bake 10 minutes at 500 [or Bake at 500 for 5 minutes on a 
preheated baking stone with parchment]. This makes 2 medium-thin 15" 
pizzas. I top with one 8-oz can tomato sauce (for both), mix some Italian 
seasoning in, then top with fresh Parmesan and shredded Mozzarella.  
 
*If you don’t want to wait an hour, then only put in 2 cups of the flour with the yeast, mix well with 
a whisk, and let it sit and “sponge” for about 20 minutes. Then stir down and add salt and the 
remaining flour to make a dough you can knead and roll out right away. 
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Chicken Quesadillas 
serves 4 – adjust accordingly 

 
2 cups cooked, finely-cubed chicken 
chopped spinach (fresh, or thawed-and-squeezed-dry frozen) 
8 flour tortillas (about 7-8 inches) [Homemade are the best] 
salsa 
2 cups Cheddar or Cheddar/Jack cheese (or more, to your taste) 
sour cream to taste 
 
Preheat 9"-12" skillet (I prefer cast iron, since repeat cooking of quesadillas can 
discolor a regular pan). Mix spinach and chicken in a small bowl (or in the 
chicken’s zipper-seal baggie, to save dirtying a bowl). Spread half of a tortilla 
with about a Tablespoon of salsa and put in dry, hot skillet (salsa side up). 
Spread the salsa half with about 1/4 cup chicken mixture and sprinkle with 
1/4+ cup cheese; fold “empty” side over the filled side. Repeat on other half of 
skillet with another tortilla. Cook till bottom is slightly browned, then flip to 
brown other side and finish melting the cheese (doesn’t take long at all, maybe 
30 seconds per side). I like to cut in half with the edge of the spatula before 
removing to a plate. 
 
 
 

Curried Chicken Casserole 
 
2 cups chopped cooked chicken 
2 quart bags rice, thawed (can thaw on HI in microwave for about 3 minutes) 
10 oz steamed broccoli 
1 can Cream of Chicken soup* 
1 cup mayonnaise 
salt and pepper to taste 
1 tsp (or more, to taste) curry powder 
1 cup Cheddar or Parmesan cheese 
sprinkle corn flake (or bread) crumbs 
 
Mix all ingredients but crumbs and spread in greased 13x9 casserole. Sprinkle 
with crumbs. Bake uncovered at 350 for 25 minutes. Serves 4-6. 
 
*If you don’t have CreamO soup, or would like a healthier alternative: mix 2 tsp 
chicken bouillon granules with 1 cup water; heat to boiling. Stir in ½ cup water or 
milk in which you have dissolved 3 Tbsp cornstarch and bring to boil; stir to a 
pudding consistency.  Use in place of condensed soup.  
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Dorito Casserole 
 

medium package Nacho Cheese Doritos® (generics don’t work as well) 
1 can diced tomatoes (Ro-Tel make it spicier) with liquid 
1 can cream of mushroom soup* 
1 can chili (look for no nitrites) or 2 cups homemade 
2 cups shredded Cheddar 
 
Grease 13x9 pan and pour Doritos in; scrunch them down a little so the tips 
don’t poke out and bake too crunchy. Mix the soup, chili, and tomatoes, and 
pour over chips. Sprinkle with cheese. Bake 25-30 minutes at 350. Serve with a 
salad. Serves 6. 
*Instead of CreamO soup, you can see recipe for Curried Chicken Casserole and 
use beef bouillon granules in substitution for condensed soup. 
 
 
 

Chicken Enchiladas 
serves 6 

cooked chicken, minced (about 2 cups or more) 
½ onion, minced 
small can green chilies (optional) 
8 oz sour cream 
1 can cream of chicken soup [see substitutions in previous recipes] 
1 can cream of mushroom soup [“                “         ] 
4 slices American cheese, or 1-2 cups shredded Cheddar 
14 small tortillas (I prefer homemade flour ones) 
 
Mix chicken and onion (and chilies). Mix soups and sour cream. In greased 
13x9 casserole, spread a little of the soup mixture (about 1/4 cup). Reserve 
about 1 cup soup mix; spread the tortillas with remaining soup mix. Distribute 
chicken mixture along centers of tortillas and roll them up, placing seven side 
by side on one end of pan, and the other seven on the other side of pan (two 
rows). Spread with reserved soup mixture. Top with cheese and bake uncovered 
30 min at 350. 

 
 
 

Teresa Bryant’s Mexican Casserole 
Layer in a 13x9 pan: 

1-2 lbs browned ground beef 

small can green chilies 
8 oz can tomato sauce (or substitute 1 cup salsa for sauce and chilies) 
1 cup grated cheese 

Prepare 2 boxes cornbread mix (or make recipe for 13x9 pan cornbread). Add 
15 oz creamed corn to cornbread mixture. Pour over ingredients in pan. Bake at 
350 for 30-40 minutes. 
Serves 6-8.    
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Yummy Soup Mix 
 
I like to make these packets up assembly-line style, then store away for days 
I’m in a hurry or I need to send a dinner to someone. 
 
 

You may want to have the ingredients for this soup mix recipe 
(or another make-a-mix type recipe) on hand and let the moms 
make a batch at the end of the class, so they’ll have dinner to 

take home with them for one of those hectic days. 

 
 
Place in zip-seal sandwich bag: 
 
1/4 cup lentils (any combination of colors; I like to include yellow split peas 
w/red/brown lentils) 
1/4 cup brown rice 
1/4 cup barley 
1/4 cup onion flakes 
½ tsp basil 
1/4 tsp oregano 
1/4 tsp thyme 
1/4 tsp garlic powder 
2 Tbsp broth powder (either chicken or beef; no MSG) 
1 Tbsp dehydrated veggies, as available 
 
Directions for use: 

1 packet soup mix 
1 can diced tomatoes    
4 tomato cans of water  
12-oz can V-8 (I use Wal-Mart brand) 

Combine in Dutch oven. Simmer covered one hour. May add browned 
hamburger or cooked chopped chicken, if desired. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
For more family-friendly recipes, see Everyday Cooking by Vicki Bentley   
or visit Vicki’s blog at www.everydayhomemaking.com (also on Facebook) 

 

 

http://www.everydayhomemaking.com/
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Suggested resources: 

 
Everyday Cooking by Vicki Bentley, Family Resources,   

       www.everydayhomemaking.com 
 

Everyday Food (magazine) from Martha Stewart Omnimedia 
 
Fix It and Forget It Cookbook by Dawn Ranck & Phyllis P. Good 

       (crockpot recipes) 
 
The Freezer Cooking Manual by Tara Wohlenhaus & Nanci Slagle 

       (from 30 Day Gourmet) 
 
X + Y = Dinner? Taking the Mystery Out of the Cooking Equation 

       By Rachel Ramey at www.homeworksbest.net 

 
Tried and True Recipes by Rachel Ramey 

 
Sue Gregg’s Eating Better Cookbooks at www.suegregg.com 

 
Saving Dinner by Leanne Ely 

 
www.30daygourmet.com – Once-a-month-cooking helps 

 
snider.mardox.com/OAMC.htm – More OAMC helps 
 
Rush Hour Cook cookbooks 

 
Supper’s on the Table, Come Home by Rachel Masters 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

http://www.homeworksbest.net/
http://www.suegregg.com/
http://www.30daygourmet.com/
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Notes 

 
 

Add your own timesaving tips and family-tested recipes to this 
section and pass them along to your families! Encourage them to 
share some of their hints, and to bring some favorite recipes (or 

samples!) with them next time. If you have an electronic bulletin 
board, maybe you can post your recipes to each other. 
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Notes 
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Notes 
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Testing and Evaluations 
 
 
 

 
 Yes, you can do it yourself 
 Test sources 
 Options for students who don’t test well 
 Acceptable scoring 
 Portfolios and evaluations 
 Grading 
 Q & A 
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Testing and Evaluations 
 
 
 

s a homeschool parent, you observe your child on a daily basis and can 
probably determine pretty accurately in which areas he is strong and in 
which areas he could use some maturity or additional help. His verbal 

interaction with you, his hands-on activities, written work, periodic subject-
matter tests (if you use them), and his achievement of goals you have set for 
him are all informal indicators of his progress. For many parents, this gauge of 
the child’s progress is sufficient to make curriculum decisions or adjustments. 

Other parents find it reassuring to have some sort of guidelines for academic 
milestones, such as Robin Sampson’s What Your Child Needs to Know When 
(with K-8th-grade checklists for evaluating progress in language arts, math, 
science, and social studies, as well as character development), or Hewitt’s 
Learning Objectives for Grades K-8 (with a scope and sequence checklist for 
various subjects per grade).  

However, in some provinces, the law may require that you periodically 
demonstrate academic progress. In Ontario, for instance, there is no mandatory 
testing/evaluating (but when in doubt, ask HSLDA at www.hslda.ca). Some 
provinces require standardized testing, while others may allow for a teacher 
letter or some other form of evaluation.  
 
Regardless of the legal requirement, you may want to conduct a more formal 
assessment for your own purposes. Let’s face it—when the results come in, you 
often feel like those results are yours, not your child’s! So how can you lessen 
the anxiety—for you and your student? 

Consider your options 

The method you choose for your child will depend upon your province’s legal 
requirements, if applicable, and/or your family’s philosophical preference. 
Consider also the format that will best reflect your child’s true progress: While a 
visual learner may test well on paper, a hands-on or auditory learner may be 
better assessed by an evaluation or a test utilizing personal interaction, rather 
than a paper-and-pencil test. In that case, you might choose to administer a 
standardized test first, leaving time for a follow-up if the results don’t match 

what you’ve witnessed in his day-to-day progress, or you may opt for an 
untimed test to reduce testing anxiety. 

The three most commonly used methods of assessment are standardized 
testing, evaluations, and portfolio submission.  

 
 

Note: Nothing in this section should be considered legal advice. 

 

A 

http://homeschool-books.com/xcart/book/what-your-child-needs-to-know-when-ebook.html
http://www.hslda.ca/
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Note: Nothing in this section should be considered legal advice. 
For legal advice, contact your provincial organization, HSLDA,  

or other homeschool-knowledgeable legal counsel. 

 

 
 

Standardized Testing  
 

  
 Even if your provincial law requires testing or evidence of progress, this 
may vary according to age, so you’ll want to know your province’s statute. (See 
Appendix A.) 
  
 Local school divisions sometimes offer standardized testing free of charge 
at the local public schools. In this case, the local school needs to know early in 
the year that you will be testing there so they can order the correct number of 
tests (they order very early); be aware that your test results will usually go 
directly to the local public school if you choose to test with the public school. 
Most school divisions no longer offer this because they do not administer 
nationally normed standardized tests, but province-specific standards tests, 
which we do not/ may not take.  
 
 
 

 
Provincial standards testing implies that children must have 

available the same materials as the other students, so the tests 
would of necessity drive the curriculum. This defeats one of the 
main purposes of home education—custom-designed educational 

approaches and materials. 
 
 

If you do choose to test with the local school, be sure to get a 
“homeschool code” to be used in place of the local school code 

to process your child’s test, so your child’s scores will be 
“counted” with homeschoolers and will not be included in the 

statistics for your local school’s progress.   
 

   
  
 Be aware of any deadline for scores or evaluations, and be sure to order 
your tests in time to receive the scores back before the deadline. Check with the 
company for the expected turnaround time (for example, some testing sources 
are swamped in May and have 7-week turnarounds then, but April or June may 
be two-week turnaround times).  
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In many cases, the requirement is for proof of progress in 
Language Arts and Math—skills subjects—and other subjects are 
optional. In that case, you are welcome to test your child in 

science or history (or not), but do not turn those scores in to the 
superintendent. (Consult HSLDA or your provincial organization for 
specific requirements for your province.)  
 
If you do choose to test in those other areas, remember that 

those are not sequential subject areas (LA and math ARE fairly 
sequential), so your child may be tested on subject matter that 
was not necessarily covered in your program of study, but will be 

covered at a later date.  
 
 

Prepare him for the test 

It is important for your child to know that you do NOT expect 
him to know all this material. 
 

It is important for him to understand that you do NOT expect 
him to get ALL the answers right on ALL the test questions in 
ANY section. Otherwise, he may panic when he encounters 

material with which he is not familiar. 
 

As parents, we must remember that when we test our children in 
everyday studies, we do it to check that they have learned all 
the material presented and we expect (hope for?) a score of 100. 

Consequently, it is critical that the child understands that we 
don’t expect him to know all the answers on this test, but we 
want to find out how many he does know, that some of them are 

– deliberately - probably too hard for him, and he should just do 
his best. 

 
Read more about testing and preparation at 
                                                          www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens. 

 
What do the scores mean?  
The percentile ranking tells how your child did compared to 

others – a score of 75th percentile means that your child scored 

as well or better than 75 out of 100 students in the norming 
group who took the same test. It does NOT mean that your child 

got only 75 percent of the questions right. 
 
The stanine ranking (STAndard NINE) tells where your child’s 

score fell on a 9-part standard curve. The 1st-3rd stanines would 
be below average, the 4th-6th would be average, and the 7th-9th 
would be above average.  

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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The grade equivalent (example: 7.2 GE) simply means that a 

child in that grade/month (second month of seventh grade) 

would have done as well as your child did. It does NOT mean that 
your child is on a seventh grade level (unless he is a seventh 
grader and scored as such). It does indicate to you that your 

fourth grader is doing well, or that your tenth grader needs some 
extra help.   
 

 
  
  
 If you are removing a child from a conventional school setting, I highly 

recommend administering one of the regular standardized tests [next page] as a 
baseline for your records, unless he has very recently taken the test in school 
and you have the results available. 
 
 

 
This is very important in establishing a baseline against which 
the student’s progress can be fairly measured for adequate 

progress. If your child was not working up to grade level and was 
removed from a conventional setting, or has a learning 
disability, it is important to include documentation of this with 

your scores, if they may not otherwise be acceptable to the 
superintendent, so he can determine if an “adequate level of 

educational growth” is evident. 
 

 
 
Keep the results in perspective 

 Think of the test or evaluation as simply a tool to assess progress, to let 
you know the areas in which he is doing well and the areas in which you may 
need some work. Maybe you overestimated his understanding of a particular 
subject area. As you review the results, you set earlier in the year. How did you 
do? Are you on target or do you need to adjust the course a bit to reach the 
desired destination on this “journey” of home education?  

 Remember that a test or evaluation is just one “snapshot” of his 
academic progress and of your child as a person. He is more than the sum of 
his test results! This time of year can be a wonderful reminder to thank God 
for this uniquely gifted child He has given you—ask Him for wisdom, and trust 
Him to continue to guide your choices. 

 
 
 
 

http://www.everydayhomemaking.com/homeschooling.html
http://www.everydayhomemaking.com/homeschooling.html
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Commonly Used Testing Resources 
 
 
 The most commonly used tests are the California Achievement Test 
(CAT), Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills (CTBS), Iowa Test of Basic Skills 
(ITBS) and the Stanford Achievement Test (Stanford 9 or 10 or SAT, not to be 
confused with the College Board SAT). For more information, see 
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens; click on the Testing tab. 
  The PASS test (from www.HewittHomeschooling.com) is not nationally 
normed, nor are the DORA (Diagnostic Online Reading Assessment) or DOMA 
(Diagnostic Online Math Assessment) and ADAM tests from 
www.letsgolearn.com, but are often accepted. However, each province has its 
own guidelines, so when in doubt, contact HSLDA. 

 
 
For a more comprehensive list/updated information, see 
the Testing section at www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens. 
 
 
A few sources of testing materials: 
 
Bayside Testing Service (Offers IQ tests, CAT, CTBS; prices vary by test and 
week of year, but are reasonable) Anyone who can read and follow directions 
may administer the tests. 1-800-723-3057 
 

Bob Jones University Press (ITBS, Stanford 9, Stanford 10, and several others; 
about $35-40) Tester must have a bachelor’s degree to qualify as a tester, 
unless she is state certified to teach in a conventional school; she must also 
complete a one-time application/agreement with BJU. Orders can no longer be 
placed by telephone.  The SAT-9/10 must be administered by a "qualified" test 
giver (someone who has viewed their training video and is on BJU’s list); your 
support group may own a copy of the BJU training video—check with your 
leader. Tester must send copy of 4-year degree/state certification to keep on file 
with BJU.  1-800-845-5731  NOTE: The Stanford 10 (SAT10) may be given as a 
non-timed test; the SAT10 is scheduled to be discontinued after 2016. 
 

Christian Liberty Academy (CAT, about $25) Anyone who can read and follow 
directions may administer the tests; also offers online version and placement 
tests.  1-847-259-4444 or www.homeschool.org 
 

Seton Home Study (CAT short version, $25) Anyone who can read/ follow 
directions may administer the tests.  1-540-636-9990 
 
 
Many more paper and online test options are listed at www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens  
(Testing tab) -- also practice tests and test prep materials. 
 
[Prices and availability were accurate at time of writing but are subject to change.] 

 

http://www.letsgolearn.com/
http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Another option is the Woodcock-Johnson battery of tests, which 
includes oral interaction/evaluation in addition to written work. 

This assessment must be administered by a qualified tester 
(check with educational services in your area). 
 

***FOR MORE COMPLETE TESTING INFO, check                                                        
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens.  
 
Regardless of the testing mechanism you choose, it is critical 
that you test with accuracy and integrity. Please honor the time 

limits on the test. If you must deviate from the instructions for 
the emotional well-being of your child, check with the test 

provider first and determine any annotations you should make 
for the scorers; otherwise, any results will be skewed and this is 
not to your child’s benefit in the long run. Follow directions 

completely and faithfully to preserve this option for 
homeschooling parents.  

_______________________________________  
 
THE PSAT: 

SAT/ACT/PSAT for Canadians: 
http://www.ivyglobal.ca/sat/psat_test.asp 
 

The most common reasons students take these tests: 

 Practice for the longer SAT (note that practice SAT tests 

are available at the local bookstore) 

 Feedback on strengths and weaknesses in reading, writing, 

and math 

 Compare performance  

 Be added to mailing lists for U.S. colleges or to receive 
school-specific information 

 Potentially increase consideration by post-secondary 

institutions. 

 Canadian post-secondary institutes are most familiar with 

the SAT  (general or specific), while various colleges often 
have ACT specifically designed to test students for 
qualification for their institute. 

PSAT/NMSQT - Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test/National 
Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test is an aptitude test, rather than 
an achievement test, and not as commonly used in Canada. 

 
Many students will take this for college preparatory purposes, 

even if not as end-of-year evidence of progress. 
As a general rule, this test is often taken in ninth grade through 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
http://www.ivyglobal.ca/sat/psat_test.asp
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eleventh grade. The test that is taken in the student’s junior 
year is the only one that “counts” for the National Merit 
Scholarship qualification, so the ninth- and tenth-grade years 

would really be simply for practice in test taking. However, just 
because you don’t think your student will meet the stringent 
scoring requirements to qualify as a National Merit Scholar, 

don’t discount the possibility that his scores could at least be 
high enough to capture the attention of several college 

admissions officers. 
 
This test is given only in October at local public and private high 

schools, as opposed to the Scholastic Aptitude Test, or SAT, 
which is given several times during the year at various testing 
centers. A few homeschool groups have arranged with the 

publisher to be able to offer the PSAT; check with your state 
organization. The publisher suggests that students sign up at 

their local high school guidance office in June for the October 
testing; my experience has been that the school would prefer we 
wait till early September. You may wish to consult your school in 

June to be safe. 
 

Your homeschooled student will want to use your province’s 
homeschool “school code” on the PSAT form so his results will 
be sent directly to your home and will not be counted in the 

local test center’s (high school’s) percentile scores. The 
homeschool code varies by province, so consult your provincial 
organization.  See www.collegeboard.com for more details and 

practice tests, as well as appropriate homeschool codes. 
 

It is important for your student to remember that, because the 
eleventh-grade test is the one being utilized for the scholarship 
qualification, the PSAT’s norming group is high school juniors. 

This means that, regardless of his age or grade level, his scores 
will reflect a comparison to college-bound high school juniors. In 
other words, he will be compared to “the cream of the crop” 
juniors. 

 

This can be disappointing for a student who is accustomed to 
very high scores on a “regular” standardized test taken by all 
students of varying ability levels and academic interest levels. A 

student who usually scores in the 90th percentile may take the 
PSAT in his ninth-grade year and score in the 70th percentile, 

being compared to “cream of the crop” eleventh graders. Remind 
him to keep the norming group in perspective! 
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GED® – General Educational Development certificate  

See www.ilc.org/ged for specifics, registration and preparation info, etc. 
 
 

The was established in 1942 and is recognized throughout Canada 
and the United States. People who take and pass the GED® tests earn 

an Ontario High School Equivalency Certificate. The ILC is the 
exclusive provider of GED® Testing in Ontario.  

[Visit their website for information for other provinces.] 
 
The GED® Tests are for you if you want to: 

 receive a high school equivalency certificate 
 qualify for employment 

 apply for admission to an educational or training institution 
 enter an apprenticeship program 

 

To take the GED Tests in Ontario, you must: 
 be at least 18 years old 
 have not graduated from high school 

 have been out of the school system for at least one full year 
 be a resident of Ontario 

 
The GED Tests are a set of five tests in the core high school 
curriculum areas: 

 Language Arts: Writing 
 Language Arts: Reading 
 Mathematics - Part 1 (use of calculator)  -Part 2 (no calculator) 

 Social Studies 
 Science 

 
The tests used in Canada have been developed especially for 
Canadians. 

 
 

 
[Information in this section is from the ILC website.] 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

http://www.ilc.org/ged/main_what.php
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Evaluations 
 

 Who might benefit from an evaluation? Young children, students who 
don’t read well or quickly yet, children with learning challenges, or children 
who are extremely overwhelmed emotionally by testing. 
 

 An evaluation is simply the assessment of your child’s progress by 
an educational professional—usually a certified teacher or other educational 
professional. (Check with your mentor or HSLDA for province-specific 
requirements.) The evaluator can let you know ahead of time what criteria will 
be evaluated so you can be prepared. You will generally want to have a portfolio 
of your child’s work, and your child will need to be available to sit and talk with 

the evaluator. 
 

A few things to ask a potential evaluator: 
 

 How much experience do you have with evaluations? 
 

 What are your educational credentials? 
 

 Do you have any references I may call? 
 

 Do you have experience with homeschoolers? (Discern if she is “homeschool-
friendly.”) 

 

 What are your criteria for evaluation? What will you be looking for/at? 
 

 What will you need from me/my child when you arrive (or we meet you)? 
 

 How long will our session be? 
 

 What do you charge? 
 

 How long will it take for me to receive your report? 
 

 Will you include recommendations or suggestions for me? 
 

 Do you have experience with LD kids? 
 

 Must my child be able to read (or read well?) for you to evaluate him? 
 

 Have you worked with parents in my school district before and have you had 
any concerns with acceptance of your evaluations by our superintendent? 

 
Check with HSLDA or your provincial organization to determine if there 
are requirements specific to your locality. 
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Portfolios 
 

 A portfolio is simply a scrapbook or collection of highlights of your 
child’s work for the year.  
 
A portfolio might include: 
 

 samples of your child’s work at various times during the year (presented 
chronologically to show progress) – requires advance planning! 

 

 scope/sequence of the curriculum used for language arts and math, in 
particular (I included a listing for all subjects, to show we provided a well-
rounded program of study, but I included samples only of LA and math 
work) 

 

 photos of your child doing school work, on field trips, on sports teams, 
SOCIALIZING with others, etc. 

 

 list of field trips 
 

 list/description of extracurricular activities 
 

 reading log 
 

 for younger child, you might include a tape of your child reading at various 
times during the year 

 

 list/description of projects and achievements 
 
 I made sure I included my own comments about each girl’s progress and 
was honest about any areas needing further attention. I did not include the 
originals of any items, but made photocopies for the portfolio. You will want a 
receipt for the portfolio from the clerk who accepts it at the superintendent’s 
office.  
 
(Some lesson planning books, like My Homeschool Planner, include spaces for 
all pertinent portfolio information. With work samples and photos added, this 
sort of plan book might be a simple method of portfolio preparation.) 
 
 

 
 
 
[Nothing in this section should be construed as legal advice. While legal 
acceptance of evaluations and portfolios may vary from province to 
province, the general information can be beneficial to a parent who would 
like to have her child evaluated or would like to compile a portfolio for her 
own purposes.] 
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To Grade or Not to Grade 
 

Vicki Bentley, HSLDA Toddlers to Tweens Consultant 
 
 

Why grade before high school? 
 
At the elementary and junior high levels, grades are a progress report of sorts, a 
mechanism for a teacher in a conventional setting to let parents know how a 
child is doing. The report card qualifies and quantifies how the child is doing in 
school – in other words, what subjects he has covered and how well he has 
learned them. Grades typically also go into the child’s cumulative academic file, 
in case of transfer or need for review of his progress. 

 
As a homeschool parent, you observe your child on a daily basis and can 
probably determine pretty accurately in which areas he is strong and in which 
areas he could use some maturity or additional help. His verbal interaction with 
you, his hands-on activities, written work, periodic subject-matter tests (if you 
use them), and his achievement of goals you have set for him are all informal 
indicators of his progress and help you evaluate and tweak your homeschooling 
plan. You may not feel any need for grades or report cards in the earlier years. 
 
Some parents find that grades or report cards provide a motivation for their 
children to make progress, especially as the students approach the junior high 
years. Local businesses may offer rewards to children, such as free ice cream or 
games of bowling, based on report card grades.  And some provinces may 
require homeschool grades or progress reports by law. [If in doubt about 
provincial requirements, members should contact HSLDA’s legal staff for 
specific guidance.] 
 
So…whether it’s for a provincial requirement or simply for your own records, 
how do you grade your children’s work? 
  

Making the grade 
 
Many parents find it reassuring to have some sort of guidelines for academic 
milestones, such as Robin Sampson's What Your Child Needs to Know When,  
with checklists for evaluating progress in language arts, math, science, and 
social studies (K-8th) as well as character development. A scope-and-sequence 
guideline can help you determine age- and developmentally appropriate 
content.  
  
Even in most provinces that require grades or report cards by their statutes, it 
may be sufficient to mark a child’s work as passing vs failing, or satisfactory vs 
unsatisfactory, especially in earlier grades. (Again, when in doubt, members 
should contact the HSLDA legal staff.) 
 
If you choose to use actual letter grades, first define your grading scale—or 
which number scores will be awarded which letter grades (such as A, B, C). 
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Some parents find it helpful to contact the local school to ask if they use, say, a 
seven-point or a ten-point scale (the latter meaning that 91-100 would be an A, 
81-90 a B, and so on). While this is usually only an issue for high school 
transcripts, it could also become relevant if your province requires grades, 
because your child’s seven-point-scale B could be the equivalent of the local 
school’s ten-point-scale A, and the superintendent could misinterpret your 
homeschooler’s progress.  
 
The actual issuing of grades can depend somewhat on how you “school.” If your 
children use textbooks, grading can be as simple as keeping track of daily work, 
quiz, and test scores. Less conventional approaches, such as unit studies or 
Charlotte Mason or “living” books, can be a bit more challenging.  
Here are just a few options: 
 

 Assign a point value to each task, based roughly on the time and effort 
estimated to complete the work. At the end of the unit or grading period, 
add up the points earned, divide by possible number of points to get a 
percentage score, which can then be translated into a letter grade, based 
on whatever grading scale you choose. For example, if your assignments 
added up to a possible 363 points and the student earned 332 points, 
you would divide 332 (earned) by 363 (possible) to get a score of 91—an 
A on either standard grading scale. 

 

 Base the letter grade on achievement + effort:  C = average work (covered 
just the basics); B = above-average work (covered the basics but read a 
bit more or discussed the material or worked hard to present the 
material in a creative way); A = excellent work (covered the basics + read 
extra, wrote on the topic above basic requirements, delved into the 
subject in more detail, and so on). 

 

 Assign work on a contract basis (more appropriate for middle schoolers 
than for most elementary students). For example: Make a list of the 
assignments that must be completed satisfactorily to earn a C (this is the 
lowest contract grade we offered in our homeschool, as it was average 
work); this would be the minimum to adequately cover the topic, usually 
including reading, reporting (written or oral), and vocabulary. To earn a 
B, the student must satisfactorily complete all the C work, plus an 
additional assignment (or two, or three). To earn an A, the student would 
add to those assignments some additional work, usually a writing 
assignment, significant reading assignment or project. 

 
Then there is the question of how to actually evaluate the work. The good 
news is you don’t have to reinvent the wheel--there are many rubrics or guides. 
A rubric defines the criteria for assessment (in our case, grading) – specific 
expectations, what will be counted, and other considerations. Teresa Moon’s 
book, Evaluating for Excellence (formerly titled How Do You Know They Know 
What They Know), is out of print but is a good resource if you can find or 
borrow a copy. In a recent HSLDA e-newsletter, Faith Berens outlined “How to 
Document Your Child’s Progress” (www.hslda.org/specialneeds) and while some 
of it is specific to special needs, much is general, and Faith includes some 

http://www.hslda.org/specialneeds
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helpful assessment guides. Evaluating Writing (Dave Marks) or Evaluate Writing 
the Easy Way (Janice Campbell) can give you confidence in guiding your young 
writer’s revisions.  
 
For example, in one family, students submitting their unit study notebooks 
knew in advance that their work would be evaluated on the following criteria: 
 
Promptness  (25 points) 
Neatness (10) 
Content (200) 
Expression (vocabulary usage, descriptions, etc.) (25) 
Mechanics (punctuation, grammar, spelling)  (25) 
Graphics (cover, charts, illustrations)   (15) 
Extra credit work 

The student knew the possible score was 300, but he could do extra work to 
assure a higher grade. 
 

Keep the main thing the main thing 

(or: Remember why you are homeschooling) 
 
There is not a right or wrong answer to the grading dilemma (unless you are in 
a mandated-by-law province, of course). As a parent, you get to decide: In this 
season of learning, will a report card encourage or discourage your child? (Again, 
remember that this is for the pre-high-school years. For high school, you’ll be 
keeping a transcript. See www.hslda.org/highschool for more information.) 
 
If grades will help your child stay motivated to better himself or to stay on 
track, by all means consider grading. And if your province requires grading, 
even more impetus! However, the focus in the elementary years should 
generally be on creating an intellectually stimulating environment, rather than 
an intellectually demanding environment, according to Renee and Mike 
Mosiman, authors of The Smarter Preschooler. (Yes, it’s a book for preschool 
parents, but the concept applies throughout the early years.)  
 
So while we want to encourage academic diligence and excellence, we must 
remember that grades provide just one “snapshot” of who our children are.  
 
Academic giftedness is not the only measure of intelligence—it’s just the most 
easily discernible in a typical school setting. (For more on multiple intelligences, 
see “Finding the Gift in Your Child” in session four.) As parents, we recognize 
that some of our children may exhibit great talent in some areas, while other 
children excel in other areas. In addition to teaching our children the basic 
skills and content areas, we can encourage our children to delve more deeply 
and excel in their own areas of interest or talent.  
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.hslda.org/highschool
http://www.hslda.org/elink.asp?id=8328
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A few resources: 
 
Weaver Skills Evaluation (K-6th) https://www.aop.com/curriculum/shop-
weaver/skills-evaluation  
 
“End-of-Year Assessments” newsletter    
http://www.hslda.org/earlyyears/Testing.asp  
 
“What Records Should I Keep?” 
http://www.hslda.org/elert/archive/elertarchive.aspx?6631 
includes some resources to not only keep grades and other records, but guide 
you through some basics of how to grade.  
 
Writing rubric by Suzanne Scott, especially helpful for middle school/junior 
high 
https://oxycopyrightandculture.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/writingrubric-
page-001.jpg 
 
High school recordkeeping  www.hslda.org/highschool 
 
 
____________________________  
 

This article is adapted from a newsletter published at www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens, 
November 2015. Used with permission. 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

https://www.aop.com/curriculum/shop-weaver/skills-evaluation
https://www.aop.com/curriculum/shop-weaver/skills-evaluation
http://www.hslda.org/earlyyears/Testing.asp
http://www.hslda.org/elert/archive/elertarchive.aspx?6631
https://oxycopyrightandculture.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/writingrubric-page-001.jpg
https://oxycopyrightandculture.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/writingrubric-page-001.jpg
http://www.hslda.org/highschool
http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Teaching Tips 
 

 
This will be an informally-structured session to share some ideas that have been 
helpful or sound like interesting ideas to try. 
 
Have you noticed “teachable moments” in your day? Any examples? 
[ “A teachable moment is an unplanned event during the day that adults can use as a learning opportunity 

for kids. When a child displays an action or behavior that can be used as a learning tool, parents … should 

capitalize on the moment, and provide the opportunity to extend or expand the child's learning.” (Susan 

Baxter, APlaceOfOurOwn.org)] 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
If you have more than one child, what things have you implemented to 
incorporate “multi-level teaching,” or are you teaching each child every subject 
on separate levels? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you have tried unit studies, what are some things that have worked for you? 
 
 
 

 

It may be simpler to try a unit study approach BASED ON something 
that seems logical to you. For example, if it seems to you that 

history is the basis of most learning, then choose your unit studies 
based on the study of history. You could study art, science, music, 
and literature based on periods of history, stressing the people and 

the “stories” of the time period, and how the goings-on during the 
time period influenced the music, art, and inventions.  

 Other options are to choose a science-based approach, or 
literature, or character qualities, or Biblical chronology, etc. 

 By selecting one common denominator, you tie together your 

studies and give yourself a guideline for progressing, and help 
yourself minimize the inevitable “gaps.” A timeline helps tie it all 
together - or a notebook of topics covered (let the children create 
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their own “books”). 
 

 
How do you approach science? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Teaching science is often intimidating because we tend to equate 
science with involved “artificial” laboratory studies and tons of 

trivial details.  
  

Science is simply the study of God’s creation. We LIVE in the 
laboratory! If we realize that the natural world around us tells us 
about God and his character, we can be excited about the 

opportunity to study the world around us to know Him better.   
 

 We get to be naturalists, studying plants and animals and 
other created things in their natural settings, rather than only 
scientists who take things out of those settings so they can be 

dissected and analyzed. We can combine the two. 
 
 Also, science (or any subject) doesn’t have to be 

compartmentalized into an hour a day, Monday – Friday, or two 
hours on Wednesday. We can study God’s creation as we find 

opportunity to look things up, answer questions about the world 
around us, read living books, go on nature walks, keep nature 
journals, etc. 

 
 I recommend field guides. Sam’s Club usually has a few, and 
the library often has a selection. I have them in different “levels,” 

from very basic for younger kids, up through adult level Audubon 
guides. I think we have guides for weather, birds, rocks, trees, 

wildflowers, butterflies, insects, mammals, stars, and more. Some 
good ones are the Golden Guides and the Audubon pocket guides, 
plus the classic National Audubon Society field guides.  
 

 
 
What are some of your favorite science resources? 
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What about language arts? What approaches have you tried and what materials 
have you used or would you like to try? 
 
 

 

A combination of phonics and some basic sight words seems to work 
well for most children. If your child is young and is not reading yet, 
don’t panic. If he seems to be inquisitive about other things around 

him but just isn’t interested in reading yet, that could be because he 
is concentrating on other things and just isn’t ready yet. Many 

children, especially boys, don’t really “get into” reading until 8 or 9. 
 
  If he seems to do well in language otherwise, and has a decent 

grasp of basic concepts, you can do other reading readiness things, 
like letting him copy short passages that you have read together, or 

reading aloud and having him narrate the story back to you. This 
strengthens his listening skills, develops his mental organization 
skills, as well as his oral language skills. This is also a wonderful 

prerequisite to organizing his thoughts on paper once he begins 
writing.  
 

 Narration is simply having the child re-tell, in his own words, 
what you have told him or read to him. 

 
 Once he is a little older, you can add dictation as a step up 
from copying. In dictation, the child reads a passage with you, then 

you dictate the passage to him, bit by bit (the older he is, the longer 
the “bits”) and have him write it down from what he hears and what 
he knows of grammar.  

        After I read it in the smaller parts, I go back and read it again 
with vocal inflections that indicate punctuation. Then I let the 

student have the original piece against which to “correct” his own 
paper. I explain any errors (we don’t “grade” them) – this becomes 
the basis for short grammar lessons – what better way to learn 

grammar than as the need arises to learn a concept? Any misspelled 
words become part of the spelling list for the next week.  

 
 I have read that Benjamin Franklin learned to write by taking 
notes as he read other pieces, or listened to sermons or other 

orations, etc., then he used his notes to “reconstruct” a piece on 
the topic. This helped him to learn good note-taking skills as well as 
agility of mind and organization of thought. He did this for many 
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years, until his reconstructions were often improvements on the 
original works!   
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What are some of your favorite read-aloud books? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What do you use for math? What do you like about it and what could use 
improvement? What supplemental ideas or games have you found to help you 
teach the concepts? 
 
 
 

My kids struggled with place value, so we used popsicle sticks – I 
rubber-banded groups of ten together. Ten groups of ten were tied 
together to make hundreds. This helped with the concept of 

regrouping. We could actually un-bundle a “ten” and turn it into ten 
“units” (or “ones,” as you and I called them growing up) to add to 

our meager stack of units, if needed.  
 
We also counted with large dried lima beans. 

 
For books that called for Cuisenaire rods, I substituted Common 

Sense Press Math Blocks. They are the same size (centimeter 
measurements), but they are scored on the side at the centimeter 
and they have knobs on top, like Legos. I could never keep track of 

which smooth Cuisenaire rods were twos, which were sixes, etc. (I 
know they are different colors, but I couldn’t remember which 
colors stood for what, either.) This way, I could count the knobs.   
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Other ideas: 
Foreign Language resources 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Other subjects of interest  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recordkeeping 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lesson planning 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Paperwork 
 
 
 
 

See more ideas at www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens 

 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Multi-Level Teaching 

(or: How to Homeschool More than One Child) 

 

Homeschooling one child can be challenging enough, but adding more children 
can make  a homeschool mom feel like the juggler doing the zany plate-spinning 
act, rushing from pole to pole to give each a quick twirl to keep those plates in 
the air. This month, I’d like to share some hints for keeping the homeschooling 
“plates” from crashing to the floor—from a mom who admits to cleaning up 

plenty of broken plates. 

1. Set goals and prioritize. Map out your year but be flexible (use pencil!). 
“Add to your faith, virtue; and to virtue, knowledge...” (2 Peter 1:5). You’ll want 
to include character training and Biblical discipleship as well as academics.  
(It’s much easier to teach an obedient, diligent, cheerful child!)  

And speaking of academics: Don’t make it complicated. In the younger years, 
your goal is to build relationships within your family while nurturing their 
relationships with God, and facilitating experiential learning—“hooks” on which 
they can hang his learning about God’s world. Many parents feel most confident 
if they concentrate on mastery of the foundational skills areas of language arts 
and math at each child’s own level, and then add a multi-level approach in the 
content areas of history/geography, science, and arts by utilizing family-
friendly, non-graded materials.  

2. Organize your home and your schedule for success. Simplify your 
homemaking and your chores. Have a routine, but be flexible! Build in some 
“down” time as well as catch-up time. Have realistic expectations, and create an 
environment conducive to a learning lifestyle!  

3.  Encourage independent study. Train them to work without you right at 
their sides each moment; this may be difficult at first, but it really does get 
easier! Have educational “while you wait for Mom” materials on hand for those 
times that a student needs to wait a few moments for help. Consider using the 
computer for drills, research, educational software. Make it easy for them to 
correct their own work in skills areas such as math. Consider giving him his 
own planner with his assignments listed so he can move forward at his own 

pace, or try Sue Patrick’s workbox system. Categorize materials into “learning 
stations” to make self-study more user-friendly; some items to include might be 
cassettes or CDs, supplemental workbooks or coloring books, games, or drills, 
as well as books on various topics related to the studies at hand. Most of all, 
remember that they do what you inspect, not necessarily what you expect, so do 
stay nearby and available. 

4.  Include your little ones. Provide “mommy time” early and often; if you 
spend time with the little ones first, they will be more content playing nearby on 
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their own while you work with the older children. (Need ideas? Check our 
resources section at www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens ). Include your toddler as 
a young learner; you’ll be amazed how much he’ll pick up by the trickle-down 
approach! Include the younger ones in the discussions; don’t expect an answer, 
but don’t discount that possibility, either! Keep educational toys nearby for the 
younger ones during the lesson times. For more insights, read “What to Do with 
Your Preschooler” and Mary Pride’s “Top Tips for Teaching Toddlers.”  

5.  Read aloud. Hearing good literature read aloud encourages in children a 
love for language, builds vocabulary, motivates them to read, and encourages 
them to use their imagination. They have a much higher receptive vocabulary 
than reading vocabulary, so it’s okay to read books aloud that are well above 
their reading level. Stop occasionally to let them narrate back to you or to 
dramatize what you’ve read.  Leave time for discussion and enjoy the 
experience! 

6.  Adapt curriculum or use multi-level materials, especially in content (non-
skills) subjects. These might include: 

 textbooks or workbooks  

 workbooks 

 living books 

 biographies 

 historical fiction 

 CDs and videos 

 games  

 projects/experiments 

To adapt your textbooks, use the table of contents (from the oldest child’s book) 
as a guide, then use “living” books for learning time, modifying assignments for 
younger ones. Skim chapters, noting vocabulary (bold words or vocabulary 
lists), timelines, important people, project ideas, and experiments or field trips. 
You might use just this one book, or you might find lower level texts that cover 
similar topics for the younger ones, then use them as references. 

Or you may prefer to simply use the same multi-level, family-friendly, content-
area program for all, such as Konos, Tapestry of Grace, Trail Guide to Learning, 
or Five in a Row, to list a few. 

If you are concerned that you may miss key concepts you want to cover with 
your younger ones, a scope-and-sequence guide can help you check off the 
milestones; check our list in HSLDA’s article  “What Should I Be Teaching?” at 
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens (under the Curriculum tab). 

_____________________________  

See the one-hour workshop of this topic at the HSLDA store at https://store.hslda.org/8-8-2015-
basics--beyond-for-homeschooling-toddlers-to-tweens--recorded-event-p818.aspx 

Adapted from HSLDA’s July 2009 Toddlers to Tweens e-newsletter. Used with permission. 
www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens  

 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
https://store.hslda.org/8-8-2015-basics--beyond-for-homeschooling-toddlers-to-tweens--recorded-event-p818.aspx
https://store.hslda.org/8-8-2015-basics--beyond-for-homeschooling-toddlers-to-tweens--recorded-event-p818.aspx
http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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Suggested resources for Teaching Tips ideas: 
 
 
 
The Teaching Home magazine (back issues available; now published as an e-
zine at www.teachinghome.com; soon to be back in circulation as a print 
periodical) 
 
Gaining Confidence to Teach by Debbie Strayer  
 
Easy Homeschooling Techniques and Easy Homeschool Curriculum by Lorraine 
Curry 
 
Teaching Tips & Techniques by Kathryn Stout (Design-a-Study) 

 
Ruth Beechick’s books all have sound, helpful, practical advice based on a 
common-sense approach to education. Check at any of the major curriculum 
providers’ sites (see list from first session) for Beechick’s materials. 
 
www.hslda.org contains helpful links and resources; see individual sections 
such as Toddlers to Tweens (preschool thru eighth grade), High School, and 
Struggling Learners. Also visit www.hslda.ca for resource suggestions. 
 
www.vegsource.com/homeschool - Several chat boards related to various topics 
of study in home education. Enter with caution; not a strictly-Christian chat 
group, but very friendly and helpful. 
 
Local support group e-loop or newsletter – If you have a question to post, you 
will generally get a good amount of feedback from other moms who have gone 
before you! 
 
Books specific to certain topics, such as learning styles, will include helpful 
ideas for implementation, so be sure to check other Home Education 101 
chapter resources for more helpful ideas! 
 
Others: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.teachinghome.com/
http://www.hslda.org/
http://www.hslda.ca/
http://www.vegsource.com/homeschool
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Notes 
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Organize Your Home: 

Create a “Learning Lifestyle” Environment 
 
 
 

  
 How this impacts home education 
 Creating a “learning lifestyle” environment 
 Field-tested practical tips   
 Suggested resources 
 Q & A 
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Organize Your Home 
To Create an Environment for a “Learning Lifestyle” 

 

 
 
 
 
 

rganization is NOT about an immaculate house or quintessential 
neatness. There is not any one BEST way. Organization is a means of 
functioning effectively and efficiently, and you must find what works for 

you and your home. 
 Why get organized? To beat stress and be in control of your day, to 
accomplish what God has for you for today. I Corinthians 14:40 says, “Let all 
things be done decently and in order.” 
 It’s all about stuff and time. In an earlier session, we discussed the 
importance of organizing our time. We went over basic time management skills, 
lesson planning, sample schedules, etc. to help our households run smoothly 
and efficiently. 
 This session, let’s look at how to physically organize our homes—
including our stuff—to make the best use of our space and our time—because  
if we can find things and move through our houses easily, we will save time and 
effort. 
 Some physical household management will overlap with time 
management. For example, a chore system or household tasks system will help 
you stay on top of the cleaning and maintenance, but it also falls under time 
management. None of this is carved in stone. Glean from this what you can. 
Ask your spouse and family about key areas to “target” for improvement, and 
pray about areas that may need your concentration. 
 There are many “systems” to help you get started or motivated to take 
control of your surroundings—we will mention a few for starters, and you ladies 
can discuss what has worked—or not worked—for you. Some people will like 
the “in your face” approach of FlyLady, while others will appreciate the one-

item-a-day task listing in The 70-Day Rush Hour Challenge. Entire books are 
devoted to How to Organize Your Stuff, so we certainly cannot cover it all here, 
but we can find a starting point and pick up/pass along some helpful tips. 
 
Let’s talk about:  

 What is important to your family 

 Where you need to begin 

 Organizational challenges unique to homeschoolers 
 

O 
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Five Key Questions 
 

(adapted from Julie Morgenstern’s Organizing from the Inside Out, Owl Books, Henry Holt & 
Company, New York, 1998) 

 

 
1. What is working (and why?) (You can smile through this one!) 

 

 
Start with the positive. Yes, we hang our keys up and can always 
find them. Yes, our shoes are generally in our closets. Yes, I can 

always put my hands on a clean dish towel. 
 

 
 
 
 

2. What’s NOT working [and why not]? (You can groan through this one, but 
no whining!) 

 
 

 

 
I can never find…  [a stamp / my keys / a pen / phone 

message ] 
 
I have no place to put… [ dishes to serve / mail to go out / the 

remote control / clean towels] 
 

There’s no room for… [ my husband’s books / videos / the 
phone ] 
 

I can’t _______ because of the clutter [scrapbook / cook / sleep]  
 
I’m losing money on… [replacing stuff I can’t find / late 

payments for bills I forget to pay / library fines for overdue 
books ] 

 
The chaos makes me feel…  [like a crummy wife/mom  
/overwhelmed / like giving up / like putting the kids back in 

school so I can try to catch up – I just can’t do it all] 
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3. What items are most essential to you? 

 Most of us use 20% of what we own. What is your 20%? 

 What are you trying to accomplish in your life as a whole? 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Why do you want to get organized? 
 

 
[ to feel more on top of things / save money / save my marriage / 

keep my kids ] 

        

 
 

 
 
 

5. What’s causing problems? 
 
 

 

Technical errors (can be fixed) 
[ need more shelving in school room / make hanging bar to hang 

clothes from dryer / implement a filing system ] 
 
External realities (need compensation) 

[ house is 960 square feet and I need double-duty furniture / we 
can’t keep all these videos! ] 
 

Psychological obstacles (need to re-think, or develop new habits) 
[ I HAVE to stay on top of this paper stuff / I need to check my 

Action files each day /  need to spend Quiet Time with the Lord 
each day to focus before I begin / I can’t expect him to put his 
socks in the hamper – I just need to do it if it bothers me for the 

socks to be on the bedside rug and be thankful I have a precious 
spouse to leave socks on the floor ] 

 
 

 

 

Parent workbook contains the rest of this session’s information in 

its entirety. Please go over it together, adding your own helpful 
ideas and encouraging them to share theirs. 
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I Know It’s Here…Somewhere 
Practical Ideas for Getting – and Staying - Organized 

  
 
 Although homeschool moms have tasks common to most moms, we also 
have challenges unique to the 24/7 proximity of our families, the amount of 
time we may spend in the car (van?) on field trips, and the often-overwhelming 
amount of paperwork (and other “stuff”) generated by a houseful of children. 
Here are a few helpful ideas to get you started. Please share other ideas or 
questions that come to mind as you peruse this list. 
 
Set up a Command Center Remember The Bridge on “Star Trek”? This should 
be an area close to your family’s activities in the house, not totally isolated - 

you want to actually use it!  
 
Have a plan. Some sort of planner, calendar, and/or note system will be helpful 
(see resources, etc.). Because our family tends to be predominantly visual, I find 
it helpful to use lists like the Tidy Room checklist. I also have a weekly chore 
chart system that incorporates child training with housekeeping. (The Everyday 
Family Chore System) 
 
Store items closest to point of use. In our small mobile home, I don’t have 
space for a silverware drawer, so I stood five pretty blue plastic cups in a nice 
basket on the counter and put spoons, tablespoons, forks, salad forks, and 
butter knives in the five cups. The basket sits on the counter in a corner, next 
to the dish drainer and below the cabinet that contains the dishes and cups. 
What started as a compensation for too little space turned out to be a 
wonderfully convenient storage of flatware. When the girls set the table, the 
silverware is right there with the dishes, one or two steps from the table. When 
they empty the dish drainer, they don’t even have to move to put the silverware 
away!  
 Notice if you habitually must go somewhere else to get what you need to 
accomplish a task. Ask yourself if it can be stored closer at hand, or if it would 
be practical to have a duplicate item to keep at the task location. Keep stamps 
and envelopes in the bill-paying area. Store extra staples near the stapler. Ask 
yourself: Where would I look for this? Where do I most often use this? 
 
Simplify housework. Clutter is not the first problem (although it surely may 
seem that way sometimes!) – Ask God to free you from any bondage to things. 
 The chore system I mentioned earlier helps me to narrow down my 

household routine (or  household blessing, a la FlyLady!) to certain tasks. In 
this way, I accomplish what I have decided is important, and am not as easily 
sidetracked by other “would be nice” items. 
 
Streamline the kitchen. You will gain counter and drawer space by paring 
down the number of gadgets. Organize the pantry and freezer so you can cook 
more efficiently (see Leanne Ely’s articles on FlyLady). Get rid of extra 
cookbooks you never use. Stand those cookie sheets and baking pans and 
cooling racks in $4 lid racks from K-Mart. Purge the leftover containers and 
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invest $10 in a matching assortment with lids that stack together, bases that 
nest, etc. Keep all the mixing items near the baking center, and the pots and 
pans near the stove. Consider a knife magnet or block for your knives, to free 
up a drawer. Ikea and others sell small racks that can be set up on the back of 
the stove to hold salt and pepper, timer, oft-used spices, etc. and can save 
counter space. Hang a small metal bookstand on two plastic hooks inside a 
cabinet door, to be quickly retrieved to stand your cookbook on the counter, 
then swiftly returned to the hooks during after-dinner cleanup. 
 
Make your kitchen kid-friendly. If you want them to fix their own breakfast, 
put the cereal or other breakfast items where they can reach them. Put dishes 
in a cabinet low enough for them to set the table or get their own drinks (unless 
you are trying to avoid this!). 
 
Speaking of kitchen cabinets: Put your support group phone list in a 
plastic page protector and tape inside a cabinet door for reference! 
 
Clean out the car. Take everything out, including the junk behind the seats 
(hidden in those big pockets) and in the glove box. Put back the essentials into 
the glove box (registration, insurance card, maybe a map or emergency 
numbers, flashlight, etc.). Be sure to put a supply of trash bags in the car (our 
van has a small wastebasket behind the driver’s seat) and use/empty the bags 
regularly.  
 Corral those dangerously rolling items in a laundry basket or a 
cardboard box in the trunk or back of the van. I have a basket for things to be 
delivered/dropped off, and a basket of things that stay in the car (emergency 
kit, bottles of water – real dangers when they roll underfoot, library returns file, 
paper towels, jumper cables, etc.). 
 
Have an Errand Box. If you tend to forget to return items, or forget to put them 
in the car, make yourself an Errand Box or Errand Basket. On a shelf near my 
front door is a basket into which I deposit items to be picked up or returned or 
dropped off somewhere next time I go out. On the same shelf is a pretty napkin 
holder that contains the outgoing mail. I usually stash my wallet or purse on 
the same shelf, so I am reminded to check the basket when I grab my wallet to 
leave the house; the keys are on a hook nearby.  
 In another house, we had a small armoire near the front entry in which I 
housed a basket for things-to-go-out, a shelf for the library basket, and shelf 
space for my purse and cell phone. A $5 key rack from Lowe’s held several sets 
of car keys inside the armoire door (I used 3M removable adhesive to stick the 
rack up). 

 
Consider taking toys out of kids’ rooms and having a toy closet. I 
remember a childhood friend whose room was totally devoid of anything but 
beds and dressers and a cushy rug. When we wanted to play a game or with a 
toy, we went to the closet in the hall and got the game or toy, took it to the rug, 
and then put it back in the closet when we were done. Also, when the closet 
was full, they had “enough” toys. 
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 Another option is to select a handful of toys and books to keep out, then 
store the rest away. Every six months, trade the toys on display with some of 
the toys in storage, and it will seem to your child that he has all new playthings! 
 
Color code when possible. Assign each child a color and buy towels, napkins, 
cups, etc. in those colors. You will easily know whose towel is on the floor, 
which basket the math book goes into, which file the papers go in, etc. 
 
Pre-sort laundry. Instead of a jumbo hamper that holds several loads that 
must be sorted prior to washing, consider a multi-compartment sorter or 
stacking recycling bins (or separate laundry baskets, if you have the space). 
Teach the children to put the correct color items in each basket (label lights, 
darks, colors, or whatever you choose). It will be much simpler to just toss a 
load into the washer if it is pre-sorted. 
 
Laminate your books and answer keys. Use clear contact paper to cover 
paperback books, workbooks, answer keys, etc.; your materials will last longer. 
 
Store magazines upright. There are some magazines that I feel I must keep for 
reference, so I store them in plastic or heavy cardboard magazine holders. If 
those are too spendy, cut a Cheerios box at an angle to accommodate your 
magazines, booklets, pamphlets, teacher keys, etc. 
 
Appliance manuals and receipts can be stored in plastic page protectors or 
zipper bags in a binder. Or file warranties for indoor appliances in one file and 
outdoor in another. Keep receipts or copies of receipts with the manuals for 
easier warranty service. 
 
Deal with paperwork now instead of later. Homeschool moms accumulate a 
phenomenal amount of paper. (See the article about filing!)  We will cover paper 
management later in this session. 
 
Keep track of library books. Have one location for library books (library 
basket, shelf, etc.) and remind the children to always return books/videos to 
that location. Clip a copy of the library book printout or the check-out cards to 
the basket so you will be sure you have all the books upon your return trip. 
Because I check out a lot of books at a time (as do most homeschoolers!), I 
found that I could not always be positive the books were returned unless I made 
a checklist, which was time consuming for me, and I often found myself 
presented with a list of books outstanding that I was sure we had turned in 
(and sure enough, they were found on the library’s shelf!).  

 The system we found helpful was to carry the books straight from the car 
to the photocopier at the library. I stand as many books on their spines as I can 
fit, so the titles and hopefully call numbers fit onto the glass (I have to hold 
them upright while I leave the cover up, and close my eyes when I push Start). I 
carry the books straight to the check-in counter from the copier, and I then 
mark the date and branch location on the photocopy. This gives me a record of 
all the books returned, and I am 100% sure of what got turned in where. I put 
this paper in a file that stays in the back of my car. It costs me up to about fifty 
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cents per library visit, but this is considerably less than the cost of a 
replacement for one book I was sure we turned in.  
 
Have a short term holding area, if needed. Picked something up and aren’t 
sure where it goes yet? Have a small short-term holding area (one designated 
basket or drawer or shelf) but plan regularly to clear it out.  
 
Of course, it’s better to have a place for everything and everything in its 
place. When you are in a time crunch and want to have the house tidied, it is 
so much simpler to put things into pre-designated, logical spots than to try to 
figure out good places to stash them and then just hope you can figure out later 
where you stuffed them. Again, ask yourself: Where would I look for this later? 
 
Manage your school area. Keep school tools handy and convenient, in a 

specific location. In our house, we charged a 25-cent deposit before the 
scissors, tape, etc. could be removed from Mom’s desk to another room. If Mom 
had to ask for the item to be returned, the deposit was forfeited.  
 Teach the children to manage their paperwork. Regularly sit with them 
and walk them through the purging/organizing process. Video or photograph 
non-heart-rending projects and keep the picture in a scrapbook or file the tape, 
then give away the original (Grandma?). 
 Put books on shelves by categories so you can find what you need when 
you need it. You can even mark different categories with colored dots on the 
spines. 
 Bookshelves are a girl’s best friend! Organize your shelves so most-used 
items are closest at hand, to save you unnecessary movement during the day. 
 
Keep current in your lesson planning. It is not critical what system you use. 
What is important is that you use it. If you need to make adjustments to your 
plan, that’s okay. It is essential that you regularly assess where you stand in 
your year to avoid the I-am-so-far-behind feeling.  
 
 
 
 
Other ideas: 
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  I’ve Tried Filing, But It Just Keeps Piling. . . 
  
 I seem to constantly have piles to go through. In my lesser-organized 
days, my husband bought me a de-cluttering book; I lost it on the bedside 
table. Finally finding “homes” for our stuff has been immensely helpful, but I 
have a great deal of paper related to our ministries, my part-time work from 
home, and especially homeschooling. Here are some things I have implemented, 
and I know you will all have other ideas to share with one another. 
 
 In my desk drawer, I have a purple file marked Paper Management. It 
contains a file titled Financial, another marked Bills, one marked To File 
(general) and another marked Reference, as well as Jim’s To Look/Discuss file 
(see earlier reference). Behind the purple folder are my dated Action Files. 

 
 In a perfect world: When a piece of paper crosses my desk, I have to 
determine if I can throw it away or if it needs further action. Before I decide to 
keep it for reference, I ask myself if I will be able to easily put my hands on it 
from another source; if yes, I pitch it. 
 If Jim needs to see it, it goes into his yellow folder. He will look at it and 
either take his own appropriate action or put it into my Action Folder so I know 
I can do with it what I need to. 
 If it just needs filing for future reference, I put the paper into Financial, 
Bills, To File (general), or Reference. If it needs action, I put it into the Action 
File. 
  
 The Action File consists of twelve monthly folders and four weekly 
folders (some people do daily, but that is too micro-managed for me). A hanging 
file folder holds the four weekly folders: One says 1-8, another says 9-16, then 
17-24, and 25-31. Items for the current month go into these folders, depending 
on when I need to look at the item again. If I don’t need it for a month or two, I 
put it in the appropriate monthly file folder (next hanging folder back). At the 
end of a month, I pull all the next month’s Action items from the next month’s 
folder and slot into the weekly folders, depending on what needs to be attended 
to when.  
 For example: Today is March 15. I receive an invitation to a wedding May 
5. I trash any extraneous papers (extra envelopes, tissue liner, etc), check my 
calendar to see if we are even available, pencil the date into my calendar just in 
case, and put the invitation in Jim’s yellow folder. 
 He looks at it, decides it is a possibility, and pops it into my 9-16 Action 
folder so I will look at it the next day. I check my folder, see that he has marked 

it Okay, Let’s Go. So I immediately Rsvp to the address on the envelope and put 
the reply notecard in the Outgoing Mail decorative napkin holder on the shelf by 
the front door. 
 Meanwhile, I jot myself a note to Buy wedding gift for Ben and Jenny (in 
my little notebook) and I pop the invitation in the May folder. At the end of 
April, that invitation will come out of hibernation in the May folder and get put 
into the 1-8 folder for use in May. 
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 In the same drawer, I have a black file stand that holds about fifteen files 
upright. In this holder, I stand files for current projects so I can retrieve them 
easily. 
 Bigger projects merit their own boxes. For example, I have a big basket 
with pending HEAV speaker paperwork because I am currently knee-deep in 
the convention; individual speakers have files in a plastic Speaker Files box. 
  
 This only works well if I regularly spend time filing the To File items, and 
purging old files. I schedule time into my weekly schedule each week to work 
on filing and desk work. 
 
 This weekly schedule sits in a flip-style 4x6-inch photo album on its own 
self-easel ($1 from The Dollar Tree) on my desk, right next to my computer 
monitor and beside my daily planner book. At the end of each day, I flip the 
page to the next day (Monday through Sunday). It is a visual reminder of my 
basic routine, and it sits next to my computer so I am reminded often! 
 
 I am also a big fan of those 70-page spiral notebooks that go on sale for 
about 15 cents each at Back-to-School time. One sits on my desk with a pencil 
nearby for jotting phone messages. We take a phone message (either in person 
or transcribed from the machine), then make a line under it to separate it from 
the next message. When I have responded, I check it off, or I mark LM for Left 
Message or RNA for Ring, No Answer, so I can tell the caller what action I took if 
I am questioned. 
 Another notebook is in the front of my desk drawer for all those little 
notes I take to compare things on the internet. You know what I mean – you 
check out 37 sites to find the best buy on comforters, but now you don’t know 
where all the little pieces of paper are or which sites were best. Keep them all 
together this way. 
 I also have a little black “catch-all” notebook ($4ish from Wal-mart) 
with little dividers marked To Do – short term, Reference – short term, To Do – 
long term, Reference – long term, Projects – short term, Project – long term, and 
Delegated. If I remember to use this, I avoid all the little notes all over the house 
and my purse. I jot down notes to myself as things come up, then transfer them 
to my planner if necessary, or just follow up. (Thanks to Brook at 70-Day 
Challenge for these category breakdowns) 
 
 Another system that works well uses those little stickie notes (thanks, 
Flo Feldman of Clearly Organized). At the bottom of the stickie, write a key word 
(Moms Meeting). Further up the note, write your message to yourself (take 
refreshments). Then stick it to a To-Do file folder, piece of paper, notebook, wall, 

or whatever you choose. The next note gets added overlapping upwardly, so all 
that shows of the first note is the keyword (Moms Meeting) and you can flip the 
next note up to read beneath it to see the Take refreshments part. When you 
have finished the To-Do item, you can throw away the note or file for future 
reference in a file folder (especially helpful if you have jotted phone numbers or 
notes for a project – just mark the folder as an archive for that project). 
 I use the stickie system for actions I need to take using the computer, 
where a paper To-Do list is not effective for me. I put the little tiny stickies up 
the RIGHT side of my monitor (work on mentor group, send bios to Kati, call 
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Apologia re workshop, proof workshops, etc.). Once an item is done, I can throw 
the note out if there is no further action. If it’s something I need to check on 
again (progress report?) or have delegated and need to follow up, I put the 
stickies up the LEFT side of the monitor and I know to check on that again 
later. [UPDATE: I now use the Stickie Notes feature on my computer desktop.] 
 
 My latest attempt to stay on top of to-do items without having them 
clutter my desk is an easel-style plastic holder with long, clear vinyl 
pockets designed to hold little word cards for kindergarten children ($5 at Wal-
Mart; I donated the little word cards to a granddaughter, and the easel is cobalt 
blue to match my house!). Each of the five clear horizontal pockets has enough 
space for three (cheap) 3x5 cards cut in half with notes to myself such as Check 
TO DO list, Make phone calls, Send sewing machine to the shop, etc. (See photos at 

www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens under the Time Management section of the Organization tab.)  

 
 Because I am so easily distracted and terribly forgetful, this is a good 
balance between out-of-sight-out-of-mind and junk-all-over-the-desk. It is a 
defined vertical space so I cannot overtake the rest of the desk with it, and I 
must limit myself to my top action items. The rest can stay on a list in a pretty 
white cast iron napkin holder on the desk (same holder that corrals the phone 
message book and my little black notebook). Any action items that are 
contingent upon other actions can be tucked behind their prerequisites – for 
example, Buy skirt fabric and Make skirt are on cards tucked behind Send 
sewing machine to the shop, to surface when the machine is ready for action. 
 
 Include your spouse. My husband works very long shifts (leaves by 4 
am and gets home at 8-9pm) and I think of all sorts of things I want to tell him 
or ask him about taking care of, etc. - while he's away. But when he gets home, 
he only has about 30-40 minutes to eat, relax, and head to bed to get up again 
at 3:00. During that time, I can NEVER think of all the things I wanted to say, 
and I'm tempted to keep chatting while he's trying to fall asleep, or I get 
frustrated the next day about all the things I forgot to ask about. 
 So I have a bright yellow folder marked "For Jim (look/discuss)" in a spot 
he knows to look. Any mail he needs to see goes in there after I open it, any 
papers he needs to take care of, etc. After he looks at them or does what he 
needs, he pops them into the next folder, my Action file, so I can take the 
appropriate action.  
 Bills go in there for him to see as they arrive, then he marks what to pay 
when and puts them in the Bills file (same location) for me to handle. 
 I also attached some paper to the inside left of the file folder and marked 
it, "Tell Jim."  During the day, when those little flashes of insight hit, I flip the 

file open and jot them down where he will look. As we discuss them, one of us 
crosses them off. 
 At the other end of the same flap (turn folder upside down), I have paper 
marked, "For Jim to do," where I jot down things I need from the storage shed 
at his convenience, etc.  
 This puts all the communication info in one spot, where he knows to 
look, and keeps all the paperwork at my desk (since I do most of our family's 
administrative work, at his request). 
 

http://www.hslda.org/toddlerstotweens
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WHAT IS A TIDY ROOM? 
 
 

 Bed is neatly made with reasonably-clean 

linens. 
 

 All clean clothes are put away nicely in 
drawers, on hangers, etc. 

 

 All dirty clothes are enclosed in dirty-clothes 

hamper. 
 

 All shoes are neatly put away. 
 

 All books, games, toys, and activity items 

are put away in their “homes.” 
 

 Nothing is on the floor that doesn’t belong 
on the floor. 

 

 Shelves are reasonably organized and not in 
disarray. 

 

 Room is dusted/vacuumed weekly and 

windows are cleaned. 
 

 When I stand in the doorway and look in at 
the room, it looks like an orderly and 
pleasant place to be. 
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Three Basic Filing Guidelines  

An effective filing system is simply one that lets you quickly retrieve papers you 
have filed. Three basic guidelines will help you not only put those papers 
away, but to find them again when you need them! 

1. Categorize your papers.  Everything you have falls into a category – 
either a major or main category, or a sub-category. In a former home, I 
had a large filing cabinet and was able to designate one drawer Business, 
one drawer Financial/Legal, one drawer Household, and one drawer 
Reference. In my new home, I have only two milk crates, but I have the 
same categories.  

 For example, a main category might be Insurance. Some sub-categories 
 within Insurance may be:  

 Auto insurance 

 Life insurance (basic info; policies should be in a secure place) 

 Health insurance 

In your filing cabinet, your main categories should always be hanging file 
folders with a labeled tab. Your sub-categories should be labeled manila 
file folders inside the appropriate main category hanging folder. That 
way, you can pull out a whole manila folder instead of pulling out loose 
papers that will be easier to lose and harder to return to the file.  

Because of limited file space, I have resorted to a shelf of matching, 
inexpensive 3-ring binders labeled Craft Instructions, Technology How-
to’s, Family E-mail Printouts, Organization E-mail Printouts, 
Bible/Doctrinal Notes, Recipes, Support Group Correspondence, 
Household Management, Decorating Dreams, etc. Each binder serves the 
same function as a hanging file, and serves as a main category division, 
with divider labels inside that function as individual manila folders. I 
keep a 3-hole punch nearby. The rest of the suggestions still apply. If you 
have space issues, or just an aversion to file folders, try the binders! 

2. Decide on a basic method. Most people use a very basic filing system, 
or a combination of one of these three: 

 Alphabetical (A, B, C, D, etc.)  

 Chronological (Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, etc.)  

 Numerical (1, 2, 3, 4, etc.)  

 The one you choose will depend on what you're using it for. For 
example, if you need to keep files for people or companies, alphabetical 
by last name or company name usually will work best. I have financial 
and legal files sorted alphabetically in one milk crate, and household and 
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reference files alphabetically in the other. They are easily accessible to 
encourage me to file often. Reference files are the topical things you 
stash away for later, like inspirational quotes, doctrinal articles, craft 
projects, recipes to try, etc.  

 If it you need to find things by date, then chronological may be 
your choice. One of my clients assigns her clients’ record numbers 
according to the dates they retained her firm, so her clients files may 
look like this: 96.001, 96.002, etc. through, say, 05.080 (meaning the 
eightieth client retained in 2005). She then has a master alphabetical 
list. 

 Some creative people may combine systems.  For example, you 
may want your main categories to be chronological, but the sub-
categories inside to be alphabetical. This would be especially true for tax 
items or other financial records. 

3. Label the files.  A properly labeled file is easy to find quickly and to 
replace when finished. 

 Label the file folder near the top of the tab so you can easily see it 
when you're looking through your files. If the file is very 
temporary, you can use a stickie note, but be sure to label it and 
attach it securely in the same location you would have been 
printing on the folder. 

 Be consistent. I prefer to use a medium point black marker to 
label the hanging files and a fine point black marker to label the 
manila folders. Then my eye can scan the appropriate labels easily 
(or make computer labels). And print; don't use cursive script. 

 Be concise in your titles. 

 Don’t think: Where can I stash this? 

 Think: Where would I look to find this again?  
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Removing Clutter for Fun and Profit 
from The Teaching Home, Sue Welch and Cindy Short, Editors 

 
 Can you imagine how much easier your life and home schooling 
would be next fall if all the extra clutter were eliminated from your home? 
Why organize clutter that shouldn't be there in the first place? You don't 
want to spend so much time dealing with your stuff – buying it, finding it, 
organizing it, and cleaning it – that you don't have enough time to spend 
with your family. It is much easier to clean a clutter-free room. Don't spend 
money to store unused junk. Be able to find and use your things when they 
are not buried in junk. 
Summer is an ideal time to deal with clutter. Here is a step-by-step 
approach that can help you attain your goal of a clutter-free home! 
 
1. Pray.   Pray that the Lord will help you and your family to be willing to 
let go of things that are cluttering your home and life. 
 
2. Get Tips and Encouragement.     Read through the suggestions in this 
newsletter. They were gathered from many people and sources. The 
recommended websites within this article contain much more information 
and encouragement to help you along. 
 
3. Enlist the Help of Family & Friends.     Ask your family and friends to 
support you in prayer as you tackle the clutter in your home. If they offer 
help, graciously accept and return the favor. We need each other in these 
practical areas of our lives. 
 
4. Plan Your Attack.     You can choose one of these strategies or combine 
them to fit your family's needs. You may want to start with a bang and 
finish off a little each week, or work up to an all-out effort. 
 
One Week Plan. Schedule one week to declutter. Wipe all other activities 
from your calendar and do a systematic pass through your entire house. 
Some serious dejunkers even rent a small dump box. You probably will not 
complete everything in one week, but it will give you a big boost. You can 
follow up with one of the following schedules: 
 
One Day a Week: Schedule one day each week to declutter during the 
summer months.  

 
An Hour or Two each Day or on Several Days each Week: The consistency of 
even small efforts -- just 15 minutes to 1 hour a day -- will pay off 
immensely. Or you could schedule 2-4 hours once or twice a week. 
 
You can go through your house in any order: from "public" living areas to 
storage, more cluttered rooms first or last, or perhaps a different room for 
each day of the week. 
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The Four-Box Dejunking Method 
 This method is recommended by many experts. 
 
1. Get four boxes and label them: 
     Trash 
     Give Away (You may also want a box for things to sell.) 
     Storage 
     Put Away 
 
2. As you go through the items in your current work zone, force yourself to 
make a decision about each item you pick up and place it in the correct 
box. Indecision is often the biggest problem in dealing with clutter. 
 
3. Near the end of your appointed work time (marked by a timer), 
appropriately dispose of box contents: 
 
* Relocate Put-Away items. 
* Place Give-Away items in car to take to donation center. 
* Put storage items, as well as items for your summer yard sale or eBay    
 sales, in clearly labeled boxes in your storage area. 
* Throw away the rest quickly without a second thought. 
 
Prevent Clutter  To prevent clutter from growing back, try one or all of the 
following suggestions: 
 
1. Hold Your Ground. After a particular area (as small as one counter top) 
has been cleared, do a daily clutter check to make sure no clutter is 
permitted to return. You might assign a child as a "clutter police" to patrol 
certain areas. 
 
2. Find a Place for Everything.  Every item needs a home and each member 
of your family needs to know where that home is.  Keep eliminating stuff 
until everything fits in the space you have available, rather than wishing for 
something you do not have -- more space for more stuff! 
 
3. Build Good Habits.  Work hard on the habit of returning items to their 
homes and dealing with clutter the Four-Box way. 
 
4. "One Comes In, One Goes Out" Rule.  When you buy a new item, a like 
item must be discarded, recycled, sold, or donated. This keeps the sheer 
number of items below the clutter point. It can also save money as you 

consider if you really need or want to buy a new item badly enough to 
release one you already have. 
 
5. Don't Buy It. It is more cost effective to rent some seldom-needed items or 
to borrow them from your public, church, or homeschool library. This is 
another way to keep down the volume of material in your home. 
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Online Resources 
     These websites contain a wealth of free, practical, and encouraging 
information. 
 
The Organized Home -  Many pages of free information about how to 
organize, declutter, simplify, and clean your home, including: 
* Secrets for a Successful Garage Sale. 
    http://organizedhome.com/seasonal/yardsale.html 
* Declutter 101: Where Do I Start? 
    http://organizedhome.com/declutter/declutter.html 
* Clutter and Personality Types - to help you lick your clutter, 
    plus clutterbusting articles. 
    http://organizedhome.com/declutter/clutterbuster.html 
* Guide to menus and meal planning, including a complete guide to 
    once-a-month cooking with recipes, equipment guide, and tips. 
* Cleaning tips, lessons, strategies, and charts. 
* Much more! 
    http://www.organizedhome.com 
 
Fly Lady's 27-Fling Boogie 
     Fly Lady has invented the 27 Fling Boogie to help you declutter your 
home: Take a garbage bag and walk through your home and collect 27 
items as quickly as you can. Do not stop until you have collected all 27 
items. Then close the garbage bag and pitch it. Do not look in it! Just do it. 
     Next, take an empty box and go through your home collecting 27 items 
to give away. As soon as you finish filling the box, take it to the car. You are 
less tempted to rescue the items. If you have two of any item and you only 
need one, get rid of the least desirable. 
     The FlyLady takes you by the hand and gently leads you step by baby 
step through her housecleaning and organizing program. 
http://www.FlyLady.net 
 
 
Don Aslett's Cleaning Center 
Clutter's Last Stand. Book by Don Aslett 
    http://www.cleanreport.com/catlist.cfm?subid=11 
Are You Buried in Junk? Article by Don Aslett 
    http://www.cleanreport.com 
  
 
 
 
© 2003 by The Teaching Home, www.TeachingHome.com. Reprinted by permission. 
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http://www.cleanreport.com/
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In Conclusion… 
 
 
 
Pray about what God wants you to work on for your particular family.  
 
Ask your spouse for guidance as to which areas are important to him. 
 
Find a balance – “Our house is clean enough to be healthy and messy 
enough to be happy.” 
 
Be careful not to be such a perfectionist that people are uncomfortable 
LIVING in your house. 

 
Our goal is to glorify God with our lives and, as homemakers, with our 
homes. We can do that better in an orderly home because we can be more 
gracious to our children when we aren’t rushed or hunting for the car keys 
or always behind, and can be hospitable. Our home is more peaceful and 
calm. 
 
This is a spiritual work because the end result is to bring peace to our 
homes and to glorify our Creator. 
 
Look for ways to bring order to your home, but don’t allow 
organization to be an idol. Get organized to give you the time and 
liberty for relationships. 
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Recommended Resources 
 

 
Don Aslett    Is There Life After Housework? 

   Clutter’s Last Stand 
 
Emilie Barnes  Survival for Busy Women 

   Creative Home Organizer 
   15-Minute Home and Family Organizer  
   More Hours in My Day 
 

Carol Barnier  If I’m Diapering a Watermelon, Then Where’d I  
     Leave the Baby? 
  
Vicki Bentley   My Homeschool Planner 
    The Everyday Family Chore System  
     
Better Homes & Gardens Clutter Cutters: Store It with Style 
 
Inge Cannon   Finally Organized 
 
Vicki Caruana   The Organized Home Schooler 
 
Marla Cilley   Sink Reflections 
 
Karen Ehman  A Life That Says Welcome 
 
Sandra Felton  Messies Manual / Messies 2 / Messie No More 
    Organizing Magic: 40 Days to a Well-Ordered Home & Life 

 
Elizabeth George  Life Management for Busy Women 
 
Donna Goldberg  The Organized Student : Teaching Children the  
    Skills for Success in School and Beyond 
 
Maria Gracia   Finally Organized, Finally Free (For the Home) 
 
Barbara Hemphill   Taming the Paper Tiger 
 
Judith Kolberg   Conquering Chronic Disorganization 
 with Kathleen Nadeau ADD-Friendly Ways to Organize Your Life 
 
Dorothy Lehmkul  Organizing for the Creative Person  
& Dolores Cotter Lamping 
 
Georgene Lockwood  Idiot’s Guide to Organizing Your Life 
 
Gordon MacDonald  Ordering Your Private World 
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Teri Maxwell    Managers of Their Homes 
 
Bonnie McCullough  Bonnie’s Household Organizer 

   401 Ways to Get Your Kids to Work at Home 
 
Julie Morgenstern   Organizing from the Inside Out 
    Time Management from the Inside Out  
 
Anne Ortlund   Disciplines of the Beautiful Woman 
 
Marcia Ramsland   Simplify Your Life 
 
Marilyn Rockett  Homeschooling at the Speed of Life 
 

Denise Schofield  Confessions of a Happily Organized Housewife 
   Confessions of a Happily Organized Family   
   Escape from the Kitchen 

Donna Smallin   Organizing Plain & Simple 

 
Marnie Swedberg  Marnie’s Kitchen Shortcuts 
 
Richard Swenson  Margin 

Jackie Wellwood   Busy Mom’s Guide to Simple Living 

 
Glynnis Whitwer  I Used to Be So Organized 
 
Debbie Williams  Put Your House in Order: Organizing Strategies  
     Straight from the Word 
    Common Sense Organizing 
 
Stephanie Winston  Getting Organized 
 
 
 
 
www.everydayhomemaking.com 
www.flylady.net  
www.getorganizednow.com   

www.organizedtimes.com 
www.shesintouch.com     
www.titus2homemaker.com 
 
 
 

 
 
 

http://www.everydayhomemaking.com/
http://www.getorganizednow.com/
http://www.shesintouch.com/
http://www.homeworksbest.net/
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Lessons Learned! 
 
 

  
 
 
 

 
 What I will do again next year 
 What I will definitely change! 
 Our family – before and after 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

This section may be done at the end of the year in your smaller 

mentoring group, or you may wish to do this session at an end-of 
year meeting with a larger support group, dividing into smaller 
groups for discussion. 
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Lessons Learned! 
 

  

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

ust as you might refer back to the map on a long journey to evaluate 
your progress, check your timing, hunt for rest stops, determine if you 
need help with our directions, etc., you’ll want to pause to evaluate 

your family’s progress in this home education “journey.”  
 Consider from where you started – how far have you come? Are you 
still traveling in the direction you intended? Is this where you expected to 
be? If not, was this a deliberate shift or a missed turn? Are you happy with 
where you find yourself today?  
 What will you do again next year, and what will you definitely 
change? This family evaluation stays with you; we will discuss only what 
you would like to discuss about your journey this year. This is a tool to help 
your family, so be honest with yourself. 
 
 
 
Am I satisfied with how our year progressed? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Is my spouse satisfied with how our year progressed? Why or why not? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
What improvement would I like to see for next year? 
 
 

J 
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Did we set goals for our family this past year? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Did we meet our goals (intellectual, physical, spiritual, social) this year? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Were our goals were realistic and achievable? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thoughts about our goals: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Was our home/space adequately organized? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Suggestions: 

o I need a notebook/planner/calendar to keep our schedule. 
o I need to define/refine our routine. 
o The children need more supervision in accomplishing tasks. 
o I need to de-clutter our space. 

o I need some additional organizing tools. 
o I need to have more realistic expectations of our household. 
o I need to set up learning or working centers for various activities in 

our home. 
o Other 
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Thoughts about home organization: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have I spent time learning what is important to my child? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have we enjoyed being a family? Why or why not? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have we spent time learning more about God and His plans for us as a 
family and as individuals? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have I spent time quietly with the Lord to refresh my spirit? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do my children see my joy in this home discipleship/education? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
How have I motivated my children to learn this year? 
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Have I been consistent in establishing clear standards of behavior and 
following up with appropriate consequences for compliance/non-
compliance? 
 
 
 
 
 
Have my children mastered the foundational skills they need at this level to 
progress further? Thoughts on this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do I understand my children’s strengths and needs? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Do I understand their learning styles and my teaching style? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What life skills have our children learned this year? What are they ready to 
learn next?  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Have we grown in character? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Were our materials consistent with our worldview? 
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Were our materials consistent with our goals? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Were our materials consistent with our children’s learning styles and ability 
levels? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
What do my children enjoy in their “spare” time and how can I utilize this, if 
appropriate, to help them learn? If not appropriate, how can we work on 
that? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Of the educational materials, resources, games, reference resources, etc. we 
have provided this year, which have we actually used? What should we 
obtain or use more? What worked and what did not? 
 
 
 
 
 
General Thoughts: 
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What I Will Do Again Next Year 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

What I Will Definitely Change! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Our Family: Before and After 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

“Let us not lose heart in doing good, for in due time we will reap if we 
do not grow weary.”      Galatians 6:9 NASB 
 
“Commit your works to the Lord, and your plans shall be established.”  

Proverbs 16:3 NASB 
 
“May the God of peace. . . equip you with everything good for doing his 
will, and may he work in us what is pleasing to him, through Jesus 
Christ, to whom be glory forever and ever. Amen.” 
     Hebrews 13:20-21 NIV 
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Troubleshooting Your Home School 
 from The Teaching Home e-newsletter   September 18, 2003    Volume 50 

 
 
You Can't Seem To Get Started. Something always "comes up" time after 
time that interferes with your homeschooling. Either the day or the hour 
you wanted to start comes and goes with nothing happening. You have 
multiple interruptions, and little or nothing is accomplished.  You keep 
thinking you'll do better tomorrow, but you're beginning to feel like you're 
swimming upstream against a current stronger than you. Suggestions: 
 
1. Realize that's exactly what you're doing – swimming against the current! 
By choosing to teach your children at home from a Christian worldview, you 
are taking a stand against the spiritual darkness of the world today. You 

can expect resistance or even attacks on your efforts. 
 
2. Prepare for spiritual combat as directed in Ephesians 6:10-18: 
“Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord and in the power of His might. 
Put on the whole armor of God, that you may be able to stand against the 
wiles of the devil. For we do not wrestle against flesh and blood, but against 
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this 
age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places. Praying 
always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, being watchful to this 
end with all perseverance and supplication for all the saints.” 
 
3. Make plans to begin. Set an easily reachable goal for your first day or 
week, even if it's just in one subject. 

Review the suggestions in The Teaching Home e-Newsletter #48 about 
working on the basics first, concentrating on fewer subjects at a time, and 
eliminating good opportunities for extra activities in favor of the best use of 
your family's time and energy.  

http://www.teachinghome.com/newsletters/vol_2-no_48.cfm 
 
4. Persevere towards that goal, returning to it after each interruption or 
distraction. 
 
5. Eliminate any activity of less importance that gets in your way. (Eat only 
sandwiches for a while if you must!) 

“Let us lay aside every weight, and the sin which so easily ensnares us, And 
let us run with endurance the race that is set before us, Looking unto 
Jesus, the author and finisher of our faith.”   (Hebrews 12:1-2a) 
 
     You are not just running a race; it is an obstacle course! And it won't be 
a sprint, but a marathon. Nevertheless, if you keep going you will reach 
your stride and find a sustainable pace that is right for your family. 

http://www.teachinghome.com/newsletters/vol_2-no_48.cfm
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“And let us not be weary in well doing: for in due season we shall reap, if we 
faint not.”  (Galatians 6:9) 
      

     We can see our homeschooling as a battle, a race, and also a harvest. 
This last picture is especially appropriate, since we are planting seeds of 
truth in our children's lives, seeds that will grow and mature over the years 
only if they are actually planted and tended! If we wait too long for the 
perfect planting conditions, frost will come before the seeds can sprout. 
 
     Know that thousands of other Christian homeschool families have faced 
the same struggles you are now going through. You, too, can have the 
success and satisfaction they have found; you have the same Lord. 

“Blessed is the man 
     Who walks not in the counsel of the ungodly, 
     Nor stands in the path of sinners, 
     Nor sits in the seat of the scornful; 
But his delight is in the law of the Lord, 
     And in His law he meditates day and night. 
He shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water, 
     That brings forth its fruit in its season, 
     Whose leaf also shall not wither; 
     And whatever he does shall prosper.” 
     (Psalm 1:1-3) 

 

 

Your Student Just Doesn't Get It. You have hit a snag in one or more 
subjects and can't seem to get past it. Your student simply doesn't seem to 
understand the material, so progress has slowed to a standstill. 
Suggestions: 

1.  Both teacher and student may need an attitude check. Do you and your 
child agree on who's in charge? Do you both see the educational goal as 
necessary or beneficial? (Maybe a story or activity could demonstrate the 
value of knowing the material.) Do you love one another and show it in your 
voices? 
 
2. Your student may need more attention, assistance, or input than you 
expected. Even an intelligent older child may benefit from interaction and 
discussion with you and should not be expected to learn entirely alone. 
 
3. Your student may need to master one or more prerequisites. 
In math, he may need to "overlearn" the basic math facts and operations 
(addition, subtraction, multiplication, division) through daily practice until 
they are second nature. It is a mistake to build higher math concepts on a 
weak foundation. 
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 In reading, it is essential for your child to master the phonetic 
sounds of letters and blends and the rules of phonics. While this may take 
months in the beginning, it will lead to strong, confident, and accurate 
reading. Teach spelling along with phonics for a double pay-off! 
 In other subjects, look for foundational principles or information to 
master, then build more advanced concepts firmly on that base. 
 You will find yourself more and more "tuning in" to your student's 
needs and less and less confined to the progression of material in your 
curriculum. After all, you are teaching your child, not his book. 
 
4. Your material may be too advanced for your child. 
Read your child's textbook aloud to him. Add extra material on his level. 
Slow down and take plenty of time to explain as you go. You may even omit 
difficult parts until later or choose an easier level entirely. 

 
5.  Your curriculum may not interest your child. Supplement your 
curriculum with library books. Include some with big, beautiful pictures 
and some with exciting stories. Also use videos, tapes, games, or visual 
aids. Follow up on topics of interest to your child. Although there is some 
basic knowledge that your children must master, whether or not it is "fun," 
your child will learn and retain more easily when studying something of 
interest to him. 
 
6. Your student may have a learning difficulty or a unique learning style. 
Approach the material differently, adding more visual aids, such as charts 
or videos; audio activities such as reading aloud, oral drills, discussions, or 
audio/video tapes; physical activities; or manipulatives. Find out if your 
student responds better in a calmer environment such as a corner of a 
room without distractions such as noise, movement, clutter, and bright 
posters. 
 
 
 
Your Student Is Unmotivated.  You know your child could do better work, 
but he just doesn't apply himself. You fear that he may become a chronic 
underachiever or even a complete failure. Suggestions: 
 
1. Give your student better examples. If his friends do not value and enjoy 
learning, find some new ones that do. Be a good example yourself by 
sharing your enthusiasm and love of learning through what you say and do. 
 

2. Create a need to know. Arrange an extracurricular activity or special 
project that requires learning. Stimulate interest with books, videos, 
museum visits, etc. 
 
3. Correct and retrain immature attitude. Use both positive and negative 
incentives to move your student from being self-centered, lazy, and 
preoccupied with pleasure, toward being purposeful and diligent with 
broader interests. This process will take time, but will be well worth the 
effort. 
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4. Your child may be actively or passively rebellious. This is a spiritual 
problem that you must work on prayerfully. Do not neglect to read and 
discuss God's Word with your children daily. 
 
“And thou shalt love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, 
     and with all thy soul, and with all thy might. 
And these words, which I command thee this day, 
     shall be in thine heart: 
And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, 
     and shalt talk of them when thou sittest in thine house, 
     and when thou walkest by the way, 
     and when thou liest down, 
     and when thou risest up.” 

     (Deuteronomy 6:5-7) 
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Evaluation Form 
 

Just as you evaluated your journey, we need you to help us evaluate our 
part of the map! This can be turned in anonymously; please be honest so 
we can improve our program. 
 

 I attended  ___almost none   ___most   ___all    of this year’s Home 
Education 101 meetings. 

 
 I attended  ___no    ____some     ____all     monthly support group 
 meetings. 

 

 My favorite Home Education 101 topic was ________________________. 

 Comments: 
 
 
 
 

 My least favorite was ______________________________________________. 
 This should be deleted altogether because  

 
 

 Or This can be improved by  
 
 
 

 Other topics I’d like to see discussed in the small group that were not 
covered in our large support group meetings: 

 
 
 

 What I liked about our Home Ed 101 meetings: 
 
 
 

 What I would like to have changed about our Home Ed 101 meetings: 
 
 
 

 What I liked/disliked about the workbook: 
 
 
 
 
Any other comments may be written on the back. Detailed suggestions are 
helpful.   
 

Thank you for participating in Home Education 101.  
We pray it has blessed your family. 
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Evaluation Form – Mentor 
 
 

Just as you helped other parents evaluate their journeys, we need you to 
help us evaluate our part of the map! This can be turned in anonymously; 
please be honest so we can improve our program. 
 

 I led a    ____family to family    or   ____ small group session. 
 

 I also attended  ___no    ____some     ____all     monthly support     
     group  meetings. 

 

 My favorite Home Education 101 topic was ________________________. 
 Comments: 

 
 
 
 

 My least favorite was ______________________________________________. 
 This should be deleted altogether because  

 
 

 Or This can be improved by  
 
 
 

 Other topics I’d like to see discussed in the small group: 
 
 
 

 What I liked about our Home Ed 101 meetings: 
 
 
 

 What I would like to have changed about our Home Ed 101 meetings: 
 
 
 

 What I liked/disliked about the workbook/manual: 
 

 
 
 
Any other comments may be written on the back. Detailed suggestions are 
helpful.   You may return this to Vicki Bentley, 122 Mill Race Drive, 
Winchester VA 22602. 
 

Thank you for participating in Home Education 101.  
We pray it has blessed your family and those you have graciously served. 
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Appendix A 
 

Ontario Law: 

Policy & Procedure Memorandum 131 
 

 

 

 

These appendices should not be considered legal advice. For 
specific legal questions, please consult HSLDA or your lawyer. 

 
 

Information for these appendices was provided by the 
Ontario Christian Home Educators’ Connection (OCHEC) 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The appendix notes are NOT included in the 

parent workbook. 
 
If you are in a province other than Ontario, Appendix C provides 
an outline of your legislation. There are blank pages at the end 
of Appendix C for you to write or attach more specific detail for 

your own province’s information. 
 

 
 
 

The mentor’s manual is also available custom printed with your own 
province-specific appendix. 
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Ontario Law1 
 

Law: Ontario Education Act Section 21(1) & (2) (OEA) 

 

Compulsory Attendance 
 
 21.  (1)  Unless excused under this section, 
 (a) every person who attains the age of six years on or before the 
first school day in September in any year shall attend an elementary or 
secondary school on every school day from the first school day in 
September in that year until the person attains the age of 18 years; and 
 (b) every person who attains the age of six years after the first 

school day in September in any year shall attend an elementary or 
secondary school on every school day from the first school day in 
September in the next succeeding year until the last school day in June in 
the year in which the person attains the age of 18 years.  2006, c. 28, 
s. 5 (1). 
 

Participation in equivalent learning 
 
 (1.1)  A person shall be considered to be attending school when he or 
she is participating in equivalent learning if the equivalent learning 
program, course of study or other activity and the group, organization or 
entity providing it have been approved under paragraph 3.0.1 of subsection 
8 (1).  2006, c. 28, s. 5 (1). 
 

When attendance is excused 
 
 (2)  A person is excused from attendance at school if, 

(a) the person is receiving satisfactory instruction at home or 
elsewhere; 

 

Summary of Law 
 
Ages 6-18 or obtained SSGD or equivalent unless receiving satisfactory 
instruction at home or elsewhere. 
Days :  Not specified.                      Subjects:  Not specified. 

Teacher Qualifications: None       Standardized Tests: None 
There is both law and policy for home educators in Ontario. The Ontario 
Law, stated above, declares the government's requirements, while the policy 

                                                           
1
 This and the following pages should not be considered legal advice. For specific legal questions, 

please consult HSLDA or your lawyer. 

 

http://www.ontario.ca/fr/lois/loi/90e02#s21s1
http://www.ontario.ca/fr/lois/loi/90e02#s21s1p1
http://www.ontario.ca/fr/lois/loi/90e02#s21s2
https://www.ochec.org/?q=legal/ontario_law
https://www.ochec.org/?q=legal/ontario_law
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and program memorandum, following, outlines what the government would 
like to see followed. 
 
A policy is not a statute or regulation and, therefore, does not have the full 
force of law. There is no legal onus to follow policy while the law is binding.  
 
If you are currently in communication with a school or school board, we 
suggest that PPM 131 is useful to set parameters for this relationship. It 
has been given by the government and thus is their way of advising school 
boards on their interaction with you. This memorandum does not change 
the homeschool community's interpretation of the law nor what is required 
of home educators.2 

                                                           
2
 This and the following pages should not be considered legal advice. For specific legal questions, 

please consult HSLDA or your lawyer. 

 

https://www.ochec.org/sites/default/files/legal/law_ppm131AppendixBCD.pdf
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Policy/Program Memorandum 1313 

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/extra/eng/ppm/131.html 
 
PPM 131 was issued by the Ministry of Education on June 17, 2002. It was 
addressed to school boards/officials, seeking to clear up confusion that 
existed between the school boards and homeschoolers as to who was 
responsible for determining whether a child is receiving 'satisfactory 
instruction' at home. PPM 131 makes it abundantly clear to the school 
boards that 'satisfactory instruction' should be assumed to be taking place 
in the homeschool setting. 
 
PPM131 contains sample letters for both parents/school board to 

communicate the parental decision/school acceptance of the homeschool 
option being exercised for named children. It also requests that parents 
provide annual notification of continuation of home education and any 
change of address.  
 
PPM131 provides the following list of some of the reasons that may (italics 
ours) give a board cause to investigate a particular instance of home 
schooling: 

 refusal of  parent to notify the board in writing of the intent to 
provide home schooling 

 credible report of concern by a third party with respect to the 
instruction being provided in the home 

 evidence that the child was removed from attendance at 
school because of ongoing conflicts with the school, not for the 
purpose of homeschooling 

 a history of absenteeism by the child prior to the parent's 
notifying the board of the intent to provide home schooling 

Satisfactory Instruction 
 
If there is a disagreement between the parent and school board as to 
whether the child is receiving satisfactory instruction and thereby excused 
from compulsory attendance, the Education Act requires an inquiry to be 
held. 

Such inquiry into the validity of the reason for non-attendance at school 
may only be ordered by the provincial attendance counsellor and conducted 
by a person or persons who are not employees of a school board. (Section 
24(2) Education Act ) 

                                                           
3
 This and the following pages should not be considered legal advice. For specific legal questions, 

please consult HSLDA or your lawyer. 

 

http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/extra/eng/ppm/131.html
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In Lambton County Board of Education v. Beauchamp 10 R.F.L. 354 – “The 
educational authorities must conclusively prove their case through the 
introduction of substantial, detailed and expert testimony if necessary.” 
Satisfactory Instruction is not defined by the Education Act. 
 
The Supreme Court of Canada in Adler v. Ontario (December 1996) stated 
that section 21 of the Education Act mandates compulsory education but 
not compulsory school attendance. 
 
The wording of s.21(2)(a) of the Education Act allows parents to enroll their 
children in 'private schools' that have home-based classrooms. Nothing in 
the Act requires students enrolled in a private school to be taught at the 
same location. While private schools escape the intensive scrutiny of the 
school boards, they must file an annual 'notice of intention to operate,' 

furnish statistics, and submit to inspections.4 

                                                           
4
 This and the following pages should not be considered legal advice. For specific legal questions, 

please consult HSLDA or your lawyer. 
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                                                 Appendix B 
                        
                          About HSLDA 
 

Home School Legal Defence Association (HSLDA) is a nonprofit advocacy 
organization established to defend and advance the constitutional right of 
parents to direct the education of their children and to protect family 
freedoms. Through annual memberships, HSLDA is tens of thousands of 

families united in service together, providing a strong voice when and where 
needed. 
 
HSLDA advocates on the legal front on behalf of our members in matters 
which include conflicts with provincial or local officials over homeschooling. 
Each year, member families receive legal consultation by letter and phone, 
are represented through negotiations with local officials, and represented in 
court proceedings. HSLDA also takes the offensive, filing actions to protect 
members against government intrusion and to establish legal precedent. On 
occasion, HSLDA will handle precedent-setting cases for nonmembers, as 
well. 
 
HSLDA advocates at the Provincial Legislature & Parliament by tracking 
provincial and federal legislation that affects homeschooling and parental 
rights. HSLDA works to defeat or amend harmful bills, but also works 
proactively, introducing legislation to protect and preserve family freedoms. 
 
HSLDA advocates in provincial legislatures, at the invitation of provincial 
homeschool organizations, by assisting individual provinces in drafting 
language to improve their homeschool legal environment and to fight 
harmful legislation. 
 
HSLDA advocates in the media by presenting articulate and knowledgeable 
spokesmen to the press on the subject of homeschooling. HSLDA staff 
members are regularly called upon for radio, television, and print 
interviews, and their writings are frequently published in newspapers and 
magazines across the country. HSLDA’s own bimonthly magazine, The 
Home School Court Report, provides news and commentary on a host of 
current issues affecting homeschoolers.  
 
CCHE, the research arm of HSLDA, advocates for the movement by 
commissioning and presenting quality research on the progress of 
homeschooling. Whether it’s in print, from the podium, or on the air, 
HSLDA provides insightful vision and leadership for the cause of 
homeschooling. 
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We protect your right to homeschool 
 
Since 1983, the primary goal of the Home School Legal Defense Association 
(HSLDA U.S.) has remained the same—to bring together a large number of 
homeschooling families so that each can have a low-cost method of 
obtaining quality legal defense. Home School Legal Defence Association 
began in Canada in 1991. HSLDA gives families the freedom to homeschool 
without having to face legal threats alone. Through many families sticking 
together, we have been able to keep the cost of a year’s membership close to 
the rate that you would have to pay for less than an hour of an attorney’s 
time almost anywhere else. 
 
After a family joins HSLDA, there are no further charges of any kind for 
defending them in court. HSLDA pays in full all attorney fees, expert 
witness costs, travel expenses, and all other court costs permissible by 
provincial law for us to pay. 
 
The vast majority of contacts member families face are successfully resolved 
through our early intervention without any court action. Many times 
HSLDA attorneys call or write letters on behalf of members contacted by 
local officials. For those who wind up in court, HSLDA provides full 
representation at every stage of legal proceedings. 
 
We defend your future liberty 
 
As a member, you not only receive numerous tangible benefits, but you also 
receive the intangible and invaluable blessing of defending liberty for future 
generations. Your membership not only works to further your right to 
homeschool now, but through you, countless other families will enjoy these 
same liberties as they seek to homeschool their own children in future 
generations. 
 
Other valuable benefits 
 
Regular Updates and e-lerts that call our members to action. We track 
provincial and federal bills in regard to homeschooling, then inform you of 
those bills. You’ll receive email e-lerts on local, provincial, national, and 
international homeschooling issues. We will tell you what’s happening, 
what it means to you, and what you can do about it. 
   
The Home School Court Report is HSLDA’s quarterly membership newsletter. 

In it, we report important information about new laws and court cases that 
affect homeschoolers, as well as other information about HSLDA’s activity 
on behalf of our members and items of interest to the homeschooling 
community. 

http://www.hslda.org/elert
http://www.hslda.org/courtreport
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Appendix C          Provincial Legislation/Policy 5 
 

It is most important that you research the education legislation, regulations, 
and policies of your province or territory. These laws, regulations, and 
policies can and do change, and differ from region to region. 
 

Alberta education.alberta.ca/parents/choice/homeeducation.aspx Dec 
10/2015  www.aheaonline.com Dec 10/2015 
 
British Columbia 
www.bced.gov.bc.ca/dist_learning/dl_vs_homeschool.htm Dec 10/2015 
 
Manitoba 
www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/schools/ind/homeschool/legislation.html  Dec 
10/2015               machs.ca/manitoba-law.html Dec 10/2015 
 
Newfoundland/Labrador www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/homeschooling.html 
Dec 10/2015 
 
New Brunswick government site not available 
 
Nova Scotia 
www.novascotia.ca/just/regulations/regs/edgic.htm#TOC1_45 Dec 
10/2015 
 
Ontario www.edu.gov.on.ca 
 

Prince Edward Island www.gov.pe.ca/eecd/homeschool Dec 10/2015 
 
Quebec www.acpeq.org/interpretation-loi/ Dec 10/2015 
www.education.gov.sk.ca/ISHBE Dec 10/2015  
 
Northwest Territories – no information located 
 
Nunavut – refers to Alberta 
www.umanitoba.ca/publications/cjeap/articles/kwarteng_nunavut.html 
Dec 10/2015 
 
Yukon http://www.education.gov.yk.ca/enrolment.html Dec 10/2015 
   http://auroravirtualschool.ca/home_education.html Dec 10/2015 
 
SUMMARY OF federal legislation regarding home education for Native 
Aboriginal Indigenous Peoples 
www.parl.gc.ca/content/lop/researchpublications/cei-12-e.htm Dec 
10/2015 

                                                           

5  

This and the following pages should not be considered legal advice. For specific legal questions, 

please consult HSLDA or your lawyer. 

http://www.aheaonline.com/
http://www.bced.gov.bc.ca/dist_learning/dl_vs_homeschool.htm
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/schools/ind/homeschool/legislation.html%20%20Dec%2010/2015
http://www.edu.gov.mb.ca/k12/schools/ind/homeschool/legislation.html%20%20Dec%2010/2015
http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/homeschooling.html%20Dec%2010/2015
http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/homeschooling.html%20Dec%2010/2015
http://www.novascotia.ca/just/regulations/regs/edgic.htm#TOC1_45
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/
http://www.gov.pe.ca/eecd/homeschool
http://www.acpeq.org/interpretation-loi/
http://www.education.gov.sk.ca/ISHBE
http://www.umanitoba.ca/publications/cjeap/articles/kwarteng_nunavut.html%20Dec%2010/2015
http://www.umanitoba.ca/publications/cjeap/articles/kwarteng_nunavut.html%20Dec%2010/2015
http://www.education.gov.yk.ca/enrolment.html%20Dec%2010/2015
http://auroravirtualschool.ca/home_education.html
http://www.parl.gc.ca/content/lop/researchpublications/cei-12-e.htm
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Appendix D              Frequently Asked Questions 
 

 

 

What does membership with Ontario Christian Home Educators’ 
Connection (OCHEC) do for me? 

 Builds and provides support group references for new / moving 
home educators 

 Hosts annual provincial convention  

 Qualifies for Home School Legal Defence Association Canada 
(HSLDA) discount 

 Publishes quarterly newsletter - up-to-date information on home 
education news local, provincial, national, and international, as well 
as information on conferences and other home education related 
events in the province, plus informative articles written by home 
educators (available in paper copy or in PDF format by email) 

 Maintains province-wide network to lobby the government on home 
education issues 

 Presents OCHEC as a valuable voice for the homeschool community 
in provincial negotiations 

 

 
What does membership with OCHEC do for my support group? 

 Speakers for support group meetings 

 Leadership training for group leaders. 

 Chapter Leaders kit, helpful tools for group leaders 

 Connection with other home schooling groups and individuals in the 
province 

 Regular email updates on current issues, events or concerns for 
homeschooling families 

 Increase in your group's membership by referrals 

 
 
How do I find a support group in my area?  

 Our website www.ochec.org will provide a contact for your area 
representative 
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What does the law state concerning homeschooling in Ontario? 

 Please see Appendix A for legal information concerning 
homeschooling. 

 

Does the home educating parent need any teaching qualifications? 

 Teacher qualifications are not required in any Canadian province for 
home educating parents. 

 
Will my child need to be tested by anyone? 

 In Ontario, testing is not required. If you should choose to have your 
child tested in order to assess his/her strengths and weaknesses, 
testing may be done through the Canadian Testing Center. The 
Canadian Achievement Test (CAT) is available for all grades and can 
be done in your home by the parent or in another convenient 
location by an outside facilitator of your choice. Some parents may 
choose to take advantage of the testing available at local schools. 
(Note: This will be at the discretion of the school principal.) 

 
Do I need to tell anyone that I am homeschooling? 

 If you have withdrawn your child from a public or private school to 
continue their education at home, we suggest, as a courtesy, that 
you send the school administrator a letter of notification. (Appendix  
B) Thank them for their input to date in the life of your child, inform 
them that your child(ren) will not be attending their school and state 
you have made other arrangements for their education.  

This is allowed under the Education Act, section 21(2) clause (a). 
Since your child(ren) will be receiving satisfactory education at home, 
they are excused from compulsory attendance laws. If your child(ren) 
have never attended a public or private school notification is not 
necessary. 

 
What about homeschooling for high school? 

 There are many programs and much support material available that 
make homeschooling through high school a viable option. More and 

more Canadian colleges and universities are opening their doors to 
homeschool graduates. A recent Canadian study of homeschooled 
graduates showed clearly that home educated high school grads 
move readily into higher education and the work force. (cf.  report 
"Home Education in Canada - 2003" and "Fifteen Years Later: Home-
Educated Canadian Adults, 2009" from the Canadian Centre for 
Home Education) 
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What about socialization? 

 This issue is frequently brought up as an objection to home 
schooling when in reality it should be seen as a reason for educating 
your children at home. Much of the socialization children receive in a 
traditional school setting is negative. By spending a large fraction of 
their day in the company of others of the same age and maturity 
level, students are subjected to massive amounts of peer pressure, 
moral and even physical hazards. The average home educated child 
is involved with many people of varying ages and stages of maturity. 
This better prepares them to be involved in an age-integrated society. 
Freedom from peer pressure can result in self-confidence, 
independent thinking, the ability to relate to people of all ages and 

better family relationships. Moral principles of interaction can be 
taught, demonstrated and reinforced at home by parents. 

 

My children are still quite young. How can I be preparing myself for 
homeschooling? 

 Select a few basic books from a recommended reading list. These 
may be available in your public library, from one of our Canadian 
curriculum suppliers, or Amazon.com. 

 Get connected with a support group in your area and learn from 
others how they've done it. 

 Attend the OCHEC convention in the spring to hear several excellent 
speakers addressing inspirational, practical, and informative topics. 
Many curriculum vendors will be on site.  

 Consider joining OCHEC. (See first question!) 

 Also, HSLDA offers a free membership to qualifying parents of 
preschoolers; see www.hslda.ca.  

 HSLDA US (www.hslda.org/preschool) and HSLDA Canada both offer 
extensive preschool information at their respective sites, as well. 

 

What are some benefits of home education? 
Following is a partial listing:  

 Parents maintain and enjoy the position of primary influence in the 
developing lives of their children. 

 Home provides a safer environment with fewer distractions. 

https://www.ochec.org/?q=reading_list
http://www.hslda.ca/
http://www.hslda.org/preschool
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 Curriculum and pace of learning can be geared to the individual 
child. 

 The negative effects of peer pressure are minimized in an age-
integrated setting. 

 More time spent with children results in closer relationships. 

 One-on-one tutoring has many advantages over the typical classroom 
where one teacher tries to meet the needs of many children at 
differing learning levels. 

 Age integration as opposed to age segregation better prepares the 
child for life in the "real world". 

 Flexibility and economy of time: It takes less time to get the work 
done at home than in a typical classroom, resulting in greater 
flexibility in scheduling. 

 Opportunities for character development and the passing on of the 
parents' faith and values. 

 Parents, especially the primary educating parent, benefit from 
continued learning as they teach subjects they may not have delved 
into in their own education.  
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Other books by Vicki Bentley in this series: 

 

  Home Education 101: A Mentor’s Manual 

  Home Education 101: Parent Workbook 

 

  High School 101: Blueprint for Success 

  

  My Homeschool Planner 

 

Future Projects: 

 

  Independent Living 101: A Mini-Course for High School  

   Students 

 

  High School 201: Unit Sampler for Upper Grades 

  

  Families Encouraging Families: A Support Group Primer 
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Also by Vicki Bentley 

 

 

 

Titles in this series include: 

 

   Everyday Cooking 

   The Everyday Family Chore System  

    (Getting Your Family to Help at Home) 

   Getting Dinner on the Table… 

                           The SAME Day You Homeschool 

 

Visit our website for more 

practical ideas for your busy family! 
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What others are saying about Home Education 101: 
 

“Home Education 101 is a wonderful tool that helps veteran homeschooling parents encourage and help 

equip those new to home education….covers the most important foundational topics and offers a lot 
of practical ideas. In addition to covering topics like choosing curriculum, understanding learning styles, 
etc. there is a lot of practical help in the areas of home organization, time management, lesson 
planning, and even meal planning. Helping moms get a handle on the area of home and family 

management is a vital component in the success of their home education journey.”  
 
“The mentor's manual is easy to use, well-written, and does not require a lot of advance 
preparation for the leader….allows for the leaders to share their experiences and examples from their 

own lives. It also encourages dialogue between the moms/parents in the group. The moms in our group 
were so encouraged to know that, as veteran homeschooling moms, we are not perfect and we have 
struggled with many of the same things they are dealing with. It gave them hope and a great sense of "I 
can do this!" to hear how we have overcome different challenges in our own homeschool journeys.” –N.M. 

 
“Really enjoyed visiting with the other families in the small group discussions...It was helpful to be with 
parents who were experiencing the same things I was...The workbook materials were easy to read. 
All the information is organized, handy in one place and at my fingertips….” 

 
“Thank you …for providing this very helpful tool!”  
 
“The mentor's manual is very flexible and adaptable. The many articles included…were appropriate 
and very helpful. And the fact that Home Education 101 is designed to be completed in eight sessions 

plus one follow-up meeting later made it a very do-able commitment for everyone. The ladies that 
attended our group absolutely loved it! The small group atmosphere/ emphasis is great for building 
friendships that continue after the group completes the book together.” 

 
“I was delighted to be part of a small group of women in Arizona who used the Home Education 101 

workbook. It was a wonderful book packed full of homeschool information and ideas. We were able to 

see and hear the author's point of view, but we were also able to incorporate the techniques and 
suggestions into our own homeschool life. The sharing and camaraderie that we established made 
way for the support and friendship necessary for homeschool beginners. I would recommend this 
resource to any small group or community of homeschoolers who wish to get a 'jump start' into finding 

a passion and vision for their personal homeschool environment.” 
 
“… I leave each session relieved that I don't have to reinvent the wheel, encouraged by the support of 
the other moms (experienced homeschoolers or not), and confident that I can do this. A bonus of these 

sessions is the fellowship… I now see these other ladies as friends and not just fellow teachers.” –J.J. 
 
“Thank you. The hug you gave me last night [at the mentoring meeting] was just what I needed. It has 
been an extremely stressful week for me. Yesterday was the worst day.... I received a gift last night I 

really needed: the reassurance from you that I can make it. I'm taking it one day at a time.” 
 
“The mentoring program was awesome. [My mentor] was so full of information that was so helpful to 
me. I still have my workbook and use it as a reference pretty often.... Thanks a million!” –C.B. 

 
“What an enthusiastic group! Lots of questions and discussion ---seems like some good friendships are 
being formed! At the end of one meeting we took the group out to our "classroom" and that sparked 
questions and interaction….it has been a privilege to get to know these wonderful moms --It has 

blessed and encouraged me!” – C., mentor 
 
“The manual is terrific....The class was a God-send! The support of being on this journey with other 
real people with real challenges was very encouraging. [My mentor] did an excellent job and surpassed 

my expectations! I would highly recommend this course to any new homeschooling mom.” 
“The small group setting really facilitated discussion...We were able to share our questions and 
concerns, and the mentor tailored our discussions to meet our specific needs - it was wonderful! Thank 
you for this opportunity!” 

 
“…The Home Education 101 mentoring classes helped to encourage me in my decision and empower me 

in my abilities to teach my children, provided the comic relief of other newbies in the homeschooling 

arena, and forged friendships between like-minded women.  These are invaluable tools!  The topics 
each week were also relevant and useful, but the bond of friendship … is what I have appreciated the 
most.  My family now meets regularly two days each week with different families of the women involved 
in my small mentoring group…The women I met through Home Education 101 are going the long 

journey with me….” – C.F. 

 


